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COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that
American Medical International , Inc. , and its wholly-owned subsidiary corporation hereinafter also named as respondent , corporations
subject to the jurisdiction

of

the Commission, have acquired the stock

or assets of the hospital hereinafter described, in violation of Section
7 of the Clayton Act , as amended (15
C.
18), and having further
reason to believe that respondents have engaged in unfair methods of
competition in violation of Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission
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Act , as amended (15 U.s. C. 45), and that a proceeding in respect

thereof is in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint pursuant
to the provisions of Section 11 of the aforesaid Clayton Act as amended (15 U. c. 21), and Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, as amended (15 U.s. C. 45(b)), stating its charges as follows:

Respondents

1. Respondent American Medical International , Inc. , hereinafter
AMI " is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the
State of Delaware , with its principal executive offces at 414 North

Camden Drive , Beverly Hils , California.
2. AMI is primarily engaged in the operation and management of
proprietary hospitals in the United States and in foreign countries. In
AMI's fiscal year 1980 , it had total revenues of approximately $661
millon. It owns approximately 64 hospitals in the United States and
abroad. It is the third largest proprietary hospital chain in the United
States. (2)

3. Respondent AMISUB (French Hospital), hereinafter " AMISUB
French, " is a wholly-owned subsidiary corporation of AMI , organized
and doing business under the laws of the State of California , with its
principal offce at 414 North Camden Drive , Beverly Hills, California.
AMISUB French was established by AMI for the purpose of acquiring
and operating French Hospital located in San Luis Obispo , California.
Trade and Commerce

4. At all times relevant herein , the respondents have been and are
now engaged in commerce within the meaning ofthe Clayton Act , as

amended , and are corporations whose businesses are in or affecting
commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act

as amended. AMI does business in a number of states. AMI and its
hospitals in San Luis Obispo County, California , among other things:
(a) purchase substantial amounts of supplies , equipment and medicines from sources outside of the State of"California;
(b) receive substantial revenues from private and governmental
insurers located outside of the State of California; and
(c) treat some patients who travel from or reside outside ofthe State
of California.
5. AMI , through its wholly-owned subsidiaries , presently owns and

operates three of the five general acute care hospitals in San Luis
Obispo County, California. These hospitals are Sierra Vista Hospital

Arroyo Grande Community Hospital and French Hospital. AMI's
ownership of each of these hospitals was obtained by means of separate acquisitions.
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6. General acute care hospitals , hereinafter sometimes referred to
as " hospital(s), " are health facilities , other than federally-owned
facilities, with an organized medical staffwhich provide 24 hour inpatient care , including at least the following services: nursing, surgical
anesthesia , laboratory, radiology, pharmacy and dietary services.
General acute care hospitals is the relevant product market.

7. San Luis Obispo County, California , and/or parts thereof, are the

relevant geographic markets.

8. Barriers to entry into the hospital market in San Luis Obispo
County are high. (3)
COUNT I

The Acquisition

9. On July 18 , 1979 , AMI, through AMISUB French , acquired sole
ownership of the assets and related facilties of the proprietary
French Hospital in the city of San Luis Obispo, California. It acquired

the assets used by French Hospital from Central Coast Hospital Company, a limited partnership; French Hospital Corporation; Central

Coast CHnic Company, a limited partnership; and

French Medical

CHnic , Inc.

10. At the time of this acquisition , French Hospital competed with
AMI's Sierra Vista and Arroyo Grande Community hospitals. Sierra
Vista was the largest hospital in the city of San Luis Obispo , Califor-

nia with approximately a 43% share of hospital beds in the city, and
French Hospital was the second largest hospital in the city with approximately a 34% share of hospital beds in the city. The only other
hospital in the city was the nonprofit San Luis Obispo General Hospital , which was operated by the county primarily for indigent patients.
11. At the time of its acquisition by AMI , French Hospital had
approximately a 24% share of hospital beds in San Luis Obispo County and AMI's two other hospitals had a combined share of approximately 44% of the hospital beds in the county. AMI's combined share
of filled hospital beds in San Luis Obispo County is higher than the
figures set forth above.

Effects

12. The eflects of the French Hospital acquisition by AMI , through
its wholly-owned subsidiary, may be to lessen competition substantially or tend to create a monopoly in the relevant product and geo-

graphic markets enumerated in Paragraphs 6 and 7 , above , in the
following ways, among others:

(a) actual and potential competition has been eliminated among
French , Arroyo Grande Community and Sierra Vista hospitals;
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(b) concentration has been substantially increased;
(c) already high barriers to entry have been increased and new
entry into the market has been foreclosed;
(d) respondents have obtained a dominant market position; (4)
(e) patients , physicians , and large group purchasers of hospital services , such as health maintenance organizations , may be denied the

benefits of free and open competition based on price , quality, and
service in choosing among hospitals.
Violation Charged

13. The acquisition of French Hospital constitutes a violation of
Section 7 ofthe Clayton Act , as amended , and Section 5 ofthe Federal

Trade Commission Act , as amended.

COUNT II

14. The allegations of Paragraphs 1 through 11 ofthis complaint

are

incorporated by reference herein.
15. Beginning sometime in the past and continuing to the present
AMI , through its wholly-owned subsidiaries, has , with specific intent

to exclude competitors and maintain the power to control delivery of
hospital services , attempted to monopolize and has otherwise engaged
in unfair methods of competition in the market for general acute care
hospital services in San Luis Obispo County or parts thereof.
16. In furtherance ofthe conduct alleged in Paragraph 15 , AMI has

engaged in the following acts and practices , among others:
(a) acquired French Hospital;

(b) prevented a competing national proprietary hospital chain from
purchasing French Hospital and ofIering competition to AMI's two
hospitals located in San Luis Obispo County, California; and
(c) directed or authorized its three hospitals in San Luis Obispo

County to take a united position in refusing to compete with each
other by ofIering price and other concessions to Los Padres Group
Health , an individual practice association health maintenance organization.

17. The acts and practices referred to in Paragraph 16 are in or
affect commerce.
18. The effects , tendency and capacity of the conduct set forth in
Paragraphs 15 and 16 are to restrain trade and eliminate (5) competi-

tion in the relevant product and geographic markets enumerated in
Paragraphs 6 and 7 , above , in the following ways , among others:
(a) create a dangerous probability of monopoly, which would (i)
provide respondents with the power to raise prices and exclude com-
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petitors , and (ii) reduce respondents ' incentives to provide high quality services;

(b) increase already high barriers to entry and foreclose new entry
into the market;
(c) provide respondents with a dominant market position;
(d) deny patients, physicians , and large group purchasers of hospital
services, such as health maintenance organizations , the benefits of
free and open competition among hospitals based on price, quality,
and service.

19. The course of conduct and effects al1eged in Paragraphs 14
through 18 are continuing and wil continue in the absence of the
relief herein requested.
Violation Charged
20. The course of conduct and effects al1eged in Paragraphs 14
through 18 violates Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
as amended.
INITIAL DECISION BY

ERNEST G. BARNES, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
JULY 27 . 1983
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The complaint in this matter issued on July 30 , 1981 , charging
American Medical International , Inc. (" AMI" ), a corporation , and
AMISVB
(French Hospital), a corporation , with violations of Section
V.s. C. 18 (1976)), and Section 5
7 of the Clayton Act, as amended (15

of the Federal Trade Commission Act

, as amended (15

C. 45

(1976)).

Count I of the complaint alleges that AMI , through a whol1y-owned
subsidiary AMISVB (French Hospital), acquired al1 the assets and
related facilities ofthe proprietary French Hospital in the city of San
Luis Obispo , California. The effects of the acquisition , it is al1eged,
may be to lessen competition substantial1y or tend to create a monopoly in the general acute care hospital market in San Luis Obispo County, California ,

and/or parts thereof,

in the fol1owing ways,

among

others:
(a) actual and potential competition has been eliminated among French , Arroyo
Grande Community and Sierra Vista hospitals; (2)

(b) concentration has been substantiaJly increased;

~~~
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(c) already high barriers to entry have been increased and new entry into the market
has been foreclosed;

(d) respondents have obtained a dominant market position;
(e) patients , physicians, and large group purchasers of hospital services, such as
health maintenance organizations , may be denied the benefits of free and open compe-

tition based on price , quality, and service in choosing among hospitals.

(Complaint , n 13) The acquisition is alleged to violate Section 7 of the
Clayton Act , and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Count II of the complaint alleges that AMI , through its whollyowned subsidiaries , has , with specific intent to exclude competitors
and maintain the power to control delivery of hospital services, at-

tempted to monopolize and has otherwise engaged in unfair methods
of competition in the market for general acute care hospital services

in San Luis Obispo County, or parts thereof. In furtherance of the
aforesaid conduct , it is alleged that AMI has engaged in the following
acts and practices , among others:
(a) acquired French Hospital;

(b) prevented a competing national proprietary hospital chain from purchasing
French Hospital and offering compeiition to AMI's two hospitals located in San Luis
Obispo County, California; and
(c) directed or authorized its three hospitals in San Luis Obispo County to take a
united position in refu ing to compete with each other by offering price and other
concessions to Los Padres Group Health , an individual practice association health
maintenance organization.

(Complaint , n 16) It is alleged that the effects , tendency and capacity
of this conduct are to restrain trade and eliminate competition in the
general acute care hospital market in San (3) Luis Obispo County,
California , and/or parts thereof, in the following ways , among others:
(a) create a dangerous probability of monopoly, which would CD

provide respondents

with the power to raise prices and exclude competitors , and (iD reduce respondents

incentives to provide high quality services;
(b) increase already high barriers to entry and foreclose new entry into the market;
(c) provide respondents with a dominant market position;
(d) deny patients , physicians , and large group purchasers of hospital services , such
as health maintenance organizations , the benefits of free and open competition among
hospitals based on price , quality, and service.

(Complaint , n 18) This course of conduct and effects thereof are alleged to violate Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended.

The Notice of Contemplated Relief included with the complaint
stated that divestiture of the acquired assets , including subsequent
improvements, may be required and that respondents may be prohibited , without prior Commission approval , from making future acquisi-

- ",'
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tions of general acute care hospitals in areas where respondents already own or operate such a hospital.
On October 8 , 1981 , respondents fied an answer to the complaint

admitting some of the complaint allegations , but denying those paragraphs of the complaint that allege violations of law. Respondents
affrmatively stated that the complaint failed to state a claim upon
which relief can be granted , and that the Commission is without
jurisdiction to entertain the complaint allegations in that none ofthe
alleged acts had a substantial effect on interstate commerce.
The first prehearing conference was held on November 13 , 1981
and trial commenced on September 20 , 1982. Complaint counsel , during the opening statement at the commencement of trial on September 20 , 1982 ,

abandoned all claims regarding Los Padres Group

see
Complaint, TI 16(c)) Complaint counsel offered a
rebuttal case which consisted entirely of documents. Respondents
surrebuttal case was comprised of documents and the testimony of
one (4) witness. The last date of trial was March 2 , 1983 , and the

Health. (Tr. 74;

record for the reception of evidence was closed on March 28 , 1983. The
record consists of 2531 pages of transcript and in excess of 450 exhib-

its. Complaint counsel called ten witnesses during the case- in-chief
and respondents called a total of thirteen witnesses.!
This proceeding is now before the Administrative Law Judge for
decision based upon the complaint , the answer , pleadings , testimony
and documentary evidence of record, proposed findings of fact and
conclusions of law , and legal memoranda submitted by the parties.
These submissions have been given careful consideration and , to the
extent not adopted herein in the form proposed or in substance , are
rejected as not supported by the record or as immaterial. All motions
not heretofore or herein specifically ruled upon, either directly or by
the necessary effect of the conclusions in this Initial Decision , are
hereby denied.
Having heard and observed the witnesses and after having carefully reviewed the entire record in this proceeding, together with the

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law submitted by the
parties , the Administrative Law Judge makes the following findings
offact and conclusions, and issues the Order set out at the end hereoP
(5)
I Respondents' Proposed Findings of Fact (lpd ConcJusioQ!I of Law (" RPF" ) identify each witness who appeared
during the trial (RPFO, J6) Complaint coun J prepared a Birniar listing- (CPF, p. vjji jx) Mr. CharJes Reily, Senior
Vice President , AMI , was caUed as a witness by hoth complaint coumel and respondent. . (RPF 0. , pp. 6-)
Norman Loftill , SCDjor Vice President , AMI , who testified in defense , was recalled by respondent. as a surrebuttal

witness.
2 The findings offaet include references to supporting evidel1tiary items in the record. The supporting evidence
cited in each instance is not neces ar-!y al1- il1cJusive of the record evidcr1Ce. The fo!!owing abbreviations have been
used:

indings of this Initial Decision fonowed by the nl.mber of the finding(s) being referenced. Refer(footnote cont'
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I. FINDINGS OF FACT

Identity of the Parties
1. Respondent American Medical International , Inc. (" AMI" ) is a
A.

corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of

Delaware , with its principal executive offces located at 414 North
Camden Drive , Beverly Hills , California. (Complaint n 1; Answer 11 2)
AMI is primarily engaged in the owning, operation and management
of general acute care hospitals in the United States and in foreign
countries. (Reilly, 737) More than 85 percent of AMI's revenues are

derived from its operation of such institutions. (Weisman , 1712- 13)
AMI also provides health care services through subsidiaries to hospitals and physicians which include medical-technical

financial and management services ,

support services

and health care development

services. (CX ION; Weisman , 1712- 13) In AMI's fiscal year 1982 , it
had total operating revenues of approximately $1.4 billon and net

income of $78. 8 milion. (RX 5823 at 32) It owns , operates , or has
under construction 72 hospitals in the United States and 24 hospitals
abroad. (RX 5823 at 50-51; Reilly, 755; Weisman , 1747-48) AMI is the
nation s third largest proprietary hospital chain in terms of domestic

hospitals owned. (ReiIly, 1797) AMI currently owns and operates
three hospitals in San Luis Obispo County, California. They are Sierra
Vista Hospital ("Sierra Vista ) and French (6) Hospital (" French"
located in the city of San Luis Obispo , California , and Arroyo Grande
Community Hospital (" Arroyo Grande ) located in Arroyo Grande
California. (RX 5823 at 50)
2. Respondent AMISUB (French Hospital) is a whoIly-owned subsidiary corporation of AMI , organized and existing under the laws of
the State of California , with its principal offces at 414 North Camden
Drive , Beverly Hills , California. (Complaint n 3; Answer n 4) AMISUB
(French Hospital) was established by AMI for the purpose of acquiring
and operating French Hospital. (Complaint 11 3; Answer n 4) For purposes of this action , AMI and AMISUB (French Hospital) can be
treated as a single entity. " (Prehearing Conference (Nov. 13 , 1981),

36)
enee!! tu the tra!) cdpt are designated by the name oft!w wilness followed hy the transcript p:;ge
Dumbcr(s)
- Complaint counsel' s

IiX
Cl'F

- Respondents '

exhihits followed by th" exhibit numb"r and the referenced pagers)
cxhibil. followed by the exhibit number and the referenced pagers)

- Complaint counsel' s Proposed Findings of Fad and Conclusions of La w

Complaint Counsel' s Post. Trbl ilricfln Support of!ls Proposed Findings of Fact and Cooc!usions
of Law.
RPF - Respondents ' Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
Brief in Support of Re8pOIldt
nts Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
, Hereafler " AMI" is used to T"fer to both AMI and AMISUB (French Hospital).

RB -
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Identity of Other Firms Involved in the Challenged Acquisition

3. Central Coast Hospital Company at the time of the acquisition
was a limited partnership organized and existing under the laws of
the State of California. (CX 68L) The partnership consisted of both

general and limited partners , all but two of whom were physicians.
(Friedmann , 1602-03) This partnership owned the land , buildings
and other improvements relating to French Hospital. (Answer n 9(a))
Central Coast Hospital Company had one wholly-owned subsidiary,

French Hospital Corporation. The Company and its subsidiary fied
separate federal and California state income tax returns. (CX 35S) In
the year ending June 30, 1978 ,

Central Coast Hospital Company and

its subsidiary, French Hospital Corporation, had total revenues of
171 482 and a combined net income of $745 160. (CX 35-0)

4. French Hospital Corporation is a corporation organized and existing under the laws ofthe State of California. (CX 20) French Hospital

Corporation operated French Hospital , owned or leased the hospital's
equipment, and held the license for the hospital prior to the acquisition. (Answer n 9(c); CX 41B; F. 8) French Hospital Corporation was
a who11y-owned subsidiary of Central Coast Hospital Company. (CX
35A) Central Coast Hospital Company leased to French Hospital Cor-

poration the property on which French Hospital is located and the
improvements on that property, including the buildings housing the
hospital' s facilities. (CX 534; CX 730-

P) (7)

5. Central Coast Clinic Company was a limited partnership orga-

nized and existing under the laws ofthe State of California. (CX 73G)

Many of its partners were also partners in Central Coast Hospital
Company which owned French Hospital. (Boyd , 363- 64) Central Coast
Clinic Company owned the land and building adjacent to French

Hospital which comprised the French Medical Clinic prior to the
acquisition. (CX 41B) Central Coast Clinic Company had one whollyowned subsidiary, French Medical Clinic , Inc. (CX 41B; F. 6) In the

1978 , Central Coast Clinic Company and its
subsidiary had assets valued at $3 216 603. (CX 35Z5)
6. French Medical Clinic, Inc. was a professional corporation orga-

year ending June 30 ,

nized and existing under the laws ofthc State of California. (CX 73B)

French Medical Clinic , Inc. owned or leased the equipment used at
French Medical Clinic. (CX 41 !) On February 22 , 1974 , French Medi-

cal Clinic, Inc. entered into a Master Lease Agreement with United
Medical Leasing Company, Inc., Chicago , IIinois (RPF 14. 9), covering
a variety of medical equipment. (CX 70Z1- Z2) During 1974, the lessor

assigned a part of this lease to a California limited partnership, Fraser Medilease, Pasadena, California. (CX 74AJ United Medical Leasing
Company, Inc. was the sole general partner in Fraser Medilease.

-_..
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Lease payments to Fraser Medilease amounted to $673. 27 per month.
(CX 74B) French Medical Clinic , Inc. also had a lease with Xerox
Corporation. (CX 70Z2) In 1979 , French Medical Clinic , Inc. represent-

ed to AMI that its total rental costs with United Medical

Leasing

Company, Inc. would not exceed $202 587. 50 per year. (CX 76) Other
documents indicate that French Medical Clinic , Inc. had rental obligations amounting to $168 108 per year. (CX 49B , I) As of February
1979 , French Medical Clinic , Inc. owned equipment valued at $700
000. (CX 41F , K; CX 35Z5)
7. AMISUB (French Clinic) is a wholly-owned subsidiary corporation of AMI , organized and existing under the laws of the State of

California, with its principal offces at 414 North Camden Drive
Beverly Hills , California. (CX 70D-E; CX 70Z37) AMISUB (French
Clinic) owns the computerized axial tomographic scanner (" CAT scan-

ner ) and x-ray and laboratory equipment AMI purchased
French Medical Clinic , Inc. (CX 70D-F, CX 7lA , F)
C.

8. On July 19 ,

1979 ,

from

The Acquisition

AMI acquired from Central Coast Hospital

Company all of the common stock of French Hospital Corporation.
(CX 63; CX 68E-G , Z25) That corporation operated French Hospital
(Answer n 9(c)); held the license necessary to operate it (CX 85; Fried-

mann , 1601-02); owned or leased the (8) hospital's equipment (CX
41B); ' and held a long- term lease which covered both the property on

which French Hospital is located and the improvements on that property, including the French Hospital building itself (CX 534;

CX 730.

P) In the same transaction AMI also acquired from Central Coast
Hospital Company its other assets , excluding cash , cash equivalents
and certain notes receivable. (CX 63; CX 68E , G) Those assets were:
(a) the Company s ownership interest in the French Hospital premises
leased to French Hospital Corporation , and (b) a vacant lot. (CX 41B;

CX 58L; CX 68E , G; CX 534)
9. At the same time AMI purchased from French Medical Clinic
Inc. a CAT scanner and other x-ray and laboratory equipment. (CX
70D-F , W , X- Z-2; CX 78) While the purchase contract designated
AMISUB (French Clinic) as the purchaser , AMI paid the entire consideration for the purchase from its own funds. (CX 60; CX 70D-F; CX
73D-F) AMISUB (French Clinic) also that day subleased from French

Medical Clinic, Inc. space for use as a CAT scanning and x-ray facility
'r' rench HospitaJ CQrporRtiQIJ held substantia! amouol. oneased , as weU as owned , equipment. French Hospital
Corporation held leases of hospital equipment with total original purchase price of approximately $1.5 million
(See ex 535 , (lease agreement with Amedcall Financial Leasing & Services Company, Cincinnati , Ohio); RX
5597I,

Initial
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and a clinicallaboratory. 5 (CX 71A , F) After the acquisition , the CAT
scanner , at least, was used in connection with the operation of the
274H; CX 91)
hospital. (F. 167 , n. 18; seeCX
10. The total cost to AMI of the transactions described above was
$10 970 000. AMI issued to Central Coast Hospital Company 220 225
shares of stock , with a fair market value of approximately $6. 5 mil.
lion. (RX 5851B-D , H-Y; Loftin , 1508; Friedmann , 1594-95) In addition , AMI assumed approximately $3. 9 milion in long-term debt of
Central Coast Hospital Company.
(ld. Finally, AMI paid $570, 000 in
cash for the CAT scanner , x-ray, and laboratory equipment. (CX 70E
G; CX 73D-F) By letter dated December 19 , 1980 , AMI was advised
that the Commission was investigating the acquisitions. (CX 1010) (9)
D.

Description of the San Luis Obispo County Area
and Location of Area Hospitals

11. San Luis Obispo County, California is located midway between
Los Angeles and San Francisco. In 1980 , it had a population of 155,
345. (CX 1064 at II- I)

The main center of population in the county is
the city of San Luis Obispo, which is also the county seat. (CX 217D)
The population of the city in 1980 was 33 684. (CX 1064 at II- , Data
Supp. ) The county is 3,184 square miles in size. It is bounded by
Monterey County to the north; Santa Barbara County to the south;

Kern County and the Temblor Range to the east; and the Pacific
Ocean to the west. (CX 217D; RX 5826) The southern boundary between San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara Counties follows the Cuya-

ma and Santa Maria Rivers. (CX 217D; RX 5826) The topography
varies from the relatively flat land in the southern-most section ofthe

Arroyo Grande Valley to the peaks of five mountain ranges. (CX
217D)

12. Both industry observers and health planners have considered
the existence ofthree separate subareas within the county: the North
County, the South County, and the Central/Coast Area. (CX 188; CX
CX 217Z10-11) Local health planners have recognized
192J; CX
255C;

that each subarea should be considered a separate service area for
health planning purposes. (CX 217Z10-11;

CX 197N; RX 5467Z1O; RX

5437Z47)
13. The South County is an area which stretches from Shell Beach

in the north , to the Santa Maria River in the south (CX 188; 192J),
and encompasses the so-called " 5 Cities " of Pismo Beach , Arroyo
Grande , Grover City, Oceano , and Nipomo. (CX 192J; CX 197D) AI.

though parts of the South County are connected with the cities of
5 AMISUB (French Clinic) Jea cd the CAT scanner and x- ray equipment back to French Medical Clinic , Inc. for
IJveral months (CX 79), apparently because Fremh Hospital , unlike the Clinic , had to obtain government approval
to operate the CAT scanner. (Boyd , 376; Fricdmarm , 1601)
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Santa Maria and San Luis Obispo by Highway 101 , public transportation consists of infrequent Greyhound bus service. (CX 217ZlO;

see

5468Z62)

14. The North County area consists of the area from the Cuesta
Grade north to the county line. (Boyd, 344; CX 192J; CX 198B; CX
are as much as 45 minutes away
and although " (tJhe Santa
Lucia Mountain Range which lies between the City of San Luis Obispo
217Z12) Some towns in the north

736C),

from the South County area (CX

and the North County

offers steep and hazardous

217ZlO), automobile travel over a four- lane

grades " (CX
highway can be accom-

plished routinely. (Anderson , 255) Public transportation consists of
see
RX 5468Z62)
15. The Central/Coastal area includes the city of San Luis Obispo
Los Osos , Avila Beach , and Morro Bay. (CX
255C)
The city of San Luis
Obispo is the center of health services in the county. (CX 255H; RX
infrequent Greyhound bus service. (CX 217ZlO;

5435C)

(10)

16. San Luis Obispo County is part of California Health Systems
Area 8 , over which the Mid- Coast Health Systems Agency has jurisdiction. (CX 1064 at I- I) There are five general acute care hospitals
in San Luis Obispo County.
(See
CX 1064 at V- 8; Anderson 235)
French , Sierra Vista Hospital ("Sierra Vista ) and San Luis Obispo
General Hospital (" SLO General" ) are located in the city of San Luis
Obispo. (CX 736B) Twin Cities Community Hospital (" Twin Cities ) is
located in the north area of the county in Templeton , California. (CX
736B; RX 5592) Arroyo Grande Community Hospital is located in the
south area of the county in Arroyo Grande , California.
(ld. )
17. Appendix A , a reproduction ofRX 5592 , illustrates the locations
of the hospitals described in Findings 18-26

infra.

18. French Hospital is a 138-bed, general acute care hospitallocat-

ed in the city of San Luis Obispo , California. (CX 736B; Steacy, 144-45)
It " has a pleasant and attractive physical plant , a respected and well
qualified medical staff, a good employee stafi: and is well respected in
the community. " (CX 306A) French , the second largest hospital in the
county, was acquired by AMI on July 18 , 1979, and is the focus of this
proceeding. (CX 736B; Complaint 11 9) The hospital provides most
acute care services with the exception of obstetrics. (CX 91; CX 274B)

19. The original French Hospital was a 35-bed facility located on
Marsh Street in the city of San Luis Obispo that was owned by Dr.
Edison French. (Friedmann , 1565) In 1972, Dr. French opened the new
facility at the existing site on Johnson Avenue. The new hospital had
138 beds. (Friedmann , 1565) Dr. French also owned the French Clinic
which consisted of a group of doctors who were paid a salary by Dr.

French. (Harvey, 1640-1) These physicians had their ofices in the
French Clinic building adjacent to French Hospital. (Boyd, 363) In late
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1975 , Dr. French decided to sell the hospital and clinic. (Harvey, 1642)
In July, 1976 , the hospital was purchased hy the Central Coast Hospital Company, a partnership consisting of 17 partners, sixteen doctors

from the French Clinic plus Mr. Kenneth Friedmann. (Friedmann
1569; CX 41B) These doctors also purchased the French Clinic. (Boyd
364) In 1978 ,

the partnership began negotiations for the sale of the
hospital. (Friedmann , 1592) AMI purchased French on July 18 , 1979.
(F. 8-10)

20. Sierra Vista Hospital is a general acute care hospital located in
the city of San Luis Obispo , California. (CX 736B; Steacy, 144-5)
Sierra Vista is located approximately two miles from French. (CX
736C)
Sierra Vista , the largest hospital in the county, has 172 licensed
beds and is owned by (11) AMI. (CX 736B) AMI purchased Sierra Vista
1317- 18) At that time , the hospital had 93

in July 1968. (Carlson ,

licensed beds. (Carlson, 1317) In December 1972 , Sierra Vista occupied a patient tower that had been added to the original building,
and the number of hospital beds was eventually increased to 172.
(Carlson , 1318-20)
21. San Luis Obispo General Hospital is a general acute care hospi-

tal located in the city of San Luis Obispo , California. (CX 736B; Steacy,
144-45) SLO General and French are approximately one block apart.
736C)
SLO General has 78 licensed acute care beds and is a
nonprofit facility owned by San Luis Obispo County. (CX 736B) It also
has 14 licensed psychiatric beds. (CX 736B) SLO General has the
(CX

fewest acute care beds of any hospital in the county.

CId.

22. The occupancy rate at SLO General in 1979 was 37 percent. (RX

5436W) SLO General is viewed in the community as the primary
obstetrics facility in the county, with contemporary modalities of
practice and lower costs than other area facilities. (RX 5436Z28) SLO

General also has a dialysis program that is not duplicated anywhere
in the area. (Anderson , 267) Other than for obstetrics , however , few

physicians use SLO General on a regular basis because it does not
have the modern facilities they need. (Anderson , 305) SLO General
which is run by the county, has the legal obligation of caring for the

medically indigent. (Bernhardt , 1298)
23. Arroyo Grande Community Hospital is a general acute care

hospital located in San Luis Obispo County in the city of Arroyo
Grande, California , about 15 miles south of the city of San Luis Obispo. (CX 736B; Steacy, 144-45) It is the only

hospital in the South

5592) Arroyo Grande has 79 acute care beds , one
more than SLO General , and is owned by AMI. (CX 736B) It is smaller
County area.

(SeeRX

than AMI's hospitals in the city of San Luis Obispo and not as modern
or as well-equipped as AMI's facilties there. (Schwam , 585- 86) AMI
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acquired Arroyo Grande as part of its 1972 merger with Chanco Medical Industries. (CX 9Z12)

24. Twin Cities Community Hospital is located in San Luis Obispo
County in the city of Templeton , California , about 22 miles north of
the city of San Luis Obispo. (CX 736B) Twin Cities has 84 licensed
beds.
(Id. It is a for- profit hospital owned by National Medical Enterprises. (CX 736B) Twin Cities is a general acute care hospital. (Steacy,
144-45) It is the only hospital in the North County area.
(SeeRX 5592)

25. Santa Maria , California is in Santa Barbara County, south of
San Luis Obispo County. (RX 5826) Marian Medical Center and Val-

ley Community Hospital are both located in Santa (12) Maria, 30
miles from the city of San Luis Obispo. (CX 736B) Marian Medical

Center is a general acute care hospital with 125 licensed beds. It is a
nonprofit facility owned by the Sisters of St. Francis of Penance and
Christian Charity. (CX 736B; Steacy,

143-6) Valley Community Hos-

pital is a general acute care hospital with 48 licensed beds. (CX 736B;
Steacy, 148-9) It is a for- profit facility, owned by Summit Health.
(CX 736B) Valley and

Marian are approximately two miles apart. (CX

These two hospitals serve the same community of patients and
have , for the most part , the same medical staff. (Steacy, 149)
26. George L. Mee Memorial Hospital is located in Monterey County
736C)

in King City, California. This is about 81 miles north ofthe city of San
Luis Obispo. (CX 736B) Mee Memorial has 42 licensed beds and is
owned by Southern
Monterey
County Memorial Hospital , Inc. , a nonprofit organization. (CX 736B)
E.

Interstate Commerce

27. AMI admits that it operates and manages hospitals in the United States and in foreign countries , and that it does business in a
number
of states. (Answer n 3a, n 5b) At the time AMI acquired
French Hospital , AMI owned or leased 44 general acute care hospitals
in the United States , located in nine states. (CX 729Z3) AMI also
managed three hospitals in Arkansas and Texas. (CX 729Z3-Z4) Between June 1978 and July 1979 , when it acquired French Hospital
AMI acquired four domestic hospitals , a computer-aided design and
architectural firm , and a prepaid health care program , all of which
were located in States other than California. (CX 729Z5-Z7; CX 731B)

As of August 31 , 1979 , AMI provided cardio- pulmonary, diagnostic
and therapeutic services under contracts with hospitals in 40 states.
AMI's headquarters in
RX 5823)
28. At the time French Hospital Corporation was acquired by AMI,
it had been making payments of $16 986. 75 per month for several
(CX 729Z4) These operations are directed from

California.

(See

years under equipment lease agreements with Provident Bank; those

, ... - .
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payments were sent to locations outside California (CX 535; CX 730N;

CX 731B) prior to its acquisition by AMI. French Hospital received

miIions of dollars per year in interstate payments for hospital ser(See
F. 30) Those payments were received by French
Hospital Corporation. (CX 735A) French Hospital, which was operatvices rendered.

ed by French Hospital Corporation before the acquisition (Answer

9(c)), occasionally treated patients who did not
California. (Answer

reside in the state of

5(d))

29. AMI issued to Central Coast Hospital Company shares of AMI

common stock worth approximately $6. 5 miIion as part of (13) the
purchase price for French Hospital. (RX 5851B-; CX 65; F. 10) AMI
obtained approval from the New York Stock Exchange for the listing
on that exchange ofthe stock issued to Central Coast Hospital Compa-

ny, as required by the contract for the acquisition of French Hospital.
(CX 68Z14; CX 69A)
30. French , Sierra Vista, and Arroyo Grande make interstate pur-

chases of substantial amounts of drugs , devices , equipment and supplies , and make interstate payment therefor; and receive substantial
interstate payments for hospital services, as set forth in Appendix B.

The funds used to cover the hospitals ' Medicare reimbursement
checks were Treasury funds drawn from the San Francisco Federal
Reserve Bank , pursuant to letters of credit issued by the Baltimore,
Maryland headquarters of the Health Care Financing Administration. (CX 735B) Some of those Treasury funds originated outside Cali-

fornia. (CX 735B) Payments of the hospitals '

Medicare

reimbursement checks reduce , by the amount of the checks , the
amount of Treasury funds transferred at the end of each business day
from the San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank to the New York Federal Reserve Bank. (CX 735B) The hospitals ' Medicare reimbursements
are charged against two trust funds maintained on the books of the
United States Treasury, headquartered in Washington , D. C. (CX

735A) A substantial part of the funding for those trust funds comes
from payroll taxes and Medicare Part B premiums collected nationwide. (CX 735A- B) A major part of the interstate payments received

by French Hospital and the interstate purchases and payments received by the other hospitals that are noted on Appendix B were
received prior to AMI's acquisition of French Hospital.
31. The Vidar Division ofTRW , Inc. , which employs approximately
600 persons at its plant in San Luis Obispo, and is the second largest
non-governmental employer in the San Luis Obispo area (RX 5435Q),

had a health benefits plan for its employees and their dependents
effective April , 1981 , which paid 100% of certain hospital charges
and 80% of certain other hospital charges (subject to a deductible and
a $1 000 000 maximum lifetime benefit for major medical expenses)

..'-
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incurred by an employee or dependent. (CX 561A , G- , K- , W- Z3)

Benefits under the plan are paid on behalf of the employer by the
Travelers Insurance Company. (CX 561B) All Travelers '

payments for

hospital services to AMI's hospitals in San Luis Obispo County are
interstate payments. (CX 734B)

32. Payors that reimburse for hospital services on the basis of the
reasonable costs of providing those services-such as Medicare and
until recently, Medi- Cal (see F. 33, 158J-wil be affected to the extent
that this acquisition affects those costs.

(SeeF.

33) Third- party

payors

that (14) reimburse on the basis of hospital charges-i. , private
(see
Guy, 661J-and self- pay patients , wil be
insurance companies
affected to the extent that this acquisition affects charges.

(See

174- 187)
33. The acquisition of French increased the " cost basis " ofthe hospi-

tal for Medicare purposes and therefore the amount of interstate
Medicare payments French was entitled to receive. Under Medicare
regulations , depreciation of hospital facilities and (for proprietary
hospitals only) return on equity capital are " allowable costs " for
Medicare reimbursement. (42 C. R. 405.415 , 405.429 (1982)) The
cost basis " of a particular French asset , for purposes of calculating
depreciation and return on equity, is governed by those Medicare

regulations. To the extent that AMI claims a higher cost basis for
French than that claimed by the previous owners, Medicare reim-

bursement will be increased. This possibility was recognized by Mr.
Steven Takahashi in a May 21 , 1979 memorandum (CX 52), written
when he was Treasurer and Vice President of AMI. (CX 12Z21) His

memorandum estimated that if AMI calculated the cost basis of the
assets based on their appraised value at the time of the acquisition
rather than the book value used by the previous owners , there would
be an increase in Medicare reimbursement to French of over $8 mil-

life of the assets. (CX 52A) AMI followed Mr.
Takahashi' s advice and by fiscal year 1981 , the first fuJl fiscal year
after AMI's acquisition of French , was claiming a " cost basis " for
French' s assets (CX 712Z262) which corresponded to the value ofthose
lion over the 30- year

assets as appraised in 1979 (with adjustments for intervening purchase, construction , and disposal of assets). (CX 31Z5; CX 712Z83
Z202) This new " cost basis " was considerably greater than the book
value of the assets in the hands of the previous owners. (CX 52A)
While hospitals participating in the Medicare program are subject to
imitations on reimbursable cost (42 C. R. 405.460 (1982); RX 5828;
khramm , 2278- 79; Derzon , 1997-2005 2054-55; Lave, 947-48 , 950),

fairly liberal standard is utilized which can be met by the average
ospital.

(See

RX 5828)

34. Until recently, California

s Medi- Cal program generaJly fol-
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lowed Medicare reimbursement principles. (Derzon , 2005) Thus , the

basis
increase in Medicare reimbursement from the increased
cost
of French would be accompanied by a similar increase in Medi-Cal
reimbursement. The Federal Government pays a certain percentage
of the Medi- Cal reimbursement for those services eligible for Federal
A. 1396b(a)(1, 1396d(b) (West Supp. 1982)) Those
subsidy. (42 U.
Federal payments are interstate payments. (CX 734A-B) (15)
F.

The Relevant Product Market

35. General acute care hospitals offer a variety of health services
in a single location. In California , to be a general acute care hospital
a facility must offer the following services on a 24-hour basis: medical
nursing, surgical , anesthesia , laboratory, radiology, pharmacy and
dietary services.

(Cal. Health

Safety Code

Section 1250(a) (Deering

RX 5469Q) While some facilities may offer one or two
services which hospitals offer , no other facility offers them all.
1982); see also

(Steacy, 145-47; Lave , 882) The cluster of services offered by general

acute care hospitals provides for the complete treatment of patients
with a broad range of conditions. (Steacy, 146) Thus , the hospital
offers a variety of facilities to help diagnose disease (Boyd , 330); it
offers facilities for surgery (Boyd, 329-30); it provides nurses who
work round-the- clock to carry out the orders left by the doctor and
keep the doctor informed of any change in a patient' s condition (Boyd
330); it provides the nurses necessary to administer certain medications to a patient. (Bernhardt , 1281- 82; see also Schwam , 565) Most

importantly, hospitals provide the equipment and personnel to deal
but potentially lie-threatening, situations. (Boyd

with unexpected ,

335; Schwam , 567- 68) While a particular service may be available at
some other institution , general acute care hospitals are unique in that
they alone offer this whole cluster of services in a single setting. (Lave
881- 82)
36. There is a well-accepted definition of " acute care hospitals " used
by health planning organizations , the American Hospital Associa-

tion , and the State of California, including the California Health
Facilities Commission. (Lave , 880-81) This definition draws a distinction between acute care and long- term hospitals and between hospitals and other providers of health care , such as doctors, clinics , and
hospices. (Lave , 881) California statutes distinguish general acute

care hospitals from other " health facilities " offering inpatient care,
such as psychiatric and specialty hospitals , and skiled nursing and
intermediate care faciJities. " HeaJth facilities " are further distinguished from " clinics " offering onJy outpatient services.
(Cal. Health
& Safety Code

Sections 1200 , 1250 (Deering 1982 & Supp. 1983J) Ad-

ministrators of hospitals aJso use the term " generaJ acute care hospi-
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tals ; it is a term generalIy recognized in the industry. (Steacy, 14344; Anderson , 235-36)
37. AMI's primary business is the owning and operating of general

acute care hospitals; over 85 percent of AMI's revenues are derived
from its operations of such institutions. (ReilIy, 737; Weisman , 171213) Most important , AMI itself has recognized that its hospitals compete only with other general acute care hospitals. Included in one

memorandum analyzing the French acquisition is a chart entitled
Competition-French (16) Hospital." It lists only the other four general acute care hospitals in the county. (CX 38M) In its study of AMI's

competition in San Luis Obispo , Friesen International , Inc., an AMI
subsidiary, analyzed only other general acute care hospitals. (RX
5435T -Z4) The administrator of Sierra Vista , in referring to his competition , mentioned only other general acute care hospitals. (Carlson
1327-28)
38. It is " criticalIy important" for doctors to have access to general
acute care hospitals. (Schwam , 563; see also Boyd , 329; Bernhardt
1284; Harvey, 1681) Surgeons , for example , require hospitals not only
for the surgery itself, but also for the other support staff and services
necessary to care for the patient before and after the surgery. (Anderson , 236; Boyd , 330) Only hospitals have the necessary equipment to

perform major surgery. (Anderson , 236) Likewise , hospitals are often

the only facilities able to perform certain sophisticated tests which
doctors require. (Bernhardt , 1231; Schwam , 565)
39. A number of physical ailments can be treated safely only by
admitting a patient to the

hospital. (Anderson ,

236; Boyd, 334;

Schwam , 567- 69; Bernhardt , 1231; Harvey, 1681) These situations
include , among others , patients in need of certain kinds of surgery
(Boyd , 334- 35; Anderson , 236; Bernhardt , 1231), patients requiring

certain diagnostic procedures (Bernhardt ,

1231; Harvey, 1679-80),

and patients in need of observation or around- the- clock monitoring.
(Boyd , 333; Harvey, 1678-79) Almost any patient with acute cardi-

ovascular disease must be admitted to the hospital for treatment.

(Harvey, 1681) Patients in need of intravenous medication (Schwam,
568; Bernhardt , 1281- 82); and those in need of intensive care services
must be admitted to the hospital. (Schwam , 568-9) Also , patients
having procedures which require general anesthesia usualIy wil be

admitted to the hospital. (Boyd, 332- 33; see RX 5469Z172)
40. In a number of other situations it is possible to treat a patient
without admission to a hospital , but several factors make this option

unattractive. In those instances where nursing care is required, a
patient could be treated at home only if private duty nurses were
employed at great expense. (Boyd , 334 , 336; Schwam , 567-88) Even if

nurses were hired , it stil might be necessary to admit a patient if
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complications arose. (Boyd, 335) The risk of unexpected complications
makes treating certain conditions on a nonhospital basis extremely
risky. (Boyd , 334; Harvey, 1680) Treating other conditions outside the

hospital would require a doctor to spend excessive amounts of time

with a single patient ,

thus forcing the doctor to neglect others.

(Schwam , 567-68) Finally, even when a patient could be treated at
home , it would often be impossible (17) for the doctor to render the

same standard of care to the patient as would be possible

in the

hospital. (Schwam , 567-68)
41. Certain categories of ilness can be treated in either the hospital

or in a nonhospital setting, such as the doctor s offce or the patient'
home. (Boyd , 332) However , whether a doctor treats a particular patient with such a condition in the hospital or outside of it wil depend
on the severity of the ilness and whether some " predisposing condi-

tion " creating the risk of complications is present. (Harvey, 1677- 78;
Collns , 1449 , 1463-64; Schwam , 564-6) In most instances, patients
are admitted to the hospital only when they cannot be treated outside
of it. (Boyd, 332; Bernhardt , 1281; Harvey, 1677) A number of factors
prevent a patient who could be treated in a nonhospitaI setting from

being admitted to the hospital. First , hospital utilization review and
federal reimbursement regulations prevent doctors from admitting
patients to the hospital unless it is medically necessary. (Derzon

Stahl , 1381 , 1392- 93) Second , doctors prefer to have.
few patients as possible in the hospital , since they do not wish to spend
time unnecessarily making hospital rounds. (Harvey, 1678; see also
Boyd , 340; Bernhardt , 1285) Third , patients prefer to be at home if
1970-71; see

possible , and often it is less expensive for a patient to be treated

outside the hospital setting. (Bernhardt , 1240-1)
42. Respondents submitted a chart , RX 5794 , which purports to
show the number of inpatient surgeries performed at French and
Sierra Vista which also could have been performed on an outpatient
basis. This chart has some basic flaws. First , it does not show whether
the patients had " predisposing conditions " which necessitated the
procedure being done on an inpatient basis. (Collins, 1449 , 14631466-9) Second , the chart included as inpatients , patients admitted
under Sierra Vista s " one- day stay " program, where patients do not
stay in the hospital overnight. (Collins ,

1460-61) Finally, there is
disagreement concerning which procedures can safely be performed
on an outpatient basis. For example , one of the lists upon which
respondents ' chart is based included heart catheterizations among
procedures which could be done on an outpatient basis. (RX 5641Z37)
However , a cardiologist testified in this proceeding that heart catheterizations can be done safely only on inpatients. (Harvey, 1679-80)
43. Some ancilary services ,

such as x-rays and lab tests, which are

.ou
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rendered to inpatients also are available in a nonhospital setting.
Some doctors ' offces and clinics offer x-ray procedures and laboratory
tests (Schwam , 5.19- 600; Bernhard, 1232), and private labs also are
capable of performing many tests. (Stahl, 1403; CX 452B) However

these nonhospital facilities are not used to treat individuals in need
of inpatient care. When people needing inpatient care require such
(18) services , they use the facilities present in the hospital. (Schwam

566-7) Doctors never send inpatients out ofthe hospital for ancillary
services when those services are available in the hospital. (Bernhardt
1283; Schwam , 567)
44. General acute care hospitals also offer certain services which do
not require a patient to be admitted to the hospital. Such services

include tests, ambulatory surgery procedures, and some emergency
room services. However, outpatient procedures account for only a

small part of the activity of general acute care hospitals. In San Luis
Obispo County, most hospitals derived no more than 13 percent of

their adjusted gross revenues from such outpatient services, although
SLO General received about 32 percent from such services. Only 7.
percent of French' s adjusted gross revenues were from outpatient
services between 1977 and 1980. (CX 1062)
45. In only a few instances are the outpatient services provided by

hospitals a substitute for those offered in a nonhospital setting. The
most important outpatient service provided by a hospital is the hospital's emergency room. All hospitals in San Luis Obispo County offered
(See
RX 5469Z88) In some cases
full- time emergency room services.

emergency rooms may treat relatively minor problems that probably
could be treated in a doctor s offce or a clinic. But patients often come

to emergency rooms unaware of what is wrong with them, but aware
that the full gamut of care is available to them at an emergency room.
(See
RX 5469Z70) Doctors ' oftces, which are not open 24 hours a day
and cannot provide as broad a range of services as emergency rooms

are therefore not a substitute for a patient who believes he needs
emergency care. A patient needing emergency care may use the emergency room because he does not have a regular doctor or is not readily
knowledgeable about an available doctor.

46. Hospitals also offer facilities for outpatient surgery, which is
overnight.
surgery at

surgery which does not require the patient to remain
(Boyd , 333; Collins , 1446-7; RX 5469Z172) Outpatient

hospitals is usually performed on patients who do not require a long
minor surgery
Some
period of observation. (Stahl , 1380; RX 5469Z177)
, the surgeries
32)
However
is performed in doctors ' offces. (Boyd, 331-

done on an outpatient basis in hospitals are usually those procedures
which cannot be done in a doctor s offce. (See Collns , 1462- 63) Also
some patients have tests or x-rays performed on an outpatient basis
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at a hospital even though such procedures can also be done outside the
hospital. (Bernhardt , 1235) When doctors have their own equipment
outside the hospital , they do not use the hospital' s equipment.
(See
Schwam , 566) For those doctors who do not have access to such facilities , (19) however , there is no substitute for the equipment available
at the hospital. (Bernhardt , 1235)

47. In San Luis Obispo County the five hospitals are all general
acute care hospitals. (Anderson , 235; Steacy, 144-5) While some

other institutions offer some of the same type of services , none can
offer the essential cluster of services offered by acute care hospitals.
Certain diagnostic procedures and simple surgery can be done in
physician s offces and clinics; however , no clinic or doctor can offer

the full range oftests , especially the more sophisticated tests provided
by a general acute care hospital (Schwam , 565), and a number of such
procedures cannot be done in doctors ' offces. (Boyd 333- 34) In addi-

tion , no clinic can treat those conditions which require that patients
be admitted to the hospital.

(See

F. 39)

48. Some procedures which are performed in hospitals can be done
in " freestanding surgicenters. " (RX 5812A-B) No such facility exists
in San Luis Obispo County (Anderson , 238; Bernhardt , 1282), and it
is unlikely that such a facilty will be built. The Mid- Coast Health
Systems Agency has noted that existing ambulatory surgical capability in the county s hospitals is currently underutilized , and would
recommend that the necessary regulatory approval for such a facility
be denied, (CX 1064 at VI-45 to VI-46;
see also
RX 5469Z174; RX
5821Z61-Z62) In addition , similar facilities such as birthing centers
or freestanding renal dialysis centers , do not exist in San Luis Obispo
County.
(See
Lave , 883)
49. The only inpatient psychiatric service offered in San Luis Obispo County is at SLO General , which has 14 beds set aside for psychiatric patients. (CX 1064 at V -64) These beds are licensed separately
from the hospital's general acute care beds , and government approval
would have to be obtained to shift those beds into service as general
acute care beds. (Johns, 1877;
Cal. Health and Safety Code
Sections

437. 1O(a), 1250. 1 (Deering 1982 & Supp. 1983)) Further , these psychiatric services are not considered to be general acute care services (Anderson , 303); the nature of the illness is fundamentally different from
the physical ilnesses treated in general acute care facilities , and the
form of treatment prescribed is different. (Steacy, 147-48)
50. There are home health care services in San Luis Obispo County.

These services send nurses periodically to the homes of patients who
require continuing care. (Schwam , 60O-l) Home health care services

provide care only to patients near recovery from their iInesses.

(Schwam , 604) They do not offer the round- the- clock care offered by

~~~
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nor can they perform surgical proce-

RX 5469Z318-Z327; Schwam , 600-

01)

51. There is one hospice operating in San Luis Obispo County. (RX

5469Z332) This service " provides palliative and (20) supportive care
to the terminally iI patients and their families. " (RX 5469Z328) In

San Luis Obispo County this service is provided to patients in their
homes , not in a private facility. (RX 5469Z331- Z333) Furthermore
unlike general acute care hospital services , hospices are long-term as
opposed to short- term services (RX 5469Z333-Z335), and the average
census ofthe hospice in San Luis Obispo was only eight patients. (RX
5469Z335) Most importantly, hospices deal only with terminally iI
people to give them comfort and rest as long as they survive. (RX
5469Z328) Thus , this service represents a substitute for only a minute

portion of the services offered by a general acute care hospital.
52. For the bulk of services offered by general acute care hospitals

demand is relatively inelastic. A person who believes himself seriously ill will go to a hospital , rather than a nonhospital setting, regard-

less of the cost. Even in less extreme cases , there is little price or
quality cross-elasticity of demand between hospital and nonhospitaI
services. (Lave , 882-83)
53. As noted above , some tests and x-rays are available on an outpatient basis both in the hospital and in doctors ' offces. (F. 43) In addi-

tion , to a limited extent , some surgical procedures could be performed
in either a doctor

s offce or on an outpatient basis at a hospital. (F.

40-2) However ,

there is virtually no competition for the cluster of
services or breadth of care offered by hospitals on an inpatient basis.
(T)here is a core of services which are not offered elsewhere.
" (Lave, 882) In other instances , treating the patient outside the
hospital is especially dangerous since it raises the risk of complica-

tions. (F. 39--0) While there might be adequate sources for some
outpatient services to substitute for those offered by the hospital
should an increase in price or a reduction in quality occur , no similar
substitutes for inpatient care exist. Even if the number of procedures
done on an outpatient basis would increase , this would not change the
unique nature of the essential core of services offered on an inpatient
basis. As one doctor testified (CJlearly there are some things that

wiI always need to be done in hospitals and certain conditions that

need to be treated in hospitals. " (Bernhardt , 1283)
G.

The Relevant Geographic Markets

54. The relevant geographic market defines the area within which
market power could be successfully exercised. Determination of the
market requires an inquiry into where people go when they need
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hospitalization; and what alternatives are available in the event market power is exercised. It also (21) is relevant to look at the perceptions of people in the marketplace to determine the economic realities
of the situation. (Lave , 888-9)

determining the
886; Schramm , 2338) Ronald

55. The origin of patients at hospitals is relevant in

relevant geographic market. (Lave ,

Rowe , an FTC staff accountant , at complaint counsel's request reviewed patient origin information by ZIP Code submitted by all the

hospitals in San Luis Obispo County, plus those in King City (Monterey County) and Santa Maria (Santa Barbara County), and summarized this patient origin data in a series of charts , CX 614 through CX
621. (Rowe , 121- 22) These charts showing the residence of patients

admitted to hospitals in San Luis Obispo County are summarized in
Appendix C. Each hospital in the county drew over 90 percent of its

patients from within the county. Only a small percentage of patients
came from areas outside the county. French had the highest number
of patients from Santa Maria, but they amounted to only 4 percent
of all of its admissions. Twin Cities, the only hospital in the North
County area, drew only 1.6 percent of its patients from the neighboring county to the north , Monterey County.
56. AMI had concluded that the service areas of French and Sierra
Vista were defined by the boundaries of San Luis Obispo County since
90 percent of their patients came from within the county. (CX
255C,

F; CX 38Z7-Z8) AMI's wholly-owned subsidiary, Friesen , prepared
three studies of AMI hospitals in San Luis Obispo County in 1980-81
and found that most of the patients at AMI's three hospitals were
residents of the county. (RX 5435Z29- Z30; RX 5436Z30-Z31; RX
5437Z28-Z29) In addition , according to AMI's and Friesen s studies,
few patients come to San Luis Obispo County hospitals from outside
the county. (CX

255C;

RX5435Z30; RX 5436Z31; RX 5437Z29) Friesen

market of each hospital was limited to patients residing in the county or some portion thereof. For example,
with regard to Sierra Vista , Friesen reported:
also concluded that the

Current markel definition:
Patients of the full range of medical specialties with primary and secondary illnesses
and patients with trauma, rehabilitative needs and some tertiary ilnesses who live in
all parts of San Luis Obispo County.
see also
RX 5435Z51; RX 5437Z47)
57. The extent to which residents of San Luis Obispo County leave

(RX 5436Z51;

the county for their hospital care , referred to as outmigration , is a
relevant factor in determining whether the (22) county is the proper
geographic market. (Lave , 886-88;
Schramm , 2340--5; Mittelstasee
edt , 1084) Outmigration may be due in large part to residents who
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need hospitalization while away from the county, or to residents who

leave the county to receive care not available in San Luis Obispo
County. (Anderson, 240; Lave , 887; Schramm , 2388-89; F. 70)
58. The Health Care Financing Administration studied where
Medicare beneficiaries , age 65 and over , were hospitalized. (CX 568)
CX 568 summarizes where those residents of San Luis Obispo County

who were Medicare beneficiaries over age 65 were hospitalized in

1977. It shows that 85 percent of these individuals were discharged
These outmigration figures were

from hospitals within the county. 6

subsequently kept on an Health System Agency (HSA) basis; for HSA

, which contains San Luis Obispo County, the 1977 outmigration

figure is approximately 14 percent , comparable to the county figure
(CX 582A) In 1978 and 1979, the outmigration

568C.

shown on CX

582B-)

from the HSA -remained at about 14 percent. (CX

There is no

substantial evidence indicating that the experience of the Medicare
beneficiaries is atypical. Dr. Schramm stated that since Medicare
recipients were older and often retired , they might be less mobile
(Schramm , 2344); however , on cross- (23Jexamination he also stated
they might be able to travel more because they had more leisure time

(and thus more likely to be hospitalized outside the county during
travel). (Schramm, 2389)
59. Similar information also was prepared by the California Department of Health Services relating to the outmigration of Medi- Cal
recipients. (CX 594A ) Medi- CaJ is the California program that pays

for hospital care for certain indigent persons. (Bernhardt , 1299) CX
594C

shows that about 87 percent of hospitalized San Luis Obispo

County residents covered by Medi- Cai were discharged from hospitals
594C)7

in the county. (CX

6 These figures are arrived at by adding up the percent oftotaJ discharge!' which took place at San Luis Obispo

Paso RobJes District Hospital and AtascaderoGerieral Hospit.al were closed
Cities hospital opened in 1917. (Schwam , 569- 70) The percent discharged from hospitals out.ide

568G.
County hO!3pitaJs as shown on ex
when the new Twin

the county is the djjferetlce between the lat...! and 100 percent
Sierra Vista Hospital

36. 27%

Arroyo Grande Community Hospital

17.

French Hospital

14.

Twin Cities HospitaJ

I1.J

San Luis Obispo General Hospital
Paso Robles Distrid Hospital

Atascadero General Ho pital

Total

85. 32%
100. 00%

8532
Percent discharged from
hospitals located out ide

14.

San Luis Obiapo County

, According to the .\id- Coa!!t Health Systt,ms Agency, the Olrce ofStCitewide Heallh Planning Clod Developmenl.
(OSHI'D) bad determined in 1980 that some outmigmtion from the HSA WClS

tClking place. However , the OSHPD

cstimat.ed that. such out.migration amounted t.o only 5 percent of patient. days- (CX 1064 at V-

,"
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60. AMI documents suggest that there is little outmigration from
San Luis Obispo County. In discussing the service area of French
Hospital , an AMI memorandum written prior to the acquisition of

French noted that " (TJhe population of SLO County is somewhat
isolated from other health care facilities " and that the closest facilities outside the county, in King City and Santa Maria have less
extensive facilities and are less convenient to most SLO County residents. " (CX 38Z7) A Friesen chart , RX 5436Z1 , prepared by Robert E.
Mittelstaedt (a Friesen International , Inc. vice president and consult-

ant to AMI- Mittelstaedt , 997) and his colleague Michael Brunelle
(Mittelstaedt , 1189), calculates the market shares of AMI's three San
Luis Obispo County hospitals for 1980. (Mittelstaedt , 1191) It concluded that AMI had 77 percent of the patient days attributable to county

residents and that " 23% of bed days are going elsewhere. "

(RX

5436Zl) Thus , 23 percent of the bed days were going to non-AMI
hospitals , either within or without the county. (Mittelstaedt, 1192)
The Friesen charts did not account for the market share of the two
non- AMI hospitals within the county, SLO General and Twin Cities.
(Mittelstaedt , 1192- 93) Allowing a minimal market share for Twin
Cities and SLO General , the outmigration would be substantially
Mittelstaedt , 1193)8 (24)
below 23 percent.
(See
61. According to charts prepared by Mr. Mittelstaedt for this litigation , approximately 30 percent of San Luis Obispo County residents
requiring hospitalization were hospitalized outside the county (RX
5815A), and 23. 5 percent of San Luis Obispo County and northern
Santa Barbara County residents were hospitalized outside those
areas. (RX 5802A) In order to determine the outmigration from San
Luis Obispo County, Mr. Mittelstaedt took the rate at which the

national population uses hospitals and adjusted it for the fact that
California residents use hospitals at a rate equal to 72. 8 percent ofthe
5815C)
He adjusted this
national average. (Mittelstaedt, 1087; RX
figure for the age ofthe population to get the rate at which individuals
within four different age groups were expected to use the hospital.
5815C)
This " Adjusted SLO Rate Per 1,
(Mittelstaedt , 1088-89; RX
was
then
multiplied
by the actual 1980 county
ODD" for each age group
population by age group to yield the expected patient days for San
5815C)
From
Luis Obispo County residents. (Mittelstaedt , 1088; RX

the total expected patient days were substracted the actual number
of patient days generated by San Luis Obispo County residents at
hospitals in the county. (Mittelstaedt , 1094; RX 5815B) The difference
8 At the hearing complaint counsel poilltcd oUt that ifSLO General and Twin Cities had only II 5 percent markel

share each , that would mean that only 13% oCthe patient days wen leaving the county- (Mittelstaedt , 1193) .Five
percent may he jow since , iI11978 tlnd 1979 81. 0 General and Twin Cities had a combined share of inpatient days
of county hospitals ofappro.ximately 24 percent. (CX 602) If these figl1res were similar for 1980 there would have
been little outmigration from the county.
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between these two figures was assumed to be the number of patient
days leaving the county.
(Jd. Similar calculations were made to reach
the conclusion that 23. 5

percent of patient days were leaving the

larger area of San Luis Obispo County and northern Santa Barbara
County. (Mittelstaedt , 1089- 90; RX 5802)

62. Mr. Mittelstaedt' s conclusions, prepared for this litigation (Mittelstaedt , 1184-85 , 1197; see alBo Tr. 1179), are inconsistent with the
conclusions of the Medicare and Medi- Cal charts , the estimates of the
OSHPD , and the chart prepared by Friesen prior to the onset of this

litigation. (F. 58-0) The figures arrived at by Mr. Mittelstaedt are
based on estimates. (Mittelstaedt ,

1180-81) In order to reach the con-

clusions expressed in RX 5802 and RX 5815 , Mr. Mittelstaedt had to
make a number of different assumptions with regard to the utilization
of hospitals by San Luis Obispo County and northern Santa (25) Bar(See
Mittelstaedt , 1182-89) An actual figure,
as opposed to an estimate, could have been arrived at had a different
methodology been used. (Mittelstaedt , 1181) One assumption made by

bara County residents.

Mr. Mittelstaedt was that it was reasonable to use the California

utilization rate as the rate at which residents of San Luis Obispo
County and northern Santa Barbara County used hospitals. (Mittelstaedt , 1087- 89) If residents of San Luis Obispo County used the

hospital less than the California average , the number of expected
patient days would be too high and the amount of outmigration would
appear to be greater than it really is. (Mittelstaedt, 1186-7) CX 533
indicates that HSA 8 , which contains San Luis Obispo County, has one
of tbe lowest utilization rate of all HSAs in California , 684 patient
days per 1000 population. 9 (CX
533C)
In contrast , the California utilization rate used by Mr. Mittelstaedt in his charts was 843 per 1000
thereby overstating the amount of outmigration from the county.
When Mr. Mittelstaedt' s charts are recalculated using the utilization

rates for the HSA they show an amount of outmigration consistent
with other evidence in this case. They show that only 13. 96 percent
of the patient days generated by San Luis Obispo County residents
were in hospitals outside San Luis Obispo County (CX 1001) and that

76 percent ofthe patient days generated by San Luis Obispo County
and northern Santa Barbara County residents were in hospitals outside those areas. (CX 1002)

63. Mr. Mittelstaedt attempted to explain the discrepancy between
the chart presented at the hearing, RX 5815 , and the chart in the

Friesen report (RX 5436Z1) by pointing to the fact that different
population figures were used and that Friesen did not have information on non-AMI hospitals. (Mittelstaedt , 1193- 94) However, Mr. Mit-

telstaedt admitted that he updated
9 The utilizatiol1 rate for HSA 10 , which jnclude

the population figures by

Santa BarbOira County was also quite low 711 per JOOD
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contacting local offcials (Mittelstaedt , 1190; RX 5436Z1), and that at
the time the chart in the Friesen report was done he believed it was

reliable. (Mittelstaedt , 1190) The fact that he did not have informa-

tion on patient days at Twin Cities and SLO General does not affect
the validity of the 23 percent figure. The additional information

would merely show what portion of that 23 percent went to Twin
Cities and SLO General. The remaining portion-some number less
than 23 percent-then would be the outmigration from the county. (F.
60)

64. Although it is impossible to conclude the precise (26) amount of
outmigration from San Luis Obispo County, the record suggests that
it was between 5 percent and 14 percent. (F. 58-0) A certain amount
of outmigration is expected since some people have no choice but to
use hospitals outside the county. Some ofthese people may go to other
areas for services not offered by the area hospitals (Harvey, 1660. F.

70), and some may need care while away from the county. With those
exceptions, reliable evidence shows that people wil

not travel far

when they need to be hospitalized. Most people wil stay near their
homes so they can be visited by their families. (Anderson , 240) When
patients ' families have to travel a great distance to see a patient in
the hospital ,

it causes a major disruption in the whole family. (Harvey, 1661; CX 211211) Furthermore , since doctors usually admit to

hospitals near their offces , unless patients travel out of the county
to see a doctor, they wi! inevitably end up in a hospital near their
homes. (F. 65-66; CX 217Z11)

65. The location of doctors ' offces is a relevant factor in determining the geographic market. (Lave , 888) Nearly every admission to a

hospital in San Luis Obispo County was made by a physician whose
offces were located in the county. According to a chart introduced by
complaint counsel , 99. 7

percent ofthe admissions at the five hospitals
in San Luis Obispo County during 1980 were made by physicians
whose offces were located in the county. (CX 626) Out of over 22 000

admissions , only 74 patients were admitted by doctors whose offces
were located outside the county.

(Jd.

66. Complaint counsel presented a series of charts which showed
the offce location of those doctors with active privilegeslO at the

hospitals in San Luis Obispo County, Santa Maria, and King City.
Most admissions to the hospitals in San Luis Obispo County are made

by doctors with active privileges. (Rowe, 115-120; CX 629--X 633)
Virtually all of the admissions made by doctors with active privileges
at San Luis Obispo County hospitals were by doctors with offces in
the county. Neither Sierra Vista, SLO General, Twin Cities , nor Ar10 A doctor with active privileges at a hospital can admit an u.nlimited number of patients to that hospital at
his discretion- Other privileges limit the munber of patients that II doctor can adroit. (Schwam, 560-1)

,"
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royo Grande had a single patient admitted by an active staff doctor
whose offce was located outside the county. (CX 629; CX 631- 633) 1.
percent of French' s admissions by doctors with active privileges were
made by two doctors whose offces were located in Santa Maria. (CX
630) Only one doctor with an offce in San Luis (27) Obispo

County

held admitting privileges at any ofthe three closest hospitals outside
the county. Neither Valley Community Hospital in Santa Maria , nor
George L. Mee Memorial Hospital , in King City, had any patients
admitted by active staff doctors whose offces were in San Luis Obispo
County. (CX 635; CX 636) Marian had one out of ninety- five doctors
with active privileges who had an offce in San Luis Obispo County.
(CX 634) In 1980 this doctor admitted less than one percent of all the
patients admitted to Marian Medical Center. (CX 124B; Steacy, 15253)11

67. The perception ofthose who work in a market also is a relevant

factor in determining the geographic market. (Lave , 888-9) Offcials
of AMI concluded that San Luis Obispo County represented a distinct
service area. (CX 255F; F. 56) A chart contained in an internal memo-

randum analyzing the French acquisition entitled " CompetitionFrench Hospital " gives the owners and occupancy of those hospitals
that presumably were viewed as competitors of French. The chart

discusses only the four other hospitals located in San Luis Obispo
for each
hospital was limited to the county or some portion thereof.2 (RX
County. (CX 38M) Friesen also concluded that the market

5436Z51; RX 5435Z51; RX 5437Z47)

68. The administrator of French Hospital from June 1972 until July
1979 , when it was acquired by AMI , testified that French' s principal

competitors were the other hospitals in the city of San Luis Obispo.
(Anderson , 220) Hospitals outside the county were not viewed as competitors. (Anderson, 228) Efforts to attract patients were not directed
outside the county because (28) it was believed that there was little

hope of getting patients from those areas. (Anderson , 229)
69. Mr. Steacy, the Executive Vice President of Marian Medical

Center in Santa Maria for the past seven years, stated that his only
competitor was VaIley Community Hospital , the only other hospital
in Santa Maria. (Steacy, 149- 50)

The hospitals in San Luis Obispo
County were not competitors because they had different medical
!I This doctor 3J80 practiced at Arroyo Grande Community Hospital in San Luis Obispo County. (Steacy, 152)
)2 The Friesen reports do make reference to the Santa Maria hospitals
in the " Competition " section; however
it is UJclear if this is intended to mean that the Santa Maria hospitals were currentJy competing with San Luis
Grande wiH face incre'jsing corupetiticJj from Santa Maria
Arroyo
Obispo Cou:oty hospitals. Friesen states that
hospitals " jf the potentia! Vandenburg c.xpansjem , r e.. around Vandenburg Air Force Base in nurthero Santa

Bflrbara CuuntyJ takes plflce causing growth iD !\orthern Sant. Barbllra County and south SlIn Luis Obispo
County. " (RX 5435T) In fact, in the Arroyu Grande plan , Friescn nuted with regard to the Vandenburg development there is cwrently little evidence.. to indicate that any signficant impllct wil be felt in the next three

to five years, "

(RX 5437Z4B; nee also RX

5437C)
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staffs and served different communities. (Steacy, 150- 51) Mr. Steacy
attempts to " keep track of rates at Valley Community Hospital
(Steacy, 149), but does not keep track of rates at Arroyo Grande , the

hospital in San Luis Obispo County which is closest to Marian.
(Steacy, 150) This view is corroborated by other evidence in the record.
charts show , few patients from the Santa
Maria area travel to hospitals in San Luis Obispo County. (F. 55)

As complaint counsel' s

Other evidence showed that the majority of patients at Santa Maria
hospitals came from the northern Santa Barbara County area. (CX
619- 20; CX 570U) Valley Community Hospital in Santa Maria drew
90.4 percent of its patients from northern Santa Barbara County area
in 1980 , and 9.4 percent from San Luis Obispo County. (CX 620) In
1980 , Marian Medical Center drew about 86. 6 percent of its patients

from Northern Santa Barbara County and 11.4 percent from San Luis
Obispo County. (CX 619) Most patients who come to Santa Maria
hospitals from San Luis Obispo County, are from areas in the extreme

southern portion of the county. (CX 619- 20) Over half of these patients are from Nipomo , a town close to the county border which

accounts for only 3.4 percent of the population of San Luis Obispo
County. (U. S. Department of Commerce , Bureau ofthe Census (1980
Census of Population , General Population Characteristics-California
6-31 , 6-34 , 6-36, 6-0))
70. Testimony of doctors in the community supports the view that
the county is a sep'lrate market. Specialists who received patients
through referral stated that most doctors that refer patients to them
are located in San Luis Obispo County. (Boyd, 343-44 , Schwam , 572;
Harvey, 1637) Furthermore , it is very rare for doctors in the county

to refer patients to doctors outside the county. When it is done , it is
usually patients with unusual medical problems who are referred to
major medical centers in the Los Angeles or San Francisco areas , and
at Stanford University. (Anderson, 25140; Boyd , 346 , 423- 24; Bernhardt , 1253- , 1286-7; Schwam , 473-74; Harvey, 166O-l)
71. It is relevant to determine if the city of San Luis Obispo is a
market or submarket for the purpose of determining the possible
(See
Lave , 889- 90; Complaint nn 12 , 16) There are three separate areas in

anticompetitive effects of AMI's acquisition of French Hospital.

the county: the North County, the South County, and the CentraI/
Coastal Area , which includes the city of San Luis Obispo. (F. 13- 15)
The physicians in each (29) area are served by a separate hospital or

group of hospitals: Twin Cities serves physicians with offces in the
North County; Arroyo Grande serves those in the South county; and
French , Sierra Vista and SLO General serve those in the Central!
Coastal area. (F. 75-77)
72. AMI has recognized for some time that three such areas existed.

~~~
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The administrator of Arroyo Grande urged AMI offcials to have
health planning offcials declare the South County area served by
Arroyo Grande " a separate and distinct service area. " (CX 187C)
When AMI sought approval for 39 additional beds for Arroyo Grande

, AMI's administrator of the hospital wrote to
health planning authorities that three distinct service areas existed.
He stated:
in the early 1970'

It is my strong feeling that the county needs to be divided into three health care service
areas; one being the north part of the county, one the central part of the county,

encompassing San Luis Obispo and the third area is the south portion of the county
from Shell Beach to the Santa Maria River.
(CX 188;

see alsoCX

192J; CX

187C;

CX 197N; Schwam , 582- 83) The

health planning authorities agreed with AMI and designated three

separate areas within the county for health planning purposes. (CX

217Z11- Z12) In September 1978 , members of Mr. Loftin s staff (an
AMI vice president) performed a long-range planning study of Arroyo

Grande which indicated that Arroyo Grande was in a separate geosee
Loftin , 1492) That report noted that
there is a " definite philosophical separation between the northern

graphic market. (CX 197;

and southern portions of the county. " (CX 197D;
see also
CX 197N)
Moreover , AMI offcials recognized that because of its geographical
isolation , Arroyo Grande did not face any substantial competition.

The report stated:
It is important to reiterate that our findings clearly pointed to the fact that there
is no definable competition for Arroyo Grande Community HospitaL The hospitals
south of Arroyo Grande are geographically located too Jar away to be competition and
the facilities, Sierra Vista and French and County, in the north likewise are geographically too far away to be considered direct competition.

(CX 197N) (30)
73. AMI also viewed the North County as a separate market. When

it sought the right to build a new hospital in Templeton , AMI stated
that the proposed facility would serve a distinct area in the northern
section ofthe county. (CX 198B; CX 201 at 22, 28) Furthermore , even

though the proposed facility would duplicate some services offered in
the city of San Luis Obispo , such duplication was justified , according
to AMI , because of the geographical isolation of the North County
area. (CX 201 at 33- 34)

74. Other witnesses testified that there were three submarkets
(See
Lave , 889- 90) The former administrator of

within the county.

French Hospital who is current administrator at Twin Cities , Mr.
Anderson , stated that when he was at French he regarded Sierra

Vista and ,

to a lesser extent. SLO (ipnPT!; l

-;"

., - -
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patients and physicians. (Anderson ,

220) Neither Twin Cities nor

Arroyo Grande were viewed as competition because they were too far
away and served a distinct medical staff and community. (Anderson
227- 28) Furthermore , Mr. Anderson stated that in his current capacity as administrator at Twin Cities , efforts are not made to attract
patients to Twin Cities from the city of San Luis Obispo because it is
unreasonable to expect patients to travel to Twin Cities for services
available in San Luis Obispo. (Anderson , 239)
75. It is the doctors who admit patients and the evidence indicates
that doctors usually admit where it is most convenient for them.

(See

Bernhardt , 1237) Thus , competition among hospitals for doctors tends
to be concentrated in the area around the hospital. In San Luis Obispo

County, doctors in the North County admit to Twin Cities , doctors in
the South County admit to Arroyo Grande , and doctors in the city of
San Luis Obispo admit to either French , Sierra Vista or SLO General.
A series of charts prepared by Mr. Ronald Rowe, an FTC staffaccount-

ant , show that most patients at hospitals in the city of San Luis Obispo
were admitted by physicians whose offces were located in the city or
the nearby towns of Morro Bay, Los Osos, and Baywood Park. According to these charts 97. 7 percent of all of Sierra Vista s admissions were
made by physicians with offces in these four communities. (CX 622)

A similar percentage , 97. 5 percent , of French' s admissions came from
doctors in the same areas (CX 623), and 98. 2 percent ofSLO General's
admissions were from physicians in these areas. (CX 624) Overall , 97.

percent of all admissions to the three hospitals in the city were made
by doctors with offces in one of these four communities. (CX 622-24)
76. Few doctors with offces in San Luis Obispo admitted patients

to either Arroyo Grande or Twin Cities. At least 97 percent of the
admissions at Twin Cities in 1980 were made by physicians with
offces in the nearby cities of Templeton , Atascardero , and Paso Robles. (CX 632) One doctor on the (31) active staff at Twin Cities did

have an offce in the city of San Luis Obispo, but he admitted only .
percent of all of Twin Cities ' patients. During that same period , no

active staff physician with an offce in the South County admitted
patients to Twin Cities. (CX 632) Similarly 91.7 percent of Arroyo
Grande s admissions were from doctors with offces in the South
County area near the hospital. Only about 7 percent of the hospital'
admissions were by doctors in the city of San Luis Obispo. (CX 633)
Thus , each hospital served a distinct group of doctors whose offces

were uniformly located near the hospital to which they admitted
patients.
77. It is diffcult for doctors to use hospitals which are located at a
distance from their offces. Doctors see their patients in the hospital

at least once a day; therefore , if doctors whose offces were located in
'+" nfS n Luis Obispo tried to use Arroyo Grande or Twin Cities

v"'
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they would spend too much of their time traveling between their
Bernhardt
see also
offces and the hospital. (Boyd , 340; CX 197N;
1228-29) Doctors who often need to see patients in emergencies could

not do so if they had to travel 30 minutes to the patient. (Harvey,
1682- 83) In short , the distance to Arroyo Grande and Twin Cities
curtail(sJ absolutely expert and good medical supervision and care of
. . . patients. " (Harvey, 1682) Finally, few ofthese doctors expected to
move their offces from their present location to use these other hospitals. (RX 5435Z16)
78. According to complaint counsel's charts , the largest proportion
of patients admitted to the three hospitals in the city of San Luis
Obispo were from the city itself or surrounding areas. During calendar year 1980, 51 percent of Sierra Vista s patients were from the
three ZIP Codes encompassing San Luis Obispo , Morro Bay, and Los
Osos. (CX 614) About 45 percent of French' s patients and about 42
percent of SLO General's were from the same three areas. (CX 615;
RX 5435Z30)
see also
CX 616;
79. The hospitals in the city of San Luis Obispo attracted a number
of patients from the North and South County. For example , in 1980
about 41 percent of Sierra Vista

s patients came from these areas. (CX

614) About 44 percent of French' s patients and 51 percent of SLO
General's came from these areas. (CX 615; CX 616) These patients

were coming to the city to see particular doctors who were located in
the city (RX 5435Z38; RX 5436Z41; Anderson , 241) and who, as noted
above , tend to admit most of their patients to hospitals in the city. (F.
76) Thus , these patients cannot make use of hospitals outside the city

unless their doctors move offces, which most did not expect to do (RX
5435Z16), or unless the patient selects a new doctor. (32)

80. There was little outmigration of residents ofthe city of San Luis
Obispo to either Twin Cities or Arroyo Grande for hospital care. Those
hospitals relied almost exclusively on patients from their own areas.
Eighty percent of Twin Cities ' patients were from the towns of Paso
Robles , Atascadero , and Templeton alone; ninety percent were from

nine towns which health planners identified as being in the North
County area. (CX 617; ex 217Z12) Less than one percent of Twin
Cities ' patients came from the city of San Luis Obispo and the surrounding area. (CX 617) Likewise, most of Arroyo Grande s patients

came from the South County area. In 1980 , 89 percent of its admissions came from this area. (CX 618) The city of San Luis Obispo and
the surrounding area accounted for less than two percent of its admissions. (CX 618)

81. Respondents contend that the concept of a relevant geographic
market cannot readily be applied to the circumstances of the hospital
ndustry generally or , in particular , to San Luis Obispo. (RPF 8. 1) If

,"
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the determination of a relevant geographic market is undertaken
respondents argue the most appropriate approximation is the San
Luis Obispo County/Northern Santa Barbara County region. (RPF
8.4 , 8.10) Dr. Schramm , respondents ' economic expert , stated with
regard to defining relevant markets it strikes me as inappropriate
to think about this case in those terms. " (Schramm , 2336) If forced to
define a market , however , Dr. Schramm would define it as San Luis
Obispo County and the northern part of Santa Barbara County.

(Schramm, 2337) Dr. Schramm stated that one basis of his opinion was
evidence concerning the service areas of the hospitals , which he said
links to the idea of patient origin " and that " hospitals in Santa
Barbara County also experience a good deal of transfer of patients
who come in from San Luis Obispo County. " (Schramm , 2338; see
69) Dr. Schramm also suggested that the proximity ofthe towns in the
area to each other and the fact that Highway 101 connects them was
relevant to his opinion regarding the geographic market. (Schramm

2339) " The fact that there is a county line in there is largely irrelevant. (fd.
82. There is little evidence to support Dr. Schramm s position. First
Dr. Schramm in his market analysis ignored the location of doctors
offces and their patient admitting practices. Second , studies of the
service areas of the San Luis Obispo County hospitals , several of
which were done by AMI , conclude that the service areas ofthe hospi(See, e.
tals in San Luis Obispo County were limited to the county.

F. 56) The former administrator of French Hospital testified that his
primary competition was other hospitals in San Luis Obispo County.
(Anderson , 228) Mr. Steacy, an offcial from Marian Medical Center
hospital located in northern Santa Barhara County, testified he did

not compete with hospitals within San (33) Luis Obispo County.
(Steacy, 149- 51) Only a small percentage of patients admitted to
Santa Maria hospitals in Northern Santa Barbara County come from
San Luis Obispo County, and nearly all of those patients came from
(See

communities in the extreme southern portion of the county.

619 , CX 620 , F. 69) To the extent there has been outmigration of
(see

patients from San Luis Obispo County

F. 57- 64), evidence demon-

strates that Northern Santa Barbara County hospitals received only
a portion of that patient load.

(See

F. 69)

83. The only other testimony which suggests that Santa Maria
hospitals should be included in the geographic market was adduced
from Mr. Carlson , the administrator of Sierra Vista, an employee of
AMI. Mr. Carlson stated that , in his opinion , all the hospitals in San
Luis Obispo County and northern Santa Barbara County were competitors of Sierra Vista. (Carlson , 1327- 28) He defined competitors as

those hospitals (that) have the potential of attracting physicians who
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in turn would admit patients from the same area that we serve. (ld.
Mr. Carlson

s testimony conflcts with testimony of doctors to the

effect that they could not practice both in San Luis Obispo and in
outlying areas. One doctor stated that it is diffcult to take care of the
patients when distances are involved. (Harvey, 1682) Indeed , in 1980
Sierra Vista did not have a single patient admitted by an active staff
(See

physician with an offce in Santa Maria.

H.

F. 66)

Barriers To Entry

84. A state " certificate-of-need" is required (except in exceptional
circumstances) in California for any project involving any of the following, among other things:
a) Construction of a new hospital;
b) Addition of beds to an existing hospital (except for the expansion of a hospital's
bed capacity by 10% or 10 beds , whichever is less , not more than once every two years

by a hospital with an occupancy rate over 85%);
c) Conversion afsome or all ora hospital' s beds from one bed classification to another
(with limited exceptions); or (34)

d) Any capital expenditures by or for a hospital of more than $600 000)3
(Cal. Health

Safety Code

Sections 437. 10,

437. 11(b)(4) (Deering 1982

& Supp. 1983)) Should Congress repeal , allow to terminate , or deny

funding for implementation of the National Health Planning and
A. 300k- l to 300n
California
wil
continue
to require
5 (West Supp. 1982)), the state of

Resources Development Act , as amended (42 U.

certificates-of-need for all of the projects described above, except that

the threshold for certificate-of-need review of equipment purchases
and capital expenditures not otherwise subject to review will be inSections 437. 6(f), 437. 1O(a), (e)
Safety Code
creased.
(Cal. Health
(Deering 1982 & Supp. 1983))

85. Applications for certificates-of-need are reviewed both by the
state Offce of Statewide Health Planning and Development (OSHPD)
and local Health Systems Agencies (HSAs). (RX 5821M , Q, VJohns, 1879- 82) The applicant must first notify the HSA in its area

and the OSHPD of its intention to file an application; 60 days aftr
that notice is given , the application may be fied with the OSHPD and
the HSA. (RX 5821Z1G-ZI4; Johns , 1880) The HSA reviews the application after a public hearing, and makes a recommendation on the
application to the OSHPD , which then conducts it own public hearing
and decides whether to grant or deny the application. (Johns , 188G81) Should the applicant or the HSA be dissatisfied with the decision
ofthe OSHPD , either party can appeal to the Advisory Health CounI3TI,js threshold wiB be adjusted periodicaJly for inflation.
(("",L Health

Supp. 1983))

Safety

CadeSection 437.1O(e)

(Deering

g.,

g.,
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ciI; should the applicant wish to appeal the Council' s decision , it can
1881; RX 5821P , Z25-Z26)

take the matter into the courts. (Johns ,

86. A certificate-of-need application can be granted only if the

project for which a certificate-of-need is sought wil meet an unmet

community need identified in the Statewide Health Facilities and
Services Plan developed by the OSHPD , and meets other criteria
including the following: " The project will not adversely affect the
utilization of other facilities offering the same or similar services in
the service area. " (RX 5821Z43-Z44; Johns , 1876 , 1880-82) HSAs, in

making their recommendations on certificate-of-need applications
are bound by the same criteria. (Johns, 1880) The purposes of the
certificate-of-need process include discouraging the creation of excess
capacity and duplicative services , and instead (35) channellng invest-

ment into facilities and services that meet identified needs of the
community. (Johns , 1879 , 1883)
87. There is considerable excess capacity in the general acute care

hospitals in San Luis Obispo County. (RX 5835) Thus, it is unlikely
that any proposal for an additional hospital , or additional hospital
beds , in San Luis Obispo County could meet the criteria for approval
of a certificate-of need. (RX 5821Z43- Z44) The Mid- Coast

Health Sys-

tems Agency has a policy of recommending denial of any application
for addition of new hospital beds in areas with excess capacity. It
estimates that San Luis Obispo County will have , for the rest of the
decade , over 100 hospital beds more than what wi! be required for the
care of county residents (including capacity to handle random fluctuations in hospital utilization). (CX 1064 at V- 28 to V- 30; F. 199) AMI
has acknowledged that regulatory approval of new beds in the area
is unlikely.

(See, e.

RX 5435U;

see also

Reily, 1795)

88. If new hospital beds were to become necessary in San Luis
Obispo County, it is more likely that an existing hospital would be
granted permission to add beds than that a new hospital would be

approved. The certificate-of-need process is more effective in forestalling new entry into a bospital market than in blocking expansion of
existing hospitals; in any event , opposition to a new facility by existing hospitals might significantly delay new entry. (Lave , 843 , 875; see
also
RX 5854H , P , V; RX 5855J- K; RX 5856B-C)
89. The state government requires hospitals to meet detailed and
extensive standards relating to the quality of care received by pa-

tients , including standards for facility construction , sanitation , and
(See, e. 22 Cal. Admin. Code
Sections
70201- 70279 70801- 70865 (1979)) In order to treat Medicare or MediCal patients on a nonemergency basis , hospitals must meet similarly
detailed and extensive standards. (42 C.F. R. 405. 1011- 1235 (1982))
The Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH), a
the range of services offered.

,"
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also imposes comprehensive standards on the

hospitals it accredits. (Schramm , 2276) The result of these standards

is to force hospitals to provide a " fairly high minimum level" of
service from the start

(see

Lave , 825), and thus to deny a new entrant

into the San Luis Obispo hospital market the opportunity to begin
operations with a relatively small investment and then later build its
operations up to a level comparable to its competitors ' operations
after obtaining a foothold in the market. (36)

90. The San Luis Obispo area has a great deal of excess bed capacity.
see
RPF 3.
20; F. 199) In addition , it has relatively few

(RX 5835;

major unmet needs for specialized hospital services. (RX 5435Z11) It
de novo
entrant into the hospital market

is unlikely there wil be a

in San Luis Obispo County in the foreseeable future.

I.

(See

Reily, 739)

Competition in the Hospital Market

91. Americans spent approximately $286 bilion , constituting 9.
percent ofthe gross national product , for health care in 1981. Approximately 41 percent , or $118 bilion , of those expenditures were for
hospital care. By contrast , in 1960 , Americans spent approximately
$12. 7 biIlon on health care , of which only 33. 6 percent was for hospital care. In 1975 , expenditures for hospital care were approximately
$52. 1 billion. By 1981 , they had increased to approximately $118
billion. (U. S. Department of Commerce , Bureau of the Census Statistical Abstract of the United States
1982, pp. 102 , 418)
92. Congress recognized in 1974 that the health care industry does

not respond to classic marketplace forces:
rTJhe health care industry does not respond to classic marketplace forces. The highly
technical nature of medical services together with the growth of third party reimbursement mechanisms act to attenuate the usual forces influencing the behavior of consum-

ers with respect to personal health services. For the most part , the doctor makes
purchasing decisions on behalf of the patient and services are frequently reimbursed
under health insurance programs , thus reducing the patient' s immediate incentive to
contain expenditures.

S. Rep. No. 1285 , 93d Cong. , 2d Sess. 39 (1974),
reprinted in
1974 UB.
Code Congo & Ad News 7842 at 7878.
93. A significant market feature in the hospital industry is that

price plays a less significant role as a competitive variable than in
most other industries. Most all transactions for hospital services are
covered by third- party financing arrangements. (Derzon , 1978; Friedman , 1581; Loftin , 1515- 16) With the advent of Medicare and Medicaid the vast majority of patients in the hospital were covered by
insurers , third parties (37) and on a cost reimbursed basis. " (Lave,
842; see
Schramm, 2268) Respondents contend that 65 percent

g.,
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French' s revenues and 65. 8 percent of Sierra Vista s revenues in 1982
were paid by Medicare , Medi- Cal and Blue Cross based on costs. (RX
5813A , B) The remaining 35 percent of revenues came from patients

who paid charges , and most of these were reimbursed by private
insurers. (RX 5813A , B) Complaint counsel's figures for 1981 show the
following: Sierra Vista - Medicare , Medi- Cal and Blue Cross 57. 2 percent , others 42.8 percent; French - Medicare, Medi- Cal and Blue Cross
53. 8 percent , others 46. 2%. (CX 1033) The effect of third- party payment is to render patients somewhat insensitive to the prices charged
for hospital services (Schramm , 2268-69; RX 5714K), although consumers , predictably, do from time to time express an interest in hospital charges , and are beginning to become more concerned about such
charges.
(See, e. Schwam , 579- 80) The evidence is clear , however
that patients seldom choose among hospitals based on their prices.
(Derzon , 1982- 83; Lave , 917- 18; RX 5752; Friedmann , 1581- 82; Loftin , 1485 , 1515- 16; see Harvey, 1639- 40; Bernhardt , 1238-0) Under
private insurance , Medicare , and Medi-Cal , neither the patient nor

the physician is under financial pressure with respect to hospital
charges. (Lave , 929)

94. The largest third- party payor is the federal government' s Medicare and Medicaid programs. State governments , via their share of
the Medicaid program , are also significant purchasers of hospital

care. Through the traditional system of city and county hospitals
local governments also function as third- party payors. (Derzon , 197778; see
F. 132) The next largest third- party payors are nongovernmental insurance organizations. The largest of these is Blue Cross. Follow-

ing Blue Cross in terms of magnitude of hospital services purchased
are commercial insurance carriers. (Derzon , 1977- 78;

see

F. 30) The

least significant purchasers of hospital care are individual consumers
without insurance. These people are called " self- pay " patients. (Derzon , 1977- 78)
95. Each year the Health Care Financing Administration
C'HCFA" ), the group within the Department of Health and Human
Services (" HHS" ) which administers Medicare and Medicaid , pro-

duces figures on the proportion of nationwide hospital bils paid by
third- party payors. About 55 percent of hospital costs are horne by the
government at all levels. Former HCF A administrator Rohert Derzon

testified that the most recent set of figures for the proportion of
hospital bils borne by all third- party payors combined is " somewhere
around 90 , 91 percent , possibly 89 percent. " (Derzon , 1978) (38)
96. Medicaid and Blue Cross provide full coverage for hospital ser-

vices. (Guy, 646; Lave, 964-65) Some third- party payors, however,
provide for a " deductible " or require a " copayment." A deductible is
a sum which the patient must pay " out-of- pocket" before the third-
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party payor wil begin to pay for medical care. A copayment is an
arrangement under which the insured must pay a certain percentage
of the bi! for his medical services. (Schramm , 2292- 93) Scientific
studies of the behavior of consumers faced with these provisions show
that a consumer facing a high deductible or copayment wilI use less
medical care than he otherwise would. (Lave ,

917) Insurance deductibles and copayments are increasing, causing consumers to be more
price conscious. (Lave , 846-8; Schwam , 579- 80) Dr. Lave also testi-

fied that he knew of no empirical studies which show that deductible
or copayment provisions affect patient or doctor choice of hospitals.
(Lave, 915)

97. Another significant feature affecting competition in the hospital market is that the largest third- party payors- Medicare , Medicaid
and Blue Cross-do not pay on the basis of hospital charges; rather
these payors reimburse hospitals on the basis of costs. (Loftin , 149495; Derzon , 1994- 95;

see

Steacy, 194) Thus , a cost reimbursed hospital

increases its revenue by spending more. (Schramm, 2269; RX 5714K)

The result of incurring fewer costs is revenue reduction. (Anderson
291)

98. Because most patients come into contact with the system so
infrequently and because of the rapid technological advances in this
field , the consumer lacks information about his own need for medical
care , and about the appropriateness of the care he receives.
(Schramm , 2271- 73) Tbus , it is the doctor who makes the basic decisions about the course of care. (Lave , 936 , 970; RX 5733D;

see also

5731Q; RX 5714K) Both patients and doctors do not have complete
knowledge about the prices of the care which is sought. (Derzon
1982- 83; Loftin , 1515-16) Partly, this is because the pricing ofhospi-

tal services involves thousands of individual items. (Derzon , 1982-83)
More importantly, consumers and doctors lack an incentive to become
aware of exact prices because they know that third-party payors wi!!
pay the vast majority of the bill. Thus, doctors do not " price shop " for
their patients. (Derzon , 1982-83;
Loftin , 1515- 16) Dr. Boyd
see also
called by complaint counsel , testified that he does not consider the

price of hospital services when he decides what hospital to admit a
patient to:
As far as where I'm going to hospitalize the patients , it really doesn t enter into my
lecision-making because at the present time , since I am not involved in any review

lctivities on hospital bills, I really don t know about hospital charges.

oyd, 359-60) (39)

99. The financial survival of hospitals depends on their abilty

to

1m revenues by filIing their beds with patients. (Lave , 844) Excess

,"
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capacity in the hospital industry, compounded by the recession and
other factors, has forced hospitals to take competitive actions such as
advertising, recruiting physicians to join their staffs , and some pricecutting for particular services to try to fill empty hospital beds. (Lave,
823 , 844-5) This competition between hospitals exists even though
the hospital industry is subject to significant governmental and priRPF 2. 20-2. 35) Except in some states (not includ(See
vate regulation.

ing California), the government does not control hospital charges.
(Derzon, 2183; Schramm, 2372) The extensive regulation of the quality of hospital services that keeps that quality at least at a fairly high
minimum level (Lave , 825) does not foreclose competition to provide
even better services to patients.

(See,

e.

F. 101412) Certificate-of:

need regulation of competition in the area of capital expenditures

does not suppress competition , but rather channels competition into
other areas (Lave , 842-43), such as price
(CX 1050X), and also spurs competition for

and service improvements
certificates-of-need.

(See

124)

100. Mr. Robert A. Derzon , one of respondents ' expert witnesses
was co- director of a project conducted by the consulting firm of Lewin
& Associates to compare the economic performance of investor-owned
and not-for- profit hospitals. (Derzon , 1938, 2081) ex 1030 The Lewis
Report" , is the third volume of that study, entitled " Two Case Studies
of Competition Between Hospitals . It was published in 1981. (Derzon
2081; CX 1030 at inside title page) The Lewis Report is based on case
studies of two different communities , each of which was initially
served by a single non- profit hospital , but which became two- hospital
towns with the entry of a new hospital operated by an investor-owned
group. (Derzon , 2083--4) The report maintained the confidentiality of
the participants in the case studies by using fictitious names. (Derzon
2084) Names and other details were changed to disguise the location
ofthe communities studied. Some quotations are composites of statements made by several individuals, but the information presented is
otherwise factual. (CX 1030 at i) One ofthe communities studied was
called " Cherokee , the existing non- profi hospital there was called

Houghton Memorial Hospital " and the new investor-owned hospital
was called " Magnolia General Hospital." (CX 1030 at 1.4) The other
community, !! Lee County, " was initially served by non- profit tt Tanzer
Memorial Hospital " and later by for- profit " Fort Benedict General
Hospital." (40) (CX 1030 at 1.5) The report studied the issue ofcompe-

tition between hospitals through these case studies of what happened
when a for- profit hospital entered a market previously served by a
single non- profit hospital. (CX 1030 at iJ Mr. Derzon participated in

selecting the communities to be studied , helped determine what questions his staff should ask and what data they should obtain , super-
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vised the writing ofthe report in its entirety (in conjunction with the
president of Lewin and Associates), reviewed the work , and edited
those parts he felt to be objectionable or inaccurate. (Derzon , 2082-83
2089 , 2098-99)

101. Doctors are the persons who admit patients to a hospital.
Therefore , hospitals " compete for the affection and attention ofphysicians . . . because physicians bring them patients. " (Derzon , 1981; see
Lave, 826; Mittelstaedt, 1030; F. 102- 105) Hospitals compete for
physician patronage by offering the kind and quality of services and
support personnel desired by physicians. (Lave , 826-27) An example
of this strategy is the " Selective Centers of Excel!ence Strategy
proposed by AMI subsidiary Friesen , and adopted by AMI management , for AMI's Brookwood Medical Center. (CX 1060L) This plan
cal!ed for the development
ofOB/GYN oncology, cardiovascular sur-

gery, and private psychiatry-specialties in which Brookwood already provided high- quality services- into " premier " services that
would attract physicians away from competing hospitals. (CX 1060I)
OB/GYN
service would attract dissatisfied physicians from Brookwood' s major competitors.
Friesen anticipated that the " premier

(CX 1060-0-

102. Other examples of how hospitals seek to use new or better

services in competing for physicians ' patronage are reported in the
Lewin Report. (CX 1030) " Tanzer Memorial Hospital" sought to forestal! creation of a competing hospital by dissident physicians on its
medical staff by beginning planning for an intensive care unit. (CX
1030 at 2. 11) The dissident physicians proceeded to open a new hospi-

tal because, in the words of one dissident , Tanzer s board and adminis-

trator " were

not thinking about modern medicine " and provided

second-rate " medical care. (CX 1030 at 2. 11) When the new hospital
was established , Tanzer made service additions of the sort desired by
specialists. (CX 1030 at 2. 33)

103. Hospitals also seek to attract physicians through purchasing
hospital equipment desired by physicians and needed by their patients. (Lave, 826; Schramm , 2299) The ability of physicians to obtain

the equipment they need at a hospital influences where they admit
(See, e. CX 1030 at 3. 12- 13; F. 135- 138) In addition
hospitals (41) attempt to provide a favorable working environment for
physicians. That was a major strategy of the for- profit " Magnolia
their patients.

Hospital" studied in the Lewis Report. Magnolia provided physicians
quiet , and wel!- lit physician dictation and chart review
areas , which contrasted with a general lack of quiet space for doctors
at its non- profit competitor. (CX 1030 at 3. 6) Magnolia also assigned
blocks of operating room time to its most active surgeons , so that the
with spacious ,

surgeons could minimize preparation time and work with nurses

g.,
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familiar with their procedures. This policy was responsive to the
complaints of surgeons about the " first come , first served" rule for
scheduling operations at Magnolia s non- profit competitor. (CX 1030
at 3.

10-3.

104. Hospitals also attract physicians by offering them financial
incentives to shift their practices. Friesen recommended that AMI's
Memorial Hospital of Tampa pursue this strategy by recruiting physicians and offering them subsidized offce space. (eX 1055B) The Lewin

Report also discussed hospitals ' use of loans , subsidized offce space
and income guarantees for physicians as competitive strategies. (CX
1030 at 1.4-1.15 , 1.19 , 2.
, 2. , 3.
10) Final1y, hospitals seek to

further their physicians ' professional advancement by building a staff
of physicians who can learn from each other about modern medical

techniques and by offering them continuing education to help them
keep up- to- date. (Lave , 826-27)
105. Hospitals try to influence the patients ' choice of a hospital.
Patients occasional1y select the hospitals to which they wil be admitted , and make their selections on the basis of both price and nonprice
considerations. For some hospitalizations , patients are aware of the
need for hospitalization a few days , if not longer, in advance of their

admission to the hospital. (Lave, 867-68) This is particularly true for
elective surgeries " which can be deferred when necessary or to suit
the patient' s convenience.
(See, e. Schramm, 2296; CX 1056B) For
these hospitalizations , the patient has some time to make inquiries
about the price , quality and convenience of various hospitals. (Lave

867-68) Friesen s October 1982 strategic plan for AMI's Memorial
Hospital of Tampa reported the resuIts of a community survey indicating that 35 percent ofthose surveyed would ask their physicians
to admit them to a specific hospital if they needed hospitalization , and
another 54 percent would ask for a specific hospital , but would go to
the hospital the physician preferred. (CX 1055F) Some physicians wil
ask their patients where they wish to be hospitalized. (CX 1030 at 3.

Anderson , 241--2) When patients ask to be admitted to a particular
hospital , their physicians general1y wil1 honor those requests ifpossible. (42)
(See, e. Anderson , 233- 34; Boyd, 337 , 357- , 382; Bernhardt , 1238) While some patients may express an interest in the
hospital to which they wil be admitted, it is the physician who usually determines the hospital to which patients are admitted.
(See
F. 65
75- 77). Dr. Boyd testified that " (tJhe decision as to where the patient

is admitted is primarily the physician

" (Boyd , 361; see also
Boyd,
338 381 418- 19) Dr. Harvey testified that his patients " don t express

a preference " for a particular hospital. " Without question I think
they rely upon my judgment as to what would be the best place for
them to be admitted. " (Harvey, 1638) Dr. Schwam testified that pa-
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tients " almost never " express a preference for a particular hospital.
(Schwam , 578-79)14 Dr. Bernhardt testified that it is " relatively rare

for his patients to express a preference for a particular hospital and
that his patients typically follow his recommendation that they be
admitted at Sierra Vista. (Bernhardt , 1237- 38)

106. There are some patients who pay part or all of their hospital

bils , and so have an incentive to use less-expensive hospitals. First
there are persons who do not have any health insurance. According

to a study by the U.s. Department of Health and Human Services
Administration

prepared during the early days of the Carter

(Schramm , 2288), approximately 12. 6 percent ofthe population has no
health insurance coverage at all , and a substantial number of people
who have some health insurance coverage do not have enough insurance to cover all of the cost of hospitalization. (Lave , 868-9) Second

people have insurance policies with co- payment and deductible provisions. (Lave , 869) Some policies have co-payment provisions where the
policy covers only a certain percentage of the patient's charges , or an
allowance towards certain hospital charges. A co-payment provision

requiring that the patient pay roughly 20 percent of his hospital
expenses is typical for commercial insurance policies. (Derzon , 19862013; see also

F. 96) A co- insurance

provision appears in at least

one Blue Cross group policy, which is offered to California state employees. (CX 583J- L) Those who lack health insurance coverage and

those who have to pay a part oftheir hospital bills are somewhat (43)
price-sensitive. (Lave ,

869) Studies of the effects of changes in co-

payments and deductibles in health insurance policies indicate that
when consumers face a 10 percent increase in what they have to pay
for medical care in general , and hospital care in particular , their
utilization ofthose services wil decrease by 2 percent. In other words
the price elasticity of demand for those services is - 2. (Lave , 863) This
estimate was corroborated by the Health Insurance Study, an experiment sponsored by the Federal Government and conducted by the
RAND Corporation , to determine how consumers ' usage of health

care services is affected by the price they have to pay for it. (Lave
863915- 16; RX 5752A- G) The decreased usage of services is attributable to both shorter hospital stays and decisions to forego hospi-

talization altogether. (Lave ,

865) In recent years, the percentage of

the population that must pay all or part oftheir hospital bills has been
increasing due to: 1) unemployment associated with the current recession , which deprives those who lose their jobs of health insurance
(Lave , 846--7); and 2) a trend toward increased deductibles and coH Testimony hy Drs- Schwam and Harvey should ue viewed in light of the fad that there is onJy one hospiwl
in the South County. where Dr. Schw;Jm pnlctiees , and there is only one hospitaJ- Fnmch- in the San Luis Obispo
area wlwfc Dr Harvey, a cardiologist , can s\,nd patients for cardiac cathet)lcrization and cardiac surgery. (Harvey,
1634)
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payments in health insurance policies. (Lave , 847;

see alsoCX

728A-

Z49)

107. Those who pay for all or part of their care may be aware of the

relative charge levels of different hospitals. First , hospitals develop
reputations for their general level of charges , as former patients talk
ahout their hospital stays. If a hospital has charges patients believe
to be excessive , that fact affects the hospital's reputation. (Lave , 848;
Friedmann , 1580-82) Second, hospitals ' general levCarlson 1360-2;

els of charges are sometimes reported in the press. For example, a
newspaper in Salinas , California reported data obtained from the
California Health Facilities Commission , including comparative hospital charges. (eX 338B) Mr. Kenneth Friedmann , former controller
of French Hospital , testified that the local newspaper would periodically report on the more " visible " charges of the local hospitals , such
as room rates and emergency room and operating room charges.
(Freidmann , 1582) Room rates , which on average account for about 45
percent of total hospital charges, are particularly " visible. " (Derzon
210O-1; Guy, 635; Lave, 862)

108. Nonprice considerations also affect which hospitals patients
prefer. Patients care about the quality of care provided by a hospital
including such things as responsiveness of nurses , quality ofthe food
and waiting time for various tests. (Lave , 829) Hospitals also seek to
make patients comfortable , by providing such things as carpeted
floors , color televisions, private rooms and private baths. (CX 1030 at
16; CX 10601) (44)

109. The percentage ofthe population that is price- sensitive to some
degree is large enough to encourage some price competition between
hospitals. As Dr. Lave testified:
They (consumers who are price- sensitive as to hospital servicesJ represent an apprecia-

ble proportion of the potential patienL" for any hospital. And I think that it would be
very diffcult in this time of excess beds for any hospital to decide that it was going to

simply pay no attention to that group.
And so hospitals , I think , have that group precisely in mind when they are trying to
worry about setting prices.

(Lave , 869)
110. Hospitals sometimes set low prices on some oftheir services as
(See
Lave,
part ofa deliberate competitive strategy to attract patients.

852) The Lewin Report discusses " conscious price competition " between the two hospitals in " Lee County, " as evidenced by the new
for- profit hospital' s policy of holding its room and board charges below
those of the established non- profit hospital , and of keeping the differences between the two hospitals ' ancilary charges per patient day
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unusually low. (CX 1030 at 2. 38) The Lewin Report also discussed the
strategy of the for- profit hospital in " Cherokee " to promote usage of
its new emergency room:
Magnolia s administrator , replied in the local newspaper , ftu charges that Magnolia
flouted' certificate- of- need regulations in opening its new emergency room), ' We are
opening the emergency department at the request ofthe community and we are moving

toward being a full service hospital. OUf rates will compare favorably with Houghton
Hospital.' Magnolia s pricing strategy and the controversy raised by the local offcials
which advertised the unit' s opening resulted in a quick growth in visit volume.

(CX 1030 at 3. 18)
111. Hospitals also recognize that charging high rates can result in
Joss of business to competitors. Friesen discussed this subject in the

strategic plans it prepared for AMI's Community Hospital of Santa
Cruz , in Santa Cruz, California, and (45) AMI's Circle City Hospital
in Corona, California. In the Santa Cruz situation , Friesen noted that
AMI's hospital lost money on room and board , and earned subnormal
profits on ancilary services. (CX 1054N) Friesen attributed AMI's

inability to set rates suffcient to cover its costs and achieve its profit
objectives to " the two hospitals competitive situation in Santa Cruz
which does not permit Community (Hospital of Santa Cruz) to adjust
rates as easily as other region hospitals. " (CX 1054N) In the Circle
City strategic plan , Friesen examined the rates of CircJe City in comparison to those of other local hospitals (CX 1059D) and other AMI
Western Region hospitals. (CX 1059H) One conclusion Friesen drew
from that data is that " Circle City is approaching the ' rate ceiling ' at
which its growth in market share could be impeded by overly aggressive rate increases. " (CX 1059H) This reduced growth in AMI's mar-

ket share would occur because some patients would use competing
hospitals ifCircJe City went over the " rate ceiling. " (Loftin , 2525) In
AMI's response to comments on its application for a certificate-of'
need to build a new hospital in Yuma , Arizona , AMI argued that:
(AJ

review of YRMC' s fYuma Regional Medical Center) rate increases indicates that

without a second hospital in Yuma.
cost
Perhaps , a second hospital in Yuma will make YRMC more conscious of the need to
contain hospital costs.
YRMC has difIcuJty in managing hospital

(CX 1051M) In addition , the administrator of Sierra Vista felt that a
hospital with a reputation for exorbitant prices might wel1 lose pa-

tients. (Carlson, 1360- 63) Hospital administrators are aware of the
visible rates of their competitors. (Steacy, 149- 50; Loftin , 1495-96)
112. Hospitals also compete to appeal to potential patients ' non-

price preferences. The most important way of doing this is to provide
hif!h Qualitv services. (Lave, 829) The Lewin Report notes that the
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competing hospitals in the case studies sought to attract patients by
opening new services and offering attractive patient rooms, among
other things. (CX 1030 at 1.6 , 1. 20-1.

, 2.

, 2.47 ,

3.

16-3. 17)

Friesen suggested that AMI's Brookwood Medical Center convert
semi- private rooms into private suites to attract patients. (CX 1060IJ) Hospitals also use public relations efforts , such as advertising,
allowing community groups to hold meetings in hospitals facilities
and holding " health fairs " to influence patients ' preferences among
hospitals. (Lave , 829- 30; CX 1030 at 1. , 1. , 2. , 2. 24; CX 1054U;
F. 157) (46)

113. Health maintenance organizations ("HMOs ), self-insured
businesses , and '( preferred provider plans !) act as " group purchasers
of hospital services for their subscribers and employees. They bargain
cost. (Lave
833) HMOs receive a fixed fee from subscribers in return for providing
with hospitals to secure hospital services at the lowest

their health care. Since hospital care is probably the largest single

component ofthe expenditures of an HMO (Lave , 833), HMOs that do

not have their own hospitals have an incentive to negotiate with
hospitals for hospital care at the lowest cost; to not only save them
money, but also to help them compete against other HMOs. (Lave
833 , 850) They also are interested in making sure that their subscribers receive only the hospital care they require. (Lave, 834) HMOs that

do own their own hospitals also contract for hospital services to a
limited extent.

(See

Guy, 679)

114. Beginning in about 1978 or 1979 , there has been a rapid growth
of HMOs in California , particularly HMOs other than the dominant
Kaiser and Ross- Loos HMOs. (Guy 639 , 641) The approximate per-

centages of the California population enrolled in HMOs increased
from 15% in 1975 to 22% in 1982. (Guy, 641-42) About 7 percent of
the total California population is enrolled in HMO' s other than Kaiser. (Guy, 679-80) These HMOs have begun to negotiate with hospitals for preferred rates. (Guy, 639) The result was that , not only were
Kaiser and Ross- Loos getting discounts ,

but also by about 1978 , dis-

counting to attract the business of other HMOs started to occur. (Guy,

642) At least three AMI hospitals in California engaged in such discounting for the business of HMOs. The " Health Net" HMO received
discounts of between 10 and 15 percent of charges from those three
hospitals , and another HMO received a discount ranging from 26 to

28 percent (depending upon volume of HMO patient days) from one
of the hospitals. (CX 393; CX 414B-D , E-G , H-J) Friesen s strategic
plan for AMI's EI Cajon (California) Valley Hospital recommended
that the hospital seek the business of

HMOs that do not have their

own hospitals. (CX 1057B)
115. Some large businesses " self- insure " for employee health bene-
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fits by paying their employees ' health care expenses themselves.

(Lave , 833) Such self- insured businesses purchase hospital services for

their employees, much like HMOs that do not own hospitals. (Lave,
833) Another type of " group purchaser " of hospital services is the
preferred provider plan. " There is no generally accepted definition
of the term (Derzon ,

2155), but one common characteristic is that
preferred provider plans limit the cboice of hospitals and other health
care providers to be used by their subscribers, and in particular limit

the subscribers to lower- priced hospitals. (47) (Schramm, 2360) There
are preferred provider plans in California. (Derzon , 2154; Schramm
2360 , 2421)
116. In the last three or four years , self- insured businesses have

received discounts from hospital rates for their employees ' care in

California. (Guy, 639) This trend began in Southern California, but
eventually encompassed virtually the entire state. (Guy, 643-44)

Friesen s strategic plan for AMI's Palm Beach Gardens (Florida) Community Hospital noted that Pratt and Whitney, a large area employer
that is self- insured for health benefits (CX 1058B), and that aggressively seeks to control the cost of health benefits (CX 1058B-D), was
asking its employees ' physicians not to admit them to the hospital (CX
1058B), in part because Pratt and Whitney s medical director believed
the hospital' s

rates were excessive. (CX

1058C).

Friesen recommended

that the hospital seek to repair its relationship with Pratt and Whitney, and , upon the company s request , consider giving it a discount in
return for a higher volume of patients. (CX 1058D) Another Friesen
study suggested that AMI's El Cajon (California) Valley Hospital pur-

sue a strategy of developing similar relationships with local employers. (CX 1057B) The Lewin Report noted in one of its case studies that

the two hospitals studied competed for a county contract to care for
indigent patients. (CX 1030 at 2. 20-2. 21)
117. In 1982, the California Legislature enacted three bills permit-

ting the Medi- Cal program to contract for inpatient hospital services.
(CX 589A , I-J; CX 590A , J- , R- , Z20-Z21; CX 599U- , Z6-Z13
Z43; Guy, 619 , 622 , 685) The Medi- Cal program has obtained from the
S. Department of Health and Human Services waivers of certain
federal statutes so that the Medi-Cal program may begin contracting
for inpatient hospital services with selected hospitals. (CX 593;

592D-Z18; Guy, 630-32; 42 U. C.A 1396n(b) (West Supp. 1982)) Such
contracting has already begun. (Guy, 655; Derzon , 2023) The objective
of Medi- Cal contracting is to stimulate competition among hospitals
for Medi- Cal patients , which did not exist before. (Guy, 632- 33; see
122)
118. At the federal level ,

in 1979 , the idea of " competitive solutions

to the growth of the Medicare and Medicaid budgets was discussed
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among government policymakers; such solutions involved major

structural change of hospital financing mechanisms, among other
things, to promote competition in the hospital industry. (Schramm
2318-20) This activity at the federal level grew out of efforts by Prof.
Alain Enthoven and others beginning in the mid- 1970' s. (Lave , 907)
Competitive solutions " were also presented to , and considered (48)
by, the California Legislature around 1978 when the Legislature considered enacting bils providing for state regulation of hospital rates.
In 1982 , when the legislation authorizing Medi- Cal contracting was
enacted , California had severe financial problems in balancing its
budget. (Guy, 614) The legislation was enacted on an emergency basis
requiring a two- thirds vote of the legislature. (Guy, 615; CX 559J; CX
590Z21; CX 599Z43) Contracting for Medi- Cal

inpatient hospital ser-

vices with selected hospitals is anticipated to save the state government more than $200 milion per year. (Guy, 664)

119. The responsibility for implementing Medi- Cal contracting
until June 30, 1983 is vested in a special hospital negotiator (currently
Mr. Wiliam Guy), appointed by the Governor of California and operating out of the Governor s offce. (Guy, 609; CX 590R--; CX 592P)
Under Medi- Cal

contracting, the special hospital negotiator negoti-

ates contracts with hospitals to provide inpatient hospital services to

Medi- Cal patients. (CX 590R--) On July 1 , 1983 , the California Medical Assistance Commission wil assume responsibility for Medi- Cal

contracting; the special hospital negotiator wil become the executive
director ofthat Commission. (Guy, 621; CX 589I-J; CX 590S; CX 5921)
The transfer of authority wil not significantly affect how Medi-Cal
contracting is conducted. (Guy, 663)

120. The special hospital negotiator may select the hospitals with

which he wil contract through competitive bidding, negotiations , or
other methods of procurement. (CX 590A; CX 592L) The selection

process for contracting in a Health Facilities Planning Area (HFP
where there are no existing Medi-Cal contracts begins when the
negotiator contacts the hospitals in the HFPA to determine which
hospitals would be interested in negotiating contracts. (Guy, 647-48;

CX 592L) After a series of discussions with interested hospitals , the

negotiator wil decide which of those hospitals wil receive contracts.

(Guy, 650) Once the negotiator has contracted for at least 100 percent

patients in an area , the
,
and
notify
noncontracting
hospitals
negotiator can " close " the area

of the bed capacity required for Medi- Cal

that they are no longer eligible to serve Medi- Cal beneficiaries. (Guy,
650-51; CX 592K- L) Sucb noncontracting hospitals may be paid for

inpatient services rendered to Medi- Cal patients only: 1) in case of an
emergency; 2) when a patient whose home is an excessive distance
(defined as 30 minutes ' travel time , or normal community travel time
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whichever is greater) from a contracting hospital chooses to go to a
noncontracting hospital closer to home; or 3) when other minor exceptions to contracting requirements apply. (Guy, 653-54; CX 592I(49)

121. The cost to the state of the services to be provided under a
contract wil be " a strong driving force in the equation. " (Guy, 632)

The negotiator wil prefer contracts with " per diem " rates (a fixed
amount per Medi- Cal inpatient day), but alternative methods of payment wil be considered. (Guy, 625-26) The negotiator , Mr. Guy, also
wil prefer a contract of perpetual length with a 12O-ay cancellation
clause. (Guy, 649) The negotiator will consider the financial ability of

hospitals under consideration to carry out their contracts (Guy, 660),
and whether the rates offered by the hospital include or exclude
payment for hospital- based physicians. (Guy, 649) In addition , the

negotiator is required to consider factors such as beneficiary access

and to give special consideration to hospitals that have handled a
disproportionate share of Medi- Cal patients in the past. (CX 599Z7;
Guy, 686) The state wil prefer that a

contract cover all services

Medi- Cal patients might need , which means that a contracting hospi-

tal either must provide all services itself or arrange for other hospitals to provide services it does not provide. (Guy, 662) As a result
hospitals will be negotiating with other hospitals on prices of hospital
services. (Guy, 662)

122. The success of Medi- Cal contracting in achieving cost savings
for the state of California depends in large part on competition among
hospitals for Medi- Cal contracts. As Mr. Guy stated: " (cjompetition is
what we need within the negotiating environment to drive the most
cost- effective rate for the state. " (Guy, 666) The possibility that a

hospital can gain or lose patients , depending on whether or not it
receives a Medi- Cal contract , gives the state " leverage " in negotiations:
It is the basic desire for the patient flow that crcatef; the strongest issue in negotiation.
Are you prepared to give up patients? Are you prepared to keep the same number of
patients or would you like additional patients? Obviously a hospital with a low occupancy would usually prefer additional patients. And , as a result , automatically creates a
leverage in negotiation

s options.
Mr. Guy testified that the state might be able to work out " capitation
(Guy, 660) Conversely, lack of competition limits the state

arrangements with some " sale

providers " in " very rural areas,

whereby the hospital becomes responsible for providing hospital care
to the Medi- Cal population in its area , and the state pays a fixed
amount per person covered. (Guy, 626-27) In other areas, however
the " lack of (a) competitive (50) environment" would lead the state to

...
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walk away from " those areas. (Guy, 629) In those areas , the existing
cost-based Medi- Cal reimbursement system would continue to apply.

(Guy, 629; ex 592K , Z5-Z18; CX 593)
123. The legislation authorizing Medi- Cal contracting for inpatient
hospital services also permits Blue Cross and commercial insurance
companies to contract with selected hospitals for hospital services for
their subscribers. (Guy, 668-69; CX 589F - H; CX 599-

S) This legis-

lation removes a requirement in prior law that prevented insurers
from restricting the freedom of their subscribers to choose hospitals.
(Guy, 669- 70) Blue Cross of California has announced a preferred
provider plan , effective January 1 , 1983 , which wil involve negotiations on a price basis with individual hospitals. (Schramm , 2421) Increasingly, third- party payors , particularly preferred provider plans
are attempting to require their insureds to use lower- priced hospitals.
(Schramm , 2360) The economic pressures that led California s insurance companies to support the legislation permitting them to negoti-

ate prices with hospitals may lead them to take advantage of that
option. (Guy, 672) As described by Mr. Guy:
The heavy development in California of the HMOs have (sic) eroded a fair amount of
the marketplace ofthe insurance industry in California. Coupled with the heavy movement toward self- insurance where the employer could negotiate rates with hospitals

did not escape the intention (siclofthe insurance industry.... They needed a product
to offer in that marketplace that was something between the HMO and the ' purer fee
for service.' They realized that they were being blocked ofr from that development
because

of the

law. You added to the fact that the state was getting ready to launch

into a negotiated competitive base for Medi- Cal , and the insurance industry acted quite

naturally when they said , me , too.
(Guy, 671)

124. In order to expand capacity, add new services , or make major
equipment purchases , hospitals must obtain " certificates-of:need"
from local planning authorities. (Lave, 830- 31; see F. 84) Since the
planning authorities may Jimit the number of certificates'of-need to

be awarded for any particular program or for expansions

of bed

capacity, hospitals compete with each other to identify the kinds of
facilities and services their (51) communities need , and to apply for
and obtain certificates-of-need to build and operate those facilities
and services. (Lave , 830-32) In its strategic plan for AMI's Community

Hospital of Santa Cruz , Friesen urged AMI to oppose the application
of Dominican Hospital , Community s sole competitor (CX 1054P), for
a certificate-of:need for additional beds. (CX 10MB) Friesen warned
that " (iJt is necessary to show that (AMI is) directly addressing community needs , not simply ohjecting to Dominican s analysis " and
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suggested that AMI might do so by offering new or expanded services.
(CX 1054BJ

125. Competition between hospitals reduces and limits the amount
AMI Vice President and Financial Director for AMI's Pacific Southwest Region (CX
lO72G-H), argued that this would occur in Yuma , Arizona if AMI
hospitals can charge. (F. 111) Mr. Victor Kolodziej,

were permitted to build a new hospital there to compete with the
established hospital:
of rates in the future; that
what should happen within the competitive mold is that rates will not increase as they
have in the past. It' s not the reduction of rates themselves; it' s a deescalation in the
inflation of rates.
What we are talking about is a deescalation in the build up

not cut

rates , but rates would not increase as rapidly

Competition also affords " group

purchasers " of hospital services op-

They will not cut rates. We would

in the future.

portunities to bargain with hospitals to further lower charges. For
example , Mr. Guy, California s Medi- Cal negotiator , recognized that
the state s bargaining position in negotiating contracts for Medi- Cal
inpatient hospital services , and therefore the opportunities to reduce
the amount the state would have to pay for those services , depends

upon competition for those contracts. (F. 122)
126. A related benefit of price competition is that it provides an
additional incentive for hospitals to operate effciently so that they
can operate profitably while charging competitive rates. (Lave, 849;
Lave, 902) Mr. Ronald Porter , Group Vice President of AMI
see also

and Regional Director for AMI's Pacific Southwest Region

(CX

1072H), emphasized this benefit in arguing to a panel of the Western
Arizona Health Systems Agency that AMI should be permitted to
build a new hospital in Yuma, Arizona:
We believe that ifeficiency is introduced into the marketplace , into our facility, it wil
allow (52) us the opportunity to have rates which are lower or at the top end to be that

Regional Medical Center and that we believe that competition in this case wil
force both facilities to be very mindful. I think it wil force both facilities to become
effcient.

of Yuma

(CX 1072V)

127. Competition between hospitals forces hospitals to anticipate

and respond to , the needs and desires of patients , physicians , and

their communities. Physicians have some leverage over a hospital if
they can admit their patients elsewhere should they become dissatisfied with a hospital. Mr. Kenneth Ono , an Operations Assistant with
A MT', Pacific Southwest Region (CX 1072HJ, and a former adminis-

,"

....
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trator of a hospital in Hawaii (CX 1072M), described how physicians
there felt about this aspect of competition:

(T)here were two hospitals there , and one of the
was
, it' s really a hassle going back and forth"

We like it when there s competition " because.

commenL':;

physicians used to make

(OJo the other hand they said

they can indicate to the administra-

tor about the progressive new things that are being done in one hospital and why can

they be done in another.

(CX 1072M) The Lewin Report also noted that physicians in the com-

munities studied benefited from the opening of a second hospital in
each ofthose communities because that increased their leverage vis-avis the hospitals. (CX 1030 at 1.30 , 3. 14) Competition also gives hospi-

tals an incentive to identify community needs early, and to promptly
apply for certificates-of-need for services to respond to those needs.
(Lave , 832) Competition benefits patients by keeping hospitals and
their employees " on their toes. " (Lave , 835; CX 1030 at 1.29- 1.30 , 2.47
3.42) The result of keeping hospitals " on their toes " was summarized
by Dr. Lave:
I think that the primary effect of non- price

competition is to keep institutions on their

toes , to keep them from becoming ossifl€d in what it is thatthey are doing; to try and
look for new opportunities , and to try and take a look for new ways of serving physi-

cians and patients; to keep them from simply sitting back and responding when physicians or people in the community say that they need something but instead to
aggressively go (53) out and try to find out what the market looks like , what people wil
want. That is very good for the whole community.

(Lave , 835) A doctor supporting AMI's proposal to build a new hospital
in Yuma , Arizona , described the effect of this kind of competition on
the quality of hospital care:

I believe that Yuma Regional Medical Center is a good community hospital. In the
past four years there have been significant improvements. Nevertheless , it is my belief
that these improvements would have occurred sooner had there been competition in
the area. Of more importance , as medicine changes , so must the entire medical com-

munity and I believe that competition will clearly help to keep both hospitals closer
to the forefront of medicine.
(CX 1050X)

128. Another benefit of competition is that there is a wider range
of choices available to patients. For example , competition has stimu-

lated the trend toward innovative obstetrical services and policiesincluding things which some parents desire, even if they are not
necessarily associated with high- quality medical care. (Lave , 836-37)
The Lewin Report observed that consumers in the communities stud-

ied generally appreciated the expanded choices available to them
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because of competition. (CX 1030 at 1.29- 1.30 ,

3.42) It also noted that

the poor in those communities benefited from the increased availability of services brought by competition. (CX 1030 at 1.30) Competition
also forces hospitals to develop expertise in their areas of " compara-

tive advantage. " Competition encourages hospitals to develop particu-

lar areas of expertise where they have a " special role in the
community. " (Lave , 838-39) The strategy of " Selective Centers of
Excellence " adopted for AMI's Brookwood Medical Center (CX 10601L), and discussed above (F. 101), is an example of a hospital pursuing
its " comparative advantage. " Finally, competition for certificates-of'
need for new facilities and services presents health planning authorities with the opportunity to solicit competing applications , so that

they may have more options as to where a new facility or service
ought to be located. (Lave , 832)
129. Competition among hospitals produces substantial benefits to

patients and their physicians, and improves the quality of hospital
care. Dr. Lave , complaint counsel's expert (54) witness , presented the
following overview of the benefits and costs of nonprice competition:
There are always adverse effects of competition. When anybody looks at it , when a
Soviet planner looks at competition , he sees excessive capacity being- built in one place
some other capacity sitting idle in another place , he sees luxury here that need not be
present and so all.

There is always something in competition that gets people who don t understand it
irritated because it always looks as if this could be done more effciently if we had
somebody in charge who could give the orders. The fact is that over time these relative-

ly minor excesses that come about because of competition are disciplined by the marketplace and help to keep the

ompetiiors on their toes and to lead to a greater

effciency.

So that this is just as true with respect to hospitals as it is with other areas of the
economy. I think thai on balance this kind of non price competition is extremely produc-

tive both in terms of the quality of patient care that one would see as defined by health
professionals and the quality of patient care as patients would view it , which is probably
just as important as the quality of care as defined by health professionals.

(Lave, 839-40) The benefis of non price competition are reinforced by
the fact that the certificate-of'need process imposes at least some

control on competition for new equipment and facilities, which might
otherwise become " somewhat destructive

" and by the regulatory

safeguards preventing quality of care from falling below a fairly high
minimum level. (Lave , 825 , 843; see RPF 7. 14-7. 16) AMI Group Vice
President Ronald Porter , arguing before a panel ofthe Western Arizona Health Systems Agency, in support of AMI's application for approval of a new hospital in Yuma , Arizona , expressed succinct
evaluation ofthe benefits of competition: " Competition is good. Com-
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petition is healthy for the Yuma community. "

(CX 1072T) Finally, the

Lewin Report summarizes how consumers in the communities it stud-

ied felt about the competition resulting from the entry of a new
hospital:
Each reader wil make his own decision as to whether benefits

(of hospital

competition

in the cases studied) to this point have outweighed the (55) costs. Consumers to date
feel they have , which is the market test.

(CX 1030 at 1.32)
J.

Hospital Competition in San Luis Obispo County

130. Prior to AMI's acquisition of French , San Luis Obispo County
presented a situation in which many ofthe types of competition previously described could and did flourish. The county was well-supplied
with physicians

(seeRX

5435Z16), and since all the hospitals had open

privileges , these doctors could practice at anyone of the five hospitals
in the county. (Anderson , 224; see Boyd , 327) In addition , there was

substantial excess capacity throughout the period preceding the acquisition. In 1978 , for example, the average occupancy rate for all five
hospitals in the county was only 54. 2 percent. (RX 5835) Furthermore

the hospitals had particular strengths and weaknesses , so patients
and physicians were presented with a number of choices among the
hospitals. (F. 131- 133)
131. The city of San Luis Obispo was the hub of health care services

in the county. (CX 255H) It contained the largest hospitals in the

county, Sierra Vista with 172 acute care beds, and French with 138
acute care beds. (CX 736B) Both hospitals offered a wide range of
services. Sierra Vista , which was considered one of AMI's finest hospitals (CX 307), had an active emergency room and offered CAT scan-

ning, nuclear medicine and ultrasound. (CX 283J- L) French also
offered a number of specialized services , including CAT scanning,
cardiac catheterization, and pediatrics. (CX 271B, D;; Boyd, 375-76) In

addition , it was recognized for the quality of its nursing staff and the
quality of food served to patients. (Loftin , 1480-81; Anderson, 223)
132. SLO General , also in the city of San Luis Obispo (CX 736B), was
heavily subsidized by the county (CX

41C; see

Bernhardt , 1304), was

the choice of people without health insurance and those who relied on
the county to pay for their health care. (Boyd , 359; Schwam , 576-77)
SLO General was not as modern as French and Sierra Vista and was
considered by many doctors as inferior to French and Sierra Vista. (F.
135) SLO General is the hospital of choice for obstetrics; it was the

first hospital to ofIer facilities for natural childbirth. (RX 5436Z28)
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Periodically, there had been discussions concerning Closing SLO General. (CX 41C; Bernhardt , 1260)

133. There were also two hospitals outside the city of San Luis
Obispo. Twin Cities was the only hospital in the North County, from
where it drew almost all of its patients. (F. 55) (56) Twin Cities did not
offer as many services as French or Sierra Vista. For example, it did
not have a separate pediatric department , and had no cardiac cathet288J) In addition , it had
(SeeCX
erization or CAT scanning capabilty.
only 84 beds , fewer than either French or Sierra Vista. (CX 736B)

Arroyo Grande is the only hospital in the South County. It had only
79 beds. (CX 736B) It had neither a

CAT scanner nor an obstetrics

department. (CX 266B; CX 268!) In addition ,

it was not as well-

equipped as the hospitals in the city of San Luis Obispo. (Schwam , 585)

134. Prior to AMI's acquisition , competition between the hospitals
in the county took place primarily between French and Sierra Vista.
First , the hospitals competed to attract doctors to admit to their facility. (Anderson , 232) Dr. Boyd testified:
Q. When you choose to admit a patient to one hospital , obviously to the exclusion of
others, how does your choice affect that hospital to which the patients is admitted?

A. Of course, it afIects their cash flow very directly. The decision as to where the
patient is admitted is primarily the physician s and so the hospital is very interested
in attracting the physicians to admit patients.

(Boyd , 361) Second , there was pressure on each hospital to satisfy the

needs of the doctors who were already admitting there , since they
could always admit patients to one of the other hospitals. Mr. Anderson , the former administrator at French , explained:
Obviously I didn t want my patient.o: going to Sierra Vista or any other hospital for that

matter. So we did try to create an environment which would encourage (doctors)

to

continue bringing their patients to French Hospital.

(Anderson , 231) This competition for doctors gave the hospitals an
incentive to provide the best health care possible. (Carlson , 1321
1328)

135. Hospitals compete for physicians by offering them the kind of
equipment and services that the physician believes his patients wil
need. (Lave , 826) Whether a hospital has necessary equipment is a
major factor in a doctor s decision where to admit patients. (Boyd , 337;

Bernhardt , 1288) Hospitals in San Luis Obispo purchased equipment
physicians (57) needed in order to ensure that they would continue to
use their facilties. For example , Sierra Vista s administrator noted:
One area of marketing that we have always tried to pursue is that of provision of
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equipment as necessary and as requested by the Medical Sta. One ofthese items was
a duodenoscope and an inflatomatic tourniquet for use in the Emergency Room. These
are both a result of direct requests from physicians which we were able to rapidly
process.

(CX 453B) At another time, he noted that the hospital' s revenue from

ancilary services had been increased as a result of " satisfying the
requests and requirements of the Medical Staff for equipment and
services. " (CX 318A;

see also

Carlson, 1321) French also attempted to

attract physicians by providing improved servces and needed equipment. Such competition had taken place with regard to certain oph-

thalmalogy equipment. According to one witness:
The hospital , the partners, tried to improve the services to attract more physicians to
admit their patients to French Hospital. I think that the most notable example would
be with the ophthalmalogists.
as a result
ophthalmalogy is being done at French Hospital as opposed to the fact

They obtained additional equipment that the ophthalmalogists wanted and
now most

of the

that it used to be done at Sierra Vista Hospital.
(Boyd, 368;

see also

Bernhardt , 1250) SLO Hospital was less successful

in attracting doctors to practice there. SLO General was viewed as the
primary obstetric facilty since it offered " contemporary modalities of
practice " including natural childbirth. (RX 5436Z28) It was the hospital of choice for obstetrics. (Boyd , 386 , 420) And , at certain periods , the

hospital also had certain other facilities, such as a burn unit and a
renal dialysis unit , which other hospitals did not have. (Anderson

267) It was the hospital of choice among physicians whose patients
required these

services. (Schwam , 576-77) With these exceptions

however , SLO General did not compete significantly for physicians
with French and Sierra Vista. Most doctors did not practice at SLO
General because it lacked necessary equipment and services or be-

cause the equipment it did have was inferior to that available in other
hospitals. It was " anachronistic " and its operating rooms were
primitive. " (Stahl , 1404) Mr. Anderson testified: (58)
Most

of the

physicians did not use San Luis Obispo General on a regular ba',is because

they lacked the facilities that they desired.

Anderson , 226; Boyd, 338) Dr. Bernhardt also
testified that he would try not to use SLO General for certain proce(Anderson , 305;

see also

dures not usually done there. (Bernhardt , 1238) He noted a number
of deficiencies in the equipment available at the hospital. He stated:
It is very outdated in its equipment. The No. 1 weakness is the x- ray department. It
is quite inadequate in what it can do; no scanning equipment or angiograms or things
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1 used
up to

intensive care

unit which isn

the speed in terms

of what

(Bernhardt , 1243) The John James Report came to a similar conclusion about SLO General. (RX 5022Z43) Dr. Boyd noted:
Mr. James is referring to the fact that the equipment at General Hospital was not up
to the standards
of the other hospital and the staff, medical staff, had expressed to him
that that is why they weren t taking patients there.

(Boyd , 395)

136. Although few doctors from outside the city of San Luis Obispo

regularly used the hospitals there, the possibility that these doctors
might admit some patients there imposed some competitive pressure
on hospitals in the outlying areas. The existence of French as an
independent hospital provided a way of bringing pressure to bear on
the Arroyo Grande administration when new equipment was needed.
Dr. Schwam testified:
(M)odernizing Arroyo Grande Hospital and stimulating administration to get what we
thought was adequate equipment has always been a problem.
So the medical stafr had a certain amount of leverage in a sense because we could

always point (59) to French Hospital in terms of equipment that we felt that we needed
and that we were not getting. Some members

of the

medical statreven stated that they

would take their patients to French Hospital if certain basic equipment was not forthcoming.
see also
Schwam , 593) Dr. Schwam did not generaIly
admit patients to French , but he used that option as a way of " alerting
administration that we wanted progressive changes. " (Schwam , 585-

(Schwam , 585;

86) AMI recognized this competitive pressure. In a report prepared by

the staffof AMI Vice President Norman Loftin (Loftin , 1492) concerning Arroyo Grande , it was noted that " among the physicians in the
community, French is used over Sierra Vista , another American
Medical International Hospital , because ofthe philosophy that subtly
suggests to the corporation that it invest in the same quality and level
of care in both Arroyo Grande and Sierra Vista. " (CX 197G;
see also
CX 197N)
137. Competition for doctors , especially between French and Sierra

Vista , resulted in the hospitals ' purchasing needed equipment and
improving the quality of services. For example , competition for doctors through the provision of equipment had a major impact on how

the present French Hospital was equipped when it was built. The
equipment in the original French hospital was described as " very
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poor " (Boyd , 354), and the hospital generally was considered by doctors to be the worst of the three hospitals in the city. (Boyd , 351) The
equipment at Sierra Vista , on the other hand , was described as " superior. " (Boyd , 352) When the new French Hospital was built in 1972
the administration " tried to furnish the necessary instruments and
the equipment that would encourage physicians to use French Hospital." (Anderson , 232) For example , special equipment for neuro-surgery was provided so that a neurosurgeon in the city would use

French for his surgery. (Anderson , 233)
138. Prior to 1970 ,

Dr. Boyd and Dr. Cletsoway, two urologists

admitted their patients to Sierra Vista. (Boyd , 340) Dr. Boyd had been

Chief of Staff at Sierra Vista and later held the same position at

French and SLO General. (Boyd , 342) When the new French Hospital

was being built , Dr. French asked Dr. Boyd and Dr. Cletsoway what
urology equipment the hospital should be equipped with , and their
suggestions were incorporated into the facility. (Boyd , 340-51) As a

result of this new equipment, Dr. Boyd

and Dr. Cletsoway began

(ld. ; see also
Anderson , 233) When Dr. Boyd and Dr. Cletsoway switched patients
to French , this reduced the revenue which Sierra Vista received. In
order to recapture this business , the hospital bought new equipment.
admitting more patients to the new French Hospital.

Dr. Boyd testified:

(60J

Sierra Vista Hospital decided to upgrade their equipment in order to move us back , and
they acquired some new equipment but it wasn t as good equipment as French had.
So we told them we wouldn t come back until they had as good equipment as French.
It think it took about two weeks and they had the other equipment , so that they had

exactly the same equipment as French had.
(Boyd, 356)

Subsequently, the third hospital in the

city, SLO General ,

also

purchased the new equipment in order to attract Dr. Boyd. (Boyd , 356)

However , it took approximately a year-and-a-half for it to get
the
equipment , during which time Dr. Boyd did not use the hospital for
urological surgery.

(ld.)

Thus, as a result of the competition for Dr.

Boyd' s patients , the urology equipment was substantially upgraded at

all the hospitals in the city.

139. Dr. Harvey noted another instance in which the competition
between the hospitals resulted in equipment being upgraded. When
Dr. Harvey arrived in San Luis Obispo, both French and Sierra Vista
owned primitive forms of an important diagnostic tool used in cardiology, a Swan- Ganz catheter. (Harvey, 1685) Shortly after his arrival,
French upgraded its equipment at Dr. Harvey s request. Within
weeks Sierra Vista and SLO General also purchased those items,
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again, at Dr. Harvey s urging. (Harvey, 1685-86) Dr. Harvey noted it
was important for him as a cardiologist to have this relatively inexpensive piece of equipment. (Harvey, 1685)

140. The quality of nursing was one area in which the hospitals
competed. French Hospital was distinguished by the quality of its
nursing and the level of its staffng. Although the original French
Hospital was a poor facility overall , the nursing care was " remarkably good. . . it was almost like being taken care of by mother at home.
(Boyd, 349) The nursing care at the present French was also excellent.

French was also the first hospital to offer " total patient care " a
nursing method which utilzed more registered nurses and fewer
nurses ' aides. (Collns , 1433) French' s higher nurse- patient ratio gave
it a competitive advantage over other hospitals in town. (Anderson
221) An AMI offcial acknowledged that one of French' s strengths
prior to the acquisition was its excellent nursing care. (Loftin , 1481)
The nursing care at Sierra Vista was (61) described as inferior to
French , at least partly due to the fact that Sierra Vista suffered from
nursing shortages. (Boyd , 378; Bernhardt , 1256) An internal AMI

memorandum in April 1978 described the " chronic nursing problems " identified by the new Director of Nursing. These problems
were:
(PJrimarily, an inadequate number of proficiently trained nurses to cope with a high
census , patients being refused entry to leu /CCU due to inappropriate or unsafe (State
Criteria) staffng levels , nurses reportedly worked harder for salaries earned, concern
for the performance of nursing school graduates.

(CX 308B) Nursing at SLO General was considered to be quite good.
(Bernhardt , 1242) However , the relatively low utilization rate affected
the staffs capability to deal with problems that might arise , and this

affected the extent to which doctors used the hospital. (Bernhardt
1297)
141. These differences in the quality of nursing care affected doc-

tors ' decisions where to admit patients. Nurses in the intensive care

units of SLO General were less experienced with certain problems
than nurses at the other hospitals. (Bernhardt , 1297- 98)
doctors were less likely to admit certain patients to

As a result

(ld.

that hospital.

Another doctor stated that he used French because the equipment
was superior and because " the patients got excellent nursing care in
addition to that. So I though one of my patients could receive excellent
care. " (Boyd , 361; see also Boyd, 338) Competitive pressure was one

reason that French continued to keep nursing levels high, despite
pressure to cut them considerably. In 1978 , two studies were done at
French which recommended reducing the level of nursing.

(See

Col-

ins , 1440-1) Although staffng levels were reduced somewhat , they
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were never reduced to a level as low as that recommended by these
two groups. (Collns , 1441) The decision to leave the nursing levels
high resulted , at least in part , from the owners ' fear that reducing
staffng levels would cause certain doctors to go elsewhere. For example , one recommendation was to reduce staffng in the operating
room; however , such a reduction would have meant staffng only two
operating rooms , instead of four. (Boyd , 373) Had such a reduction
been made, some surgeons would have scheduled operations at other
hospitals. (Boyd , 374)

142. French also competed for physicians through its pediatric department. It was considered " outstanding " and " the best pediatric
department in town. " (Boyd , 376) Therefore, most of the pediatricians
in town used the service at French.
(ld. In (62) addition , French
competed by virtue of its CAT Scanner which was superior to the one

at Sierra Vista. (Boyd ,

355)

143. Hospitals compete for physicians by providing a qualified medical staffwith which their doctors can associate. (Lave , 826-27) Doctors

want to be associated with a first-rate hospital. (Carlson , 1323) This
ensures that patients wiIJ receive proper care and gives doctors the

opportunity to learn new techniques. (Lave, 826-27) French worked
hard to attract quality physicians to practice there. During the period
that the physicians owned French , they brought a number of new
specialists into the French Clinic. In bringing in these physicians , the
French Clinic doctors were interested " in the expertise they would
bring to our role as being as complete as possible in the practice of
medicine. " (Harvey, 1697) When French was purchased from Dr.
French , offers were made to physicians from outside the French Clinic
group. (Bernhardt , 1247) In early 1978 , three physicians accepted
limited partnerships in the facility. (Boyd, 365-66; Anderson , 224) In
October , 1978, offers were made to eight other physicians , two of
whom accepted. (CX 732; Boyd , 365- 66; Anderson , 225- 26; Fried-

mann , 1587)
144. The loss of physicians to French concerned Mr. Carlson , the
administrator of Sierra Vista. After the first offering of French partnership shares in 1978 , Mr. Carlson reported to Mr. Loftin that " (a)n
unknown factor in physician utilization ofthe hospital is the increasing number of physicians who have been invited to buy into French
Hospital." (CX 317B) By October 1978 , when the second offering was
made , Mr. Carlson was even more concerned. He wrote that:
Because of doctor ownership, past increases in the number of physicians and possible
future additions to the Clinic makes that hospital an increasingly formidable competi-

tor for the limited number of patients in the area.
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(CX 318B)

145. Hospital competition for doctors had several beneficial effects.
First , supplying doctors with equipment which they needed resulted
in all three hospitals purchasing up- to- date and necessary equipment.
(F. 135- 139) In other cases , it caused the hospitals to establish a
comparative advantage " such as French' s nursing staff' and its
pediatric department. (F. 14Q-142) Secondly, competition for doctors

resulted in each hospital having a weIl- qualified medical staff who

took pride in the particular hospital they were associated with and
who were (63) likely to support the hospital by admitting patients
there. This resulted in the quality of care remaining high. Dr. Boyd
stated:
In each of the institutions there was pride and loyalty to the institution. The French
physicians on the French medical staff felt.

. a real pride in that hospital and tried

to maintain as high a quality as possible.

(Boyd , 367) In addition , the hospitals had an interest in promoting this

bond between the doctors and the hospital because it meant that
doctors were less likely to switch to another hospital. Dr. Bernhardt
noted this fact:
It is just , I don t know , almost a fellowship thing. If you are at Sierra Vista , that i" sort
of your home base. It you were from French , that is your home base. It is like switching
churches , I guess. It was sort of lan) identity thing.

(Bernhard , 1251)
146. Competition for doctors did not have any serious adverse effects on patients or the quality of care , nor did it result in the purchase
of unnecessary equipment , or encourage unnecessary hospital admissions. Some equipment which was purchased was relatively inexpensive and easy to obtain. (Harvey, 1686) French and AMI had
procedures whereby they reviewed doctors ' requests for equipment in
order to ensure that it was necessary, financiaIly feasible , and useful
to more than one individual. (Carlson , 1324; Loftin , 1489; Friedmann
1574- 75) Furthermore, such requests were reviewed by committees so

that there is " a consensus before we expend significant amounts of
money. . . . " (Carlson , 1324) Each hospital balanced its need to keep
physicians satisfied with other financial considerations , including the
return to the hospital.
(See
Friedmann , 1575) FinaIly, the health planning laws further inhibit unnecessary expenditures by hospitals since
some equipment cannot be purchased without a certificate-of-need

and such certificates wil not be granted if unnecessary duplication or
low utilization wiIl result. (Lave , 842-43;
F. 84- 88)
see
14 7. It was asserted that doctor ownership of French resulted in a

,"
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conflct of interest since the doctor-owners benefited from admissions.

Bernhardt , 1247; RPF 10.41- 10.47) There is no reliable evidence
that doctor ownership of French resulted in patients being admitted
unnecessarily to the hospital. Dr. Harvey testified: (64)

(See

Q. Do you believe that ,

in fact, partners at French Hospital were admitting patients

unnecessarily?

A. I think we had bent over backwards not to , quite frankly.
(Harvey, 1698;
see also
Boyd , 377-385) Dr. Stahl , who as pathologist
examined tissue removed during surgery to determine whether or not
it was diseased , stated that there has not been any change in the

amount of un diseased tissue which he has seen since the hospital was
acquired by AMI. (Stahl , 1416) There is also no reliable evidence that

doctor ownership resulted in patients heing kept in the hospital for
an unnecessarily long time. Mr. Mittelstaedt prepared several charts

which purported to show that the average length of stay at French

had decreased since the doctors sold the hospital. (Mittelstaedt , 1067;
RX 5744) This chart failed to account for the fact that a number of
physicians retired or took sabhaticals when the hospital was sold and
others devoted less time to their practice. (Stahl , 1417- 18; Harvey,
1698-1700) In fact , Mr. Mittelstaedt admitted that when one such

doctor was excluded from his charts, there was very little change in
the length of stay. (Mittelstaedt , 1177-79) The hospital length of stay
has been declining in recent years nationwide. (Mittelstaedt , 1179) In
addition , there are a number of factors that safeguard patients, including the medical ethic instilled in medical students; the tissue and
other staff committees; accreditation review; peer review (Derzon

1948 , 1971; Schramm , 2277); and continuing licensing requirements.

(Schramm , 2302-03)
148. Much evidence was received about the existence of " polarization " in the medical community which prevented competition for
doctors from taking place. (Carlson , 1238-29; Loftin , 1485- 86; Friedmann , 1588) According to this contention , there were two groups of

physicians in San Luis Obispo; those associated with French Clinic
who admitted exclusively to French , and others who would admit only
to Sierra Vista.
(See
Friedmann , 1575- , 1588; Loftin , 1482) Due to
the animosity between the two groups , it was argued that no doctor

would switch from one hospital to the other. Apparently the source
of this animosity went back to the late 1950' s, although according to
Mr. Mittelstaedt it was not clear that people even remembered why
such polarization had existed in the past. " (Mittelstaedt , 1031) Ac-

cording to Mr. Friedmann , the polarization supposedly had as its
cause the fact that in the 1950' s

Dr. Edison French bought and closed
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down Mountain View Hospital , thereby alienating the physicians
who had formerly practiced there. (Friedmann , 157&-77) These physicians subsequently formed Sierra Vista Hospital. (Friedmann , 1577)
(65)

149. The competitive effect of physician polarization in San Luis
it is not unusual for doctors to be affliated
with a single hospital. (Derzon , 1981) In most cases , it is easier for a
doctor to have all inpatients in a single hospital near his offce. (Bernhardt , 1237 , 1285-6;
see
Harvey, 1682- 83) Secondly, it was not true

Obispo is marginal. First ,

that each hospital was exclusively supported by a discrete group of

doctors. Some of the doctors who supported French did not have an
ownership interest in the hospital.

(Compare

CX 56H-

with

38Z11) According to one of respondents' charts, RX 5740 , in fiscal year
1978 , only 60 percent of French' s admissions came from doctors who

were general partners in Central Coast Hospital Company. In fiscal
1979 , which ended prior to the acquisition, only 53 percent of French'
admissions came from these doctors. I5 RX 5740 refers only to general

not limited , partners. (Mittelstaedt , 1066) However , it seems unlikely

that the limited partners made up the remaining admissions since
several of them , including Drs. Boyd , Cletsoway, Kettlekamp, McAdams and Tedone tended to admit evenly between French and Sierra
Vista.
(See
Boyd, 409;
see also
Boyd , 364-6; Anderson , 224 , 226; CX
56J) Other doctors who were members of the French Clinic also used
hospitals other than French. " (T)o be honest with you , especially with
the hemotologists, oncologists and gastrointerologists (who were part
of French Clinic) . . . (they) admitted most oftheir patients elsewhere.
(Harvey, 1697;
see also
Anderson , 248-9) Also , doctors who admitted

to Sierra Vista switched to French. A memorandum written shortly
before the acquisition was completed notes that " French may have
persuaded a couple of doctors to patronize their facility, " and then
lists the names of five doctors. (CX 56F)

150. Much of the so-called polarization in the community could
have resulted from competition which existed among doctors for patients. There was " intense competition " among physicians for patients. (Friedmann , 1586-7) This

competition increased the

animosity which existed among doctors in the community. For example , Dr. Bernhardt noted: (66)
(T)he fFrench) Clinic was very expensive. Right aftr

they bought the hospital they

brought in new physicians, and some of us felt a little threatened by that. They were
bringing in competitors.

J5 In fiscal yeat 1978 , 2281 of Frcnch' g 3771 total admim,ions came from doctors with an equity interest irl the
hospital; the next year , 2234 of its 4152 admissions were from such doctors. (RX 5740)

, "- .
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(Bernhard , 1246) Competition between doctors was exacerbated by
the existence of two clinics in the county, the French Clinic and the
San Luis Medical Clinic. (Boyd , 352) Not surprisingly, the San Luis
Clinic doctors admitted primarily to Sierra Vista , instead of using the

hospital owned by members of the rival French Clinic. (Mittelstaedt
1032- 33) Furthermore , these rivals tended to disparage each other.
For example , questions about Dr. Edison French' s capabilities were
played up most by those who didn t practice with him. " (Bernhardt
1245) Indeed , the existence ofthis competition between doctors , which
presumably stiI continues, explains why some residual polarization
exists today. (See Stahl , 1387)
151. Although it is doctors who admit patients to hospitals , in some

few instances patients influence where they wiI be admitted. This
occurred in San Luis Obispo. A number of witnesses noted that patients have an impact on where they are hospitalized. Mr. Anderson

explained:
for whatever reason they may have a preference for not going
hospital or wanting to go into another hospital. They may well express this desire

Patients are people.
to a

to their attending physician.

I assume everyting else being equal, that the physician would honor the patient'
request. .
(Anderson, 233;
see also
Steacy, 152- 53) " Where the patient prefers
to go " was the primary consideration of at least one doctor in San Luis
Obispo in deciding where to hospitalize patients. (Boyd , 337) Other

physicians instructed their receptionists to give patients in need of
hospitalization the option of going to either French or Sierra Vista.
(Anderson , 242) In those instances when a patient expressed a preference, doctors usually attempted to honor it , if possible. (Bernhardt
1238; Boyd , 382) Patients had various reasons for preferring particu-

lar hospitals. Sometimes a patient would have been in the hospital
before ,

and whether they had had a good or bad experience would

influence where they wished to go. (Boyd , 357) Many people preferred
to go to French since Dr. French had a very loyal following. " (Boyd

359) A small proportion of people preferred to go to SLO General.
(Boyd , 357) Usually, it was indigents (Schwam , 577), people responsible for their own (67) hospital biIs (Boyd , 359), and county employees
who liked to go there. (Bernhardt, 1241)

152. Some patients were sensitive to price. The recessionary econo-

my had the effect of reducing admissions to the hospital. (Carlson
1364-5) Some patients expressed their concern about price , and some
asked their doctor where it would cost the least to be hospitalized. Dr.
Boyd estimated that in twelve years of practice only about 10 patients
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(approximately 1 percent) had requested one hospital over another
based on price. He acknowledged , however , that unless a patient
expressly mentions price , a doctor cannot tell whether price influenced a patient' s choice of a hospital. (Boyd, 408-9 , 429- 30) One

doctor estimated that " at

least 20 percent of the patients that I
proposed hospitalization to express concern about hospital charges.
(Schwam , 579) A substantial number of people who worked in San
Luis Obispo County, and their familes, were covered by group health

benefit plans that have " copayment" provisions requiring them to
pay a substantial part of their hospital bils. Brochures for 12 such
plans appear in the record. Those plans require covered patients to
pay " co- payment" for all or some types of expenses for short- term

hospital stays (subject to deductibles , and limitations on co- payments
for " catastrophic " expenses) at rates ranging from 10 percent to 30
percent , with a 20 percent rate being typical. (CX 555I- , O- Z51;
CX 557C-D; CX 558D , F; ex 559A Z16 Z82; ex 561G-H , K , X-Z23; CX
562D, M--; CX 563Z13- Z15 , Z22 , Z21&-Z217; CX 583F -G , J- , NS(a)- T) Those 12 plans cover at least approximately 2750 employees
and their families, in the San Luis Obispo area. (CX 556A; CX 557 A;

RX 5435Q)
153. Since it is diffcult for a patient to determine in advance how
much his or her hospital stay will cost (Steacy, 191), patients tend to

be aware of only the more general price information or the more
visible charges. Two doctors who gave patients a choice of Sierra Vista

or French informed patients in advance that " in

all likelihood"

French would be more expensive. (Anderson , 242) General price information was also disseminated through the newspapers. Periodically,
the local newspaper reported on the hospital charges in the community. " That is , they would take and do a little box type affair in the paper

with corresponding articles on health care and show the visible , like
room rate, the operating room charge , the emergency fee charge , that
(Friedmann , 1582; see also Schwam , 58!J81; CX 338B)

type ofthing. "

Since patients are aware of only general price information , it was
important for hospitals to maintain their reputation as reasonably-

priced hospitals. If a hospital had a reputation for exorbitant (68)
prices , it might well lose patients.
(See
Carlson , 136 2; see also
Friedmann , 1580)
154. The hospitals in San Luis Obispo were careful about their rates
in those areas about which patients were likely to be most knowledge-

able. Hospital administrators and AMI offcials checked room rates
both within the county and in other areas. (Loftin , 1495) Mr. Friedmann , who was in charge of pricing at French prior to the acquisition,
kept track of room rates at hospitals in the county and throughout the
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;tate. (Friedmann , 1580) Mr. Friedmann suggested that such examinations had a competitive purpose. He testified:
There is natural tendency to examine these rates in the sense that certainly you don

want to be terribly out ofline or competitively out ofline in the sense of, if! were overly
high , I would know that maybe I have a problem within my facility as to my costs that
had to be examined. Plus from a public relations standpoint , you don t want to be the
highest priced show possibly in town.

(Friedmann , 1580) Documents show that AMI was concerned with
room rates in the county. An Arroyo Grande planning document
includes- a survey of room rates , but only those in the county. (CX
191H-I) A memorandum analyzing the upcoming French acquisition
similarly notes only those rates at hospitals within the county (CX
38N), the same hospitals that are referred to as French' s competition.
(CX 38M) Another AMI memorandum suggests that there was room
for Sierra Vista to adjust its rates , based on a study of room rates at
hospitals in the county. (CX 479;

see also

CX 480)

155. Evidence indicates that competition also had an effect on other

charges that were likely to be " visible " to consumers, the operating
Friedmann , 1582) In Spring
(See
of 1978 , the installation of a new computer allowed French to change
from a per- hour operating room charge to a unit pricing system.
(Friedmann , 1582 , 1625-26) As a result , operating room charges were
changed so that the " front-end charge " was reduced but , due to various " weighting factors " the total revenue could be increased. (Friedmann , 1583) This change did , however , result in lower operating room
fees for some patients. (Friedmann, 1626) The reduction in the "frontend charge " was " the actual visible fee. . . that would normally be
published , for instance in the paper. " (Friedmann , 1583) French re-

room and the emergency room fees.

duced another visible charge, the emergency room charge. Doctors

used the French emergency room on weekends Instead of opening up
their offces. Usually there was a charge (69) for the use of the emergency room , but it was waived when doctors saw patients under these

circumstances. Mr. Friedmann stated that the reduction was just for
weekends , but it may have been more than that since Dr. Bernhardt
stated it applied to " off-hours. " (Bernhardt , 1248-9) This change in
charges may not have had an effect on doctors ' admission patterns
but it did affect patients '

choice of doctors. (Friedmann, 1585) The
change was " more of a patient- getting technique for the members of
the French Medical Clinic than anything else. (fd.) Since doctors in
the Clinic often admitted to French (Friedmann , 1588; see Bernhardt
1249- 50), any increase in patients from such a move would ultimatel:

redound to the hospital's benefit in the form of increased censw
There was concern at Sierra Vista about the competitive moves'

),

,."u
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French Hospital. In a letter to Mr. Loftin , a local physician who
practiced at Sierra Vista noted the changes in fee schedules and
stated: "

It is . . . becoming apparent that this hospital (French) is

attempting to generate competition. . . and thus is become (sic) extremely competitive with Sierra Vista Hospital." (CX 737) The doctor

went on to state that AMI should consider changing its emergency
room fees "to be competitive. . . . (ld. Mr. Loftn replied on February
, 1979, while AMI was considering the acquisition of French (CX
CX 38): " We have been aware of the competitive moves of
738; see

French Hospital and will most certainly work to counteract these.
(CX 738)
156. There is evidence that hospitals attempted to offer high qualiy
care so as to satisfy patients. (Lave , 829) Tbe doctors at French "tried
to maintain as high a quality as possible. " (Boyd , 367) An AMI Quality

Assurance report notes that Sierra Vista physicians recognized that
they were competing with physicians at other hospitals to provide the
best possible care. The report notes:
Almost without exception the physicians expres."ed their concern about being in compe-

tition with other hospitals in San Luis Obispo area and indicating that they had the
wherewithal! to do a more effective job in delivering health services than any of the
competition.

(CX 307) The hospitals also competed for patients by offering needed

services that were not available at other hospitals in the area. In 1975
French Hospital , which was still owned by Dr. French at that time
set up a heart catheterization laboratory. (Harvey, 1648) This lab
allowed cardiologists to diagnose heart disease

(ld. and meant that

patients in need ofthis service were treated in San Luis Obispo rather

than having to go elsewhere. This program was viewed by French as
a (70) way of competing with Sierra Vista since it was a source of
referrals. (Anderson 221) A few years after the heart catheterization
program was instituted, French also instituted a heart surgery program. (Harvey, 1653) Mr. Anderson noted that they regarded the

service as one which would give the hospital increased census since
it was not available elsewhere. (Anderson , 222) SLO General com pet,d to a limited extent by offering facilities for natural childbirth.
l1any patients desired this type of service (Boyd, 420) and , as a result
lost deliveries in the county were done at that hospital. (Bernhardt
42; Anderson , 265)
157. Dr. Lave noted that hospitals compete through public rela'ns ,

particularly by offering their facilities for various meetings and
nmunity activities:
tend to

see

the hospital not as this formidable place where you go to die but
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mstead (as) a place where you feel more comfortable with. And then , when their
physician asks do you have any hospital preference or simply says I will hospitalize you
the patient wil say I prefer to go to hospital X.

(Lave , 830) Evidence shows that both French and Sierra Vista compet-

ed in this manner. French hired a public relations manager

who

began a series of educational seminars for patients on health issues.
Mr. Friedmann stated that he believed that this would increase the
number of patients for the medical clinic group and that " a direct
derivative would be . . . that the hospital would get maybe additional

census because the physicians now saw a greater number of patients
than they did previously. . . . " (Friedmann, 1586) Sierra Vista also
engaged in such educational programs. Sierra Vista had an auditorium which was used by a number of organizations for educational
programs.
(SeeCX
317B; CX 319B) Furthermore , Sierra Vista started
its own series of programs similar to that at French. In one report Mr.
Carlson noted that the hospital was beginning " a series of educational
programs for the community under the direct sponsorship of the hospital. The majority of programs held in the hospital have been sponsored by the various agencies putting on the programs; however , I feel
that additional areas of interest to the public should be addressed

the hospitaL" (CX 318B)

158. Prior to AMI's acquisition of French , a number of different
payors covered the medical expenses of residents
of San Luis Obispo. Some patients were covered by third- party payors
which reimbursed hospitals on the (71J basis of the hospital' s reasonable costs. (Mittelstaedt , 1167; see Derzon , 1994- 96) Such cost- based
payors included Medicare , Medi- Cal and Blue Cross of Southern California. (Guy, 610; RX 5435Z41; RX 5436Z44) Those payors not costbased reimburse hospitals on the basis of actual charges. (Mittelstaedt , 1168) In addition , there are several employers in San Luis Obispo
County that are " self insured. " (F. 183) Excess capacity was high in
San Luis Obispo County which should create a competitive situation.
types ofthird- party

(Lave, 823;

see also

Guy, 660) In 1978 , the average occupancy at hospi-

tals in the county was 54. 2 percent. (RX 5835) The occupancy at
French was 48. 1 percent , far lower than the 65 percent rate at Sierra
Vista.
Furthermore , there is evidence that the recessionary
(fd.)
economy was resulting in lower admissions to local hospitals as patients put off some discretionary surgery. (SeeCarlson , 1364- 65) Thm
the possibilty existed that hospitals might well have considered gi,
ing one of the self- insured groups a discount in order to get its bUE
ness , as has happened in other areas.
(See
F. 116) As other alternati'

purchaser programs, such as HMOs and the new state Medi- Cal pJ
"Tam began or expanded , hospitals in San Luis Obispo County, a
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French in particular , might have felt pressure to compete for that
(See

business.

F. 113- 122)

159. Hospitals cannot institute certain new services or purchase
some equipment without first acquiring a certificate-of-need. (Lave
F. 84) Since the number of CONs that wil be granted can be
830; see

to get a CON and
831) Competition for
CONs took place in San Luis Obispo. In 1975 , French set up a heart
catheterization program.l6 (Harvey, 1650) This program gave French
(See
Anderson , 222) AMI recognized that
a competitive advantage.
such a program was advantageous to French. AMI might have considered beginning such a program had it not purchased French Hospital.
In noting the advantages of buying French , for example , one memolimited, hospitals often compete to be the first

thereby get a competitive advantage. (Lave ,

randum states that the acquisition " would remove the need for Sierra
Vista to develop a competitive service. " (CX 38C) Had Sierra Vista
attempted to start either a heart catheterization lab or a heart surgery program , it would have had to obtain a certificate-of-need. (Harvey, 1687) It is unlikely it could have received one, however , since the
CX 1064 at v 48, v 53;
(See
services at French were underutilized.
Harvey, 1659) (72)
Evidence of AMI's Intent in Purchasing French Hospital
160. After the doctors purchased French in 1976 , there were inK.

creasing efforts to increase the census at the hospital. (Boyd, 369- 70)
To that end , the partners brought in new doctors to the French Clinic
and the hospital. (CX 56F; F. 143) In addition , French cut charges for
some of its services (F. 155) and added some new services. (F. 159)

These changes apparently had effect. In 1978 , French' s average occupancy was 48. 1 percent , as opposed to 46. 8

(RX 5835) This increase is significant in
average length of stay was declining.

(SeeCX

percent the year before.
view of the fact that the

56F-G) For the first four

months of 1979 occupancy was 49. 6 percent , even though the average
length of stay had declined. (CX 56G) During that period the number
of admissions had increased 11 percent over what they had been
luring the first four months of 1978. (ld.
161. AMI offcials were aware of the moves of French Hospital and

ere concerned about them. In June 1978 , after French partnership
ferings were made to some doctors in the city (F. 143), Mr. Carlson
e administrator of Sierra Vista , reported to Mr. Loftin , who at that
,e was Vice- President and Director of AMI's Western Region , that

In unknown factor in physician utiization of the hospital is the
ceasing number of physicians who have been invited to buy into
cueh actually receiv€d iI certificate"of-exemption rather than a certificate-f-need. (CX l09A- F, Anderson,

...
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French Hospital." (CX 317B) In December 1978 , after an offering was
made to a second group of physicians , Mr. Carlson again noted his

concern. He wrote to Mr. Loftin:

A problem of major concern is that of competition from French Hospital. Because of
doctor ownership, past increases in the number of physicians and possible future
additions to the Clinic makes (sicl that hospital an increasingly formidable competitor

for the limited number of patients in the area. Although the census has remained at
approximately the same level , additions to the Clinic could have significant adverse
efiects on Sierra Vista HospitaL

(CX 318B) Mr. Carlson was concerned that patients who went to

doctors at the French Clinic would now be admitted to French instead

of Sierra Vista. Mr. Carlson testified:
I was concerned because ifadditional physician owners were included at French Hospital that they would have an incentive to admit patients , their patients to that facility,

and they would be (73) patients that perhaps would have been seen at Sierra Vista.

(Carlson , 1329)

162. One doctor who practiced at Sierra Vista also was concerned
about competition from French , and he conveyed his concern in a
letter to Mr. Loftin , with a copy to Mr. Carlson. In January 1979 , this
doctor noted:

It is also becoming apparent that this hospital (FrenchJ is attempting to generate
competition in the way of decreased surgery operating room fees , decreased hospital
room fees and decreased laboratory and emergency room fees. and thus is became (sic)

extremely competitive with Sierra Vista Hospital.

(CX 737) The doctor urged AMI to consider " the possibility that (a)
decrease in fees (by Sierra Vista) to be competitive would be in order.

" (CX 737) Mr. Loftin also feared that Sierra Vista could lose
patients to French (Loftin , 1538) and , in replying to the doctor s letter
he indicated that he , too , was concerned with French' s competitive
moves. (CX 738) Other services offered by Sierra Vista faced competi-

tion from French. Sierra Vista operated a reference lab prior to the
acquisition. The lab was slow to get business, however , due to "
number of factors including prices from both local competitors and
the major labs in Los Angeles. "

(CX 452B) One such " local competitor " was French Hospital , which subsequently established a price

schedule lower than Sierra Vista

s. (CX 319B) In January, 1979 , Mr.

Carlson noted that Sierra Vista would " need to take action soon to

combat this development. " (CX 319B)
163. In September , 1978, Mr. Carlson learned that French Hospital

"'"' for sale and he communicated that information to Mr. Jim Mus
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, who was involved with the acquisition of hospitals for AMI. (Carlson , 1339) Mr. Carlson , who earlier had expressed concern about some

of French' s competitive moves , indicated that he favored an AMI
acquisition of French. (Loftin , 1548) Mr. Muska was an Assistant Vice
President who reported to Mr. Loftin and Mr. Danko , both of whom
were Vice Presidents. (Loftin, 1541 , 1553) Mr. Friedmann , who handled negotiations for French , also contacted Mr. Loftin. (Loftin , 1500)
On January 25 1979 , Mr. Loftin , then a Vice- President of AMI and
director of the company s Western Region (Loftin , 1476-77), requested
that a general letter of intent be issued for the purchase of French
Hospital.

(See

CX 38B) The letter of intent binds the company, with

a few possible exceptions , to purchase the hospital. (Reily, 1859) Mr.

Loftin s request was (74) made to the Contract Development Committee (CDC). (CX 38B) The CDC , which consisted of all but one of the

members of the corporation s Executive Committee, met on a weekly
basis to review development projects. (Weisman , 1734-35) The CDC
then submitted proposals for approval to the Executive Committee or

in some cases to the entire Board of Directors. (Reily,

1832) Mr.

Friedmann , who negotiated on behalf of the owners of French , had
informed Mr. Loftin that National Medical Enterprises was also interested in the hospital. (Friedmann , 1593) Although negotiations
with NME may actually have broken off prior to the beginning of
discussions with AMI , Mr. Friedmann never informed AMI offcials
of this. (Loftin , 1508; Friedmann , 1627) Mr. Loftin s request for a
letter of intent to purchase French was clearly motivated , at least in
part, by his fear that if AMI did not move quickly, National Medical
Enterprises , the owner of Twin Cities Community in Templeton and
the fourth largest proprietary hospital chain in the country (CX 608),

would purchase French Hospital. Mr. Loftin wrote:
We do know that National Medical Enterprises is also currently interested in French

and that preliminary discussions have been held. Due to this fact, we would like to
proceed as soon as possible.

(CX 38B)17 An anticompetitive

intent of AMI also is suggested in

another contemporaneous document written by Mr. Loftin. In replyng to the doctor who wrote to him concerning the increasing competi-

ion from French (F. 162), Mr. Loftin wrote:
17 Mr. Loftin , in testimony during this proceeding, explained his statement in ex 38 concermng National Medical
terpdses as followS"

10 my dl u!!ions with Mr. Friedmann and other members of the partnership, there was quite an interest in
pushing this process as fast as possible; that if AMI was not going to buy it , then most certainly it would have
been unfair to drag iton ifthere was even a small potential that one of the other companies might be interested.
(Loftin, 1509)
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We have been aware of the competitive moves of French Hospital and wil certainly
work to counteract these.

(75)

(CX 738) Mr. Loftin knew at the time he wrote this letter that AMI
was negotiating to purchase French.

(SeeCX

38B) In fact ,

by the time

he wrote his reply he had already requested that a letter of intent be
issued.

(Compare

CX 38B

with

CX 738)

164. On February 9 , 1979, Mr. Dennis Danko , a Vice President of
AMI , who had the responsibility " to identify potential acquisitions
for AMI (Loftin , 1514), wrote a memorandum to the CDC which indicated that AMI should purchase French " thus controllng health
care services,. . . . " (CX 41D) Mr. Danko also referred to the anticipat-

ed $11 milion purchase price as " a premium price " which he thought
could be justified. He wrote:
(W)ith the French acquisition , AMI would become the prime, if out the only, provider
of health care services in the area. This may be viewed by some in the medical community and others negatively. However , in the long run the positives would overcome
the negatives. There also exists a real possibility that with or without French , the local
county-owned hospital (114 beds) may close. Currently, one. halfofits bed complement
is not in operation; it has lost its JCAH accrediation
(sic J; and the county is supposedly
subsidizing the hospital in excess
of$1.0M/yr.
Note that this hospital is predominately
providing

B.

services at this point ,

plus hemo.

While it is true that if we do not acquire French , our health care centers in the San
Luis Obispo County region will continue to operate on a viable basis; however, we face
a choice of paying a premium price , thus controlling health care services , while meeting
our earnings expectations , or continue to struggle to capture basically the same patient

load with French, or another operator such as N .
, who may purchase French. It
would be my recommendation that we proceed with the acquisition as outlined.

(CX 41G-D) Mr. Danko s memorandum was sent to the CDC 18 which

was composed of members of the corporation s Executive (76) Committee, which along with the Board of Directors , approved the acquisition. (Weisman , 1735)
165. Mr. Danko , a Vice President of AMI at the time ofthe French
acquisition , was " responsible for the identification , analysis and acquisition of community hospitals throughout the United States. " (eX
IS Mr. Weisman , President of AMI who was also a member of the Board of Directors and B member of both the
CDCand the E"eeutive Committee , indicated he would have seen this memorandum. (Weisman . 1710 , 1734 , 1740)
Mr. Weisman testified in this proceeding that in making the statement about " controllng health care services

in San Luis Obispo , Mr. DanklJ probably meant.
T think what he was talking about was , in essnce, flowing from what local health planning and what our own
people had been thinking, in terms of the straioed utilzation Jevels at Sierra Vista, the underutilizatilJn level
at FTfmch , the ability to take these two circumstances under a common ownemh.p and in a controlled environ.
mentand create IIn infinitely better situation thereaftr , as I have discussed Ii few minutes ago , than presentJy

existed.
(Weillman , 1741)
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4A)19 Analysis of possible acquisitions, such as that

contained in CX

, was clearly one of his responsibilities. The French acquisition was
one of seven acquisitions in which Mr. Danko participated at AMI.
(CX 5) At the time of the French acquisition , Mr. Danko served as a
liaison between the regional directors and the CDC , which had ultimate responsibilty for recommending that acquisitions be approved.
(ReiIy, 742) In the course of his duties , regional directors often sub(See, e.

mitted information to Mr. Danko for his review.

CX 38(;; CX

49B) Mr. Danko was at one (77) of the first meetings held with Mr.
Friedmann concerning the acquisition of French , and he was present

at subsequent meetings as well. (Loftin , 1501; CX 28B , D) Mr. Danko
continued to be involved throughout the negotiations. (CX 54A; Loftin, 1547) A number of important memoranda concerning the acquisition were sent to Mr. Danko, as well as to Mr. Loftin. (CX 34B;

35A) Mr. James Muska, who was also involved in the acquisition of
French , had a dual reporting role to both Mr. Loftin and Mr. Danko.
(Loftin , 1553) Mr. Danko ultimately signed the letters of intent requested by Mr. Loftin.
(See
CX 59; CX 60) The letters of intent were
important since signing of the letters indicates that " the deal for all

practical purposes has been brought to a significant percentage of its
fruition. " (Reilly, 1859)
166. Mr. Loftin , as did Mr. Weisman

(seen.

infra),

attempted to

show that Mr. Danko s opinion as expressed in CX 41 should be accorded little weight. (Loftin , 1511- 14) Mr. Danko s memorandum was
clearly within his responsibilties. (CX 4A; F. 165) Both Mr. Loftin and
Mr. Danko were AMI Vice Presidents at the time of the acquisition.
(Loftin, 1511) Although Mr. Loftin made more money than Mr. Danko
(Weisman , 1737), he also had been with the company longer than Mr.

Danko. (CX 4A; CX 61) Furthermore, Mr.

Danko was given a raise by
(see

the Board of Directors shortly after the French acquisition closed

CX 6D), so there is no indication that the company was displeased
with his work.

167. The consideration for AMI's purchase of French Hospital and

related assets was $10 970,000. This included the 220 225 shares of
stock , with a fair market value of approximately $6. 5 million, and the
Issumption of approximately $3. 9 miIion in long-term debt. (F. 10)
RX 581B- , H- Y; Loftin , 1508 , Friedmann, 1594- 95) Included in the
cquisition was a CAT scanner and other x-ray and laboratory equiplent purchased from French Medical Clinic , Inc. (F. 10) This equip.

lent was purchased to be used with AMI's operation of the hospiDanko resigned at the same t.ime th"t responsihiJty fur analysis of acqlJisitions was shifted to the new
Mr ReiUy. (Reilly, 742- 4:-1) There was some overbp in Mr. Reily
onsibilities and Mr Danko s since an AMI report expressed concern that " t.here be no slippage during t.he
,fer ofrt!sponsibiljty from Denny rOlinkoj" to Mr. Rei!ly. (CX 1027F)

, Mr

porate DeveJopment stan:; headed by
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(See

F. 9) (78)

168. Mr. Danko , in his February 9 , 197 9 memorandum , stated that

the price paid by AMI for French was a premium price:
In summary, I view French as a viable, productive acquisition. The $11. 0 millon
purchase price for the hospital equates to nearly

$80, OOO/bed,

a premium price. Howev-

er, the necessary bottom line can be met and exceeded.
(CX

41C)

169. In reviewing the transaction , reference is often made to the
net equity price. " This term refers to the value of the AMI stock
given in connection with the transaction. (Loftin, 1549) Thus, the net
(See
equity price of the French acquisition was $6. 5 milion dollars.
AMI's
anaRX 5851D)21 This is at least a milion dollars more than
lysts recommended paying. On December 11 , 1978 , Mr. Lossett, Financial Director of the Western Region and an Assistant Vice President of AMI (CX 12Z21), wrote a memorandum to Mr. Loftin after
reviewing various financial information about French. Mr. Lossett
reported to Mr. Loftin , was generally responsible for putting together
financial analyses , and produced work upon which Mr. Loftin would
rely. (Loftin , 1549) Mr. Lossett concluded that " the acquisition of
French Hospital is a viable proposition on a net equity purchase price
between $4 milion and $5 milion dollars. " (CX 33A)22 About a week
after Mr. Lossett wrote his memorandum , Mr. Muska also put together a memorandum reviewing the financial statements of French
Hospital. (CX 35A) Mr. Muska , an AMI Assistant Vice President at
the time (Loftin , 1544), suggested a net equity purchase price of approximately $6 milion , stil lower than the net equity price actually
paid by AMI. More importantly, Mr. Muska included not only the
hospital in this estimate , but also the French Clinic and the Atascadero Clinic , neither of which were ultimately purchased by AMI.
(CX 35A , H) By April , Mr. Lossett had a chance to review more
information about the hospital and had identified certain areas which

constituted " either a problem or a deteriorating trend:" (CX 491) As
a result , Mr. Lossett cautioned against paying too much for the hospi-

tal. He stated that the " hospital appears to be an excellent buy at a
net equity price of $5. 3 milion. It (79) is less attractive at $6. 3 million. " (CX 49K)23 Ultimately, AMI paid $6. 5 milion net equity price.
(RX 5851D) Respondents argue that the " tentative

acquisition price

D According to state health planning dOCUITEOnts, in 1978 mOT!) than half of the CAT scans performed at .French
werf'OIJ patients admitted to French. (RX 54692243) After the acqui ition , a Eubstanti..l rnlmber orCAT scans were
performed on inpatieDts. (CX 274H) In fact , AMI advertised that French bad a CAT s anner. (CX 91)
2' Thj $6. 5 mjJjion dollar figure does not include the equipment purchased from the C!i!1ic

2 This figure did not indude the equipment purchased from the Clinic
2:1 The accompanying- documentf indiciOte that this price induded only tbe hospital and equipment ujtimately

(SeeCX
, not the entire clinic itself
bought from the Cli!1ic

49)
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memo was $12.43 milion (CX 49J), which

included $5. 3 milion in debt assumption. (CX 49Q) In tbe end ,

re-

spondents state , AMI paid $10.4 milion , including only $3. 9 millon
in assumed debt. Therefore , according to respondents , AMI paid more
than $1 milion less than Mr. Lossett contemplated. (RB , p. 164) Re-

spondents are quoting only the long-term debt assumed by AMI in the
acquisition. Mr. Lossett included in his analysis $1 030, 000 in current
liabilties and also $400 000 in capital improvements. (CX 49Q) Respondents assumed the current liabilties at the time of the acquisi-

tion. (CX 68Z27; CX 59) If you take Mr. Lossett's tentative acquisition
price of $12 430 000 and substract $700 000 ancillary equipment
$1, 030 000 current liabilities, and $400 000 in capital improvements
the tentative purchase price becomes $10. 3 milion. (CX 49J , Q) AMI
actually paid $10.4 millon. (F. 10) Further, Mr. Lossett , on December
, 1978 , had valued the Central Coast Hospital Company equity
value at only $4 335 000. (CX 33F)

170. The partners owning French Hospital would have been wiling

to take substantially less than AMI ultimately paid. In late 1977
approximately a year before the first AMI contacts concerning
French , another group, the Vesper Society, had expressed an interest
21A- B; CX 23) After these negotiations
(BeeCX
in purchasing French.
fell through , the owners of French gave Mr. Friedmann a mandate to
handle any future negotiations himself and only to come forward with
a " true offer. " (Friedmann , 1589) As a guideline , the partners told Mr.
Friedmann that $150 000 per partnership unit was " the least they
would be willing to accept. " (Friedmann , 1589- 90) The original part-

ners who had bought the hospital in 1976 paid $20 000 for a share
(see
(Friedmann , 1630); thus , this " floor price " of $150 000 per unit
Friedmann , 1589- 90) would already have represented a substantial
appreciation in the shares. Had AMI purchased the hospital for this
floor amount , it would have cost $4. 96 milion , less than half of what
AMI ultimately paid. In fact , AMI paid about $315 000 per partnership (80) share, 25

more than double the least acceptable price the

partnership had indicated it would accept.

171. Complaint counsel prepared a chart showing the cost to AMI
of hospital acquisitions it made between 1978 and 1980 for which the
purchase price was publicly available. (CX 1034) Respondents added
information for French Hospital and other hospitals for which public
information was unavailable. (RX 5850) According to these charts, the

average cost to AMI of hospitals acquired during this period was
z,

This figure is arrived Oil by multiplying $150, lIOO by 33 , the number of ful1 partnership units that existed

according to Mr. Friedmann (Friedmann, 1603)

ZSThis figure is arrived at by dividing the price paid for the shares afthe curporation , $10.4 milion , by 331lts
This comes to $315 1.51.52. This figure is corroborated by Dr. Boyd, who slated that he was paid approximately
(See Boyd, 384)
$80 000 for his qUilrter share , which would translate to $320, 000 for a full share.

,"
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(fd. The per bed cost of French Hospital , including equipment purchased from the clinic , was approximately $79 500 26 or over

$67

$12 000 per bed more than the average price paid by AMI during
1978-1980.

172. Mr. Weisman and Mr. Loftin of AMI testified that in their
opinion the price AMI paid for French cannot be described as " premium. " Mr. Weisman does not believe the price paid per bed was unusu-

ally high compared to the typical per bed price that he has seen.
Mr. Loftin testified that he had recom000
more for the hospital than the $10.4
mended that AMI pay $600
milion price ultimately paid. (Loftin , 1511- 13) Mr. Derzon likewise
testified that he does not believe that AMI paid a premium price. Mr.
Derzon believes that the price was comparable to prices being paid for
see
other (81) hospital facilities at about that time. 2? (Derzon, 2047-49;
Anderson , 273; Friedmann , 1594- 95) Mr. Derzon prepared a
also,
chart , RX 5803 , which showed the purchase price and size of general
(Weisman , 1734-35

1740-1)

acute care hospitals acquired between 1980 and 1982. The informa-

tion contained in RX 5803 came from a trade publication Modern
Healthcare.

(RX 5803B) Not all hospitals listed in

Modern Healthcare

were included since some did not have the number of beds reported.
(Derzon , 2048) Furthermore

Modern Healthcare

reports acquisitions

Modern
only to the extent it can get information. (Derzon , 2048)
had no information concerning acquisitions during 1979
Healthcare

when AMI acquired French (Derzon , 2050), although several acquisitions took place during that period.

(BeeCX

608; CX 1034) Mr. Derzon

did not attempt to find out what AMI paid for hospitals , although that
information would have been available to him. (Derzon , 2124-25)
Based on RX 5803 , Mr. Derzon testified

My conclusion is that I don

believe that AMI paid a remarkably high price for this hospital and
I dare say I don t think it got a steal either. " (Derzon , 2049)
173. During 1980 AMI paid more than $79 500 per bed in three
separate transactions: AMI purchased Mission Bay Memorial Hospital in San Diego , California for $97 493 per bed; Medical Arts Hospital

Texas for $80 801 per bed; and West Alabama General
Hospital in Northport, Alabama for $85 256 per bed. During the period 1978-1982 , the average cost per bed for all hospitals acquired by
in Dallas ,

AMI was $67 070.

(CX 1034; RX 5803; RX 5850) Mr. Danko s memo-

26 This figure is arrived at hy dividing the total cost to AMI of purchasing the hospitaJ , $10. 97 million (F. 10)
and dividing by 138 , the number of bed!! at French. (RX 5850) The cost ofthe equipment purchased rnuBt be included
(Seen.
in the total price, since the equipment was purchased for hospital utilization.
ZI Mr. Derzon has never acted as a consultant purchasers of hospitals concerning

supra)
what they should pay for

a hospital, nor had he ever been directly involved in the purchase or sale of a hospital. (Derzon , 2127- 29)
28 The $67 070 avcrage price per bed AMI paid for hospitals it acquired from 1978 to 1982 (other than those

acquired in acquiaitions of muJtihoapital syaterna) includes the price of the French acquisition, which probflbly
ahould not be included since it is the traJlSactioD in iaaue. (CX 1034: RX 5850) Excluding French Hospital, AMI paid
$65 954 per bed on average for those hospitals
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randum reference to an $11 millon purchase price equating to nearly
$80 000 per bed as a " premium " price , also referenced that at that
price " the necessary bottom line can be met and exceeded. " (CX 41C)
AMI is a profit-making entity; its offcers and directors are charged
with responsibilty to provide a fair return on the invested capital of
AMI shareholders. (Reily, 737) Thus, AMI (82) was concerned that
the acquisition of French Hospital meet its profit objectives. (CX 33;
CX 35; CX 38) Contemporaneous documents indicate the French ac-

quisition would meet AMI's profit objectives at the price paid:
In summary, the acquisition of(French) appears to be a unique opportunity for AMI.

It would be immediately profitable, achieve our rate of return objective and provide
additional growth.
(CX 38F;

see also

L.

CX 38B)

Competitive Effects of the Acquisition

174. AMI's acquisition of French Hospital has produced extremely

high concentration in the hospital market in both the city and county
of San Luis Obispo. Concentration can be measured either by AMI's
market share , the market share of the two largest firms in the market , or the Herfindahl- Hirschman Index , which takes account of the
market shares of all of the firms in the market. (See Lave, 892-93)
Market shares for inpatient hospital services can be computed on the
basis of hospital beds or inpatient days (Lave, 893), or gross revenues
Mittelstaedt , 1080-82; RX 5800A- D) Mar(See
for inpatient services.
ket shares computed on the basis of inpatient days best depict the
position of firms in the market. (Lave ,

893) Market shares for all

general acute care hospital services can be computed on the basis of
Mittelstaedt , 1080-82; RX 5800A(See
gross hospital revenues.

175. Appendix D presents , for both the city and the county of San
Luis Obispo , the market share of AMI , the market share of the two
largest firms in the city and in the county, and the Herfindahl- Hirschman Index. The market shares and the HerfindahI- Hirschman Index
figures listed on the chart are computed on the basis of1979 inpatient
days, 1979 hospital beds ,

1980 gross inpatient revenues , and 1980
gross hospital revenues (including outpatient revenues). The Justice
Department' s Merger Guidelines indicate that the Department is
likely to challenge mergers which increase the Herfindahl- Hirschman Index more than 100 points where the post-merger index is above
1800 points. (47 FR 38493 , 38497 (June 30 ,

(83) 1982)) For the city, the

2' The Herfndahl- Ilirschman Index is computed by squaring the percentage market share of each firm in the
market, then adding up those squiires. (Lave , 894) The index can rangp. from a vaJue rH ar ZIoro to an upper bound
".1IHI110 (T"'VR R941

--
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Index was increased from 3996 to 7097 b:ised on gross hospital revenues; the county increase was from 3518 to 5507.

176. The concentration statistics do not reveal the full extent of
AMI's dominance of the market. (Lave, 892, 895) AMI's only competitor in the city of San Luis Obispo is SLO General. It is not a formidable

competitor because it is relatively old , smaller than either French or
Sierra Vista , and , with the exception of its obstetrics department
lacks the modern and sophisticated equipment , and in some areas the
high- quality nursing services , necessary to attract doctors (F. 132,
135), and is preferred by fewer patients than French or Sierra Vista.
(Boyd , 358) The only other non-AMI hospital in San Luis Obispo
County is Twin Cities. This hospital is small , does not offer the range

of services offered by French or Sierra Vista, and is inconveniently
located for many residents of the county. (Lave , 896-97; Anderson
227- 28; F. 14 , 24 , 133) As a result SLO General and Twin Cities do not
offer effective competition to AMI's hospitals in San Luis Obispo
County. (Lave , 896-97) Because of the substantial barriers to the

construction of new hospitals in San Luis Obispo County, particularly
F. 84- 88), it is very
(see
by firms not already operating in the area
unlikely that AMI wil face any competition for the foreseeable future
other than that offered by SLO General and Twin Cities.
177. AMI's acquisition of Arroyo Grande in 1972 , which occurred
four years after AMI's acquisition of Sierra Vista in 1968 ,

increased

AMI's share of inpatient days in San Luis Obispo County in 1972 from
31.7 percent to 44. 7 percent. (CX 613A; RX 5804) Its subsequent acqui-

sition of French further increased AMI's share of inpatient days in
San Luis Obispo County from 55. 6 percent to 75. 5 percent. (F. 175)
Apart from market share changes caused by acquisitions , and the
replacement of old hospitals with larger facilities, there has been
little volatility or fluctuation in the market shares of firms operating
hospitals in San Luis Obispo County. (RX 5804)

178. Prior to the acquisition AMI's conduct was restrained to some
extent by the fact that French Hospital was available as a non- AMI
alternative to patients. (F. 152- 155) Subsequent to the acquisition this
restraint was lacking. As Dr. Lave explained:
AMI has tremendous power to maintain its prices , to get its prices and say to other
people , well , of course you can always travel many miles at great inconvenience to you
and to your family and be hospitalized somewhere else but in the meantime we have
this hospital here. (84)

There is quite a substantial price premium that would be associated with their ability
to be able to control these three hospitals in the county.

(Lave , 901-02) SLO General wil not

be able to restrain AMI's ability

. .
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to charge a non-competitive price because it offers inferior services
and thus is not a " hospital of choice " for many patients. (Lave , 896;
F. 132 , 135) Mr. Danko, in his memorandum of February 9 , 1979
recommending the acquisition of French Hospital , noted that if the
acquisition were not made, AMI would have to " continue to struggle
to capture basicalIy the same patient load with French , or another
operation such as (National Medical EnterprisesJ. who may purchase
French. (CX 41D)

179. AMI's ability to charge a non-competitive price will have an
adverse impact on patients and insurance companies. A smalI percentage of patients pay their own hospital bils (RX 5638); other pa-

tients pay part of hospital charges as a result of deductibles and
(see
F. 96
co- payment provisions in their health insurance policies

106 , 158); many insurance companies pay for services on the basis of
what hospitals charge. In fiscal year 1981 , 46. 2 percent of the revenues French collected , and 42. 8 percent ofthe revenues Sierra Vista

collected , were attributable to self- pay patients and insurance companies. (CX 1033) These individuals and companies can do little to avoid
paying excessive hospital charges. (Derzon , 2013-14) As a res ult of
AMI's power over price , AMI now has less incentive to operate its
hospitals effciently. (Lave, 902) Third- party payors that reimburse

hospitals for their costs of providing care (including Medicare , and to
some extent Blue Cross) may have to pay more for hospital services
provided by AMI , especially since AMI's acquisition of French increased the cost basis that can be used in computing hospital costs.
180. Prior to the acquisition , AMI hospitals and French Hospital
engaged in various forms of non price competition to attract physicians and their patients , or to retain the patronage ofthose physicians

and patients already using their facilities. (F. 134-158)

With the

French acquisition , these hospitals no longer compete against each
other in this way. The administrator of French after the acquisition

Mr. Lauran Bowyz, recognized that such competition had ended. In
1980 , he was interviewed by a representative of AMI subsidiary Friesen. (CX 730G- !) He noted that he cannot compete along traditional

lines, such as by recruiting doctors,

or " stealling) from S(ierraJ

V(istaJ" because " competition is AMI. " (CX 295W) An AMI Quality
Assurance Report for Sierra Vista also recognized that competition
between Sierra Vista and French would be curtailed: (85)
For many years Mr. Carlson and his forces have challenged the French Hospital and
won the battle , now that activity has to be curbed and a balance of cooperation mixed
with healthy competitiveness has to be reached.

(rx 425F) (Emphasis in

original)

g.,
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181. Prior to the acquisition ,

the hospitals in San Luis Obispo com-

peted by exploiting their strengths and developing those aspects of

their services in which they had a " comparative advantage " over the
between hospi(See, e. F. 140 , 142) As
a result of the elimination of competition between AMI hospitals and
French , physicians lost some of their " leverage " to promote improvements in hospital services. As Dr. Lave explained:
others; the result ofthis was to give patients a choice
tals with different strengths and weaknesses.

Up until the acquisition , French offered (aJ major point of threat , a major one that
of French at Arroyo Grande or Sierra Vista , or (San Luis

physicians practicing outside

Obispo) General could use on their hospital administrator in order to induce some kind

of change , some improvement in behavior. Those effects are very important effects in

of non- price

terms

competition and they were terribly important in disciplining hospiof that went

tal administrators in other hospitals. And when French was acquired a lot

away.

(Lave, 899- 900)

182. The existence of French as a non- AMI option for Arroyo
Grande s physicians allowed them to bring pressure on the administration of Arroyo Grande to upgrade equipment and facilities.
(Schwam , 586-7) AMI itself recognized that this leverage existed.
(CX 197G , N) With the acquisition of French , the physicians could not
threaten to take patients to French ifthe physicians were dissatisfied
with Arroyo Grande.

(See

Schwam , 585) Dr. Schwam explained:

SO (IJ and other members of the medical staff felt that having French Hospital as an
independent entity was valuable in keeping our hospital-I
of the

won t call it up to the state

art , (it is) stil really quite behind-but at least keeping it roughly in range. When

French Hospital was acquired by AMI that leverage was lost.

(Schwam , 585-86) (86)
183. AMI's acquisition of French deprived various group purchasers
of hospital services of much of their leverage in negotiating discounted charges and other concessions with hospitals in the San Luis Obis-

po area. HMOs , employers who are self- insured for employee health
benefits , and preferred provider plans can act as group purchasers of
hospital services , and have negotiated discounts with hospitals in
California. (F. 116) Several large employers in San Luis Obispo County are , or soon wil be , self- insured completely, or in substantial part

for employee health benefits. (Guy, 694; CX 555A Zl-Z2; CX 557ACX 561A- , F; RX 5435Q) One of the non-governmental employers
TRW , Inc. , uses an insurance company to administer its benefits plan.
561) Another is Sears , Roebuck & Co. , which insures for some
(SeeCX

of its employee health benefits with its subsidiary, Allstate Insurance
Co.

(SeeCX

555) While there are no HMOs currently operating in San
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Luis Obispo County (Schramm , 2310), one did operate there at one
time (RX 5435ZlO), and it is possible that another HMO could come
to San Luis Obispo in the future. In addition, recent California legislation permits the Medi- Cal program, Blue Cross , and private insurance

companies to negotiate prices with hospitals. (F. 123) When these
organizations negotiate with hospitals in the San Luis Obispo area
they will be in a much less favorable bargaining position than they
would be if AMI had not acquired French Hospital. (Lave , 901) In fact
Friesen has noted " HMO Formation " as a threat to AMI's hospitals.
(RX 5435Z52)
184. AMI's ability to hinder the California Medi- Cal program by
preventing or impeding the negotiation of cost-saving contracts with

hospitals in the San Luis Obispo area is iIustrative of the injury
possible to group purchasers of hospital services. 3D Had AMI not acquired French Hospital , the state Medi- Cal negotiator would have had
three hospitals to negotiate with in the city of San Luis Obispo. Thus
the state would have had some leverage in negotiations and could
have created some competition among the hospitals. (Guy, 667--8)
French Hospital' s very low occupancy rate (RX 5835) would have
given the hospital an incentive to outbid the other hospitals in (87)
order to get a Medi- Cal

contract. Mr. Guy, California s Medi- CaI
negotiator , described how a hospital's low occupancy rate enhances

the state s bargaining position:
Obviously if the hospital has a low occupancy they aTe a prime candidate (for a MediCal contractJ, all other things being equal , because they have the capacity and obviously would have some desire

lor

a larger patient flow.

It is the basic desire for the patient now that creates the strongest issue in negotiation.
Are you prepared to give up patients? Are you prepared to keep the same number of

patients or would you like additional patients? Obviously a hospital with a low occupancy would usually prefer additional patients. And, as a result , automatically creates a
leverage in negotiation.
(Guy, 660) Mr. Guy, who was generally familiar with the hospitals in
the San Luis Obispo area (Guy, 665-66), and had conducted a preliminary review of the area with his staff (Guy; 688-90), concluded that

AMI's acquisition of French Hospital may have left the state in a
position where any attempt to negotiate Medi- Cal contracts in the
area would be pointless:
Q. How , if at aJI, does AMI's ownership of those three hospitals in (San Luis Obispo)
county affect your negotiating posture'?
Jli Re pOJJlletlts argue that the Medi- Cal contracting plan is likely to fail because of the hardship
it wilJ impose
both on ho pitals and on patienl_ (Derzon , :'022- 27; Schramm , 2312- 13) This is opinion onJy, and is contrary lO

theexpectatiunsofth"Stateofr:aWbmj;,

.. '
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A. As it deals with the two hospitals out
it makes it extremely diffcult to think in terms

of the

three in the City

of Ban

Luis Obispo,

of negotiation because there, frankly,

is not a competitive base.
Since the City
or San Luis Obispo is the largest unit within that area it would appear
that negotiation in that area would hardly be productive for the state and , therefore
would tend to eliminate the possibility for any meaningful negotiations within the

entire area.

Q. When you say it appears it wil not be productive for the state , what do you mean?
A. Well , ifthe major facilities which you need in order to meet the terms
of the law
are owned by a single entity, you hardly have an opportunity for competition. Competition is what we need within (88) the negotiating environment to drive the most costeffective rate for the state.

If it appeared that all we were going to be involved in from the state level was an
exercise , then our time would be better spent somewhere else. And in San Luis Obispo
it would appear that it would be an exercise; therefore , we would not attempt a negotiation there. We have nothing to negotiate with.

(Guy, 666-67)
185. Mr. Guy s assessment ofthe state s poor bargaining position in

the San Luis Obispo area is supported by a review of the limited

alternatives to AMI's hospitals. SLO General cannot supply the number of beds that, according to preliminary estimates , wil be required
to care for all Medi- Cal patients in the county. (Guy, 688-89) Furthermore , the state wil most likely want to contract with at least one
hospital in the area other than SLO General to avoid making SLO
General a " Medi- Cal hospital." (Guy, 703) SLO General lacks the
modern equipment and facilities physicians feel they need to serve
their patients. (F. 132 , 135) Twin Cities is inconvenient for , and rarely
used by, patients and their physicians other than those in the North
County area of San Luis Obispo County. (F. 14 , 24 , 73 , 76 , 133) In
contracting for hospitals to serve the Medi- Cal population in the central and the southern part of San Luis Obispo County, where most
Medi- CaI

patients in the county are hospitalized (RX 5814), the state

wil have little choice but to negotiate with AMI. Respondents contend that Mr. Guy is able to negotiate with hospitals in nearby Santa
Maria , Marian Medical Center and Valley Community Hospital , to
serve San Luis Obispo Medi- Cal patients, and the absence of an independent bid from French Hospital is not reasonably likely to result
in a substantial lessening of competition. This is particularly so ,

ac-

cording to respondents, since Mr. Guy testified that three hospitals
would provide a suffcient competitive base for negotiation. (Guy, 668)
The " 3D-minute access rule " which respondents reference , only sets
the maximum distance that the state of California may force a Medi.
Cal patient to travel to obtain hospitalization at a Medi-Cal " contract
ing hospital" (CX 592J- , U; CX 593); it does not mean that the stat'

will regard any facility within a 3D-minute drive as reasonably acce,
- "'. tnat the Medi- Cal negotiator s threat to force Medi- Cal pi
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tients to use a facilty 30 minutes away from their homes wil necessarily be a credible threat that enhances the state s negotiating position. Mr. Guy s testimony is contrary to respondents ' position. Mr.
Guy was interested in negotiating with hospitals in San Luis Obispo
County. (Guy, 666-7) (89)
186. AMI's acquisition of French also foreclosed the possibilty of

competition between French and AMI's other hospitals in San Luis
Obispo County for certificates-of-need , thus reducing the incentives of
those hospitals to promptly respond to community needs, and reducing the options available to health planning authorities as to which
hospital should offer a new service or program. (Lave , 900; see F. 159)
187. AMI took steps to make charges uniform at all of its hospitals
in the San Luis Obispo area after it acquired French. In 1980 , for
example , a memorandum to administrator Mr. Lauran Bowytz at
French Hospital recommended that the charges for certain items be

changed. It noted that " these price changes wil establish uniformity
for the San Luis Obispo area. " (CX 301A;
see also
CX 302A) In the
Friesen report for French Hospital , Friesen noted as an " action item
to " standardize fee structure for AMI hospitals. " (RX 5435Z69) On
another occasion ,

Mr. Bowyz took advantage of the lack of restraint

on AMI's pricing conduct by raising charges in order

to

compensate

for a low patient census. (RX 5378AA) In another instance , Mr.
Bowyz noted that he was implementing increases for purposes other
than to cover certain costs. (CX
M.

51A)

Health Planning Laws and Policy

188. Congress noted in connection with its finding that " the health
care industry does not respond to classic marketplace forces:
Investment in costly health care resources , such as hospital beds; coronary care units
or radioisotope treatment centers is frequently made without regard to the existence
of similar facilities or equipment already operating in an area. Investment in costly
facilities and equipment not only results in capital accumulation , but establishes an
ongoing demand for payment to support those services. There is convincing evidence
from many sources that overbuilding of facilities has occurred in many areas , and that
naldistribution of high cost services exists.

s. Rep. No. 1285, 93d Cong. , 2d Sess. 39 reprinted in
1974 U. S. Code
:ong. & Ad. News 7842 at 7878) In 1979 Congress amended the 1974

ationaI Health Planning and Resources
NHPRDA" )

and Development Act

in part as follows:

e Congress finds that the effect of competition on decisions of providers respecting
supply (90) of health services and facilities is diminished. The primary source of
lessening of such efIeet is the prevailing methods of paying for health services by
lie and private health insurers , particularly for inpatient health services and ot.hp..
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institutional health services. As a result, there is duplication and excess supply of
certain health services and facilities , particularly in the case of inpatient health services.
42 U.S. C.

300k- 2(b)(l) (Supp. IV 1980)

For health services, such as inpatient health services and other institutional health
services ,

for which competition does not or will not appropriately allocate supply

consistent with health systems plans and State health plans , health systems agencies
and State health planning and development agencies should in the exercise of their

functions under this subchapter take actions (where appropriate to advance the purposes of quality assurance , cost effectiveness , and access and the other purposes of this
subchapter) to allocate the supply of such services.

at 300k- 2(b)(2)
189. Health planning is defined as " a set of assumptions and statistical methods used for the purpose of designing an optimal or rational
Id.

mix of services for providing health care in a given area. " (Johns

1866) The Federal Government' s

involvement in health planning

began in 1946 when Congress established the Hill-Burton program
which was designed to increase hospital construction to alleviate

what was viewed as insuffcient hospital capacity. (Johns , 1969-71)
The building of new hospitals was to be stimulated through a series
of grants to the states , which in turn were obligated to prepare plans
indicating where there was insuffcient capacity.
(ld. In the early
1960' , another grant program was instituted which provided funds

to local groups of citizens who came together to do voluntary health
planning at the local level. (Johns , 1870) In 1965 , Congress passed the
Comprehensive Health Planning Act which provided funds for comprehensive health planning councils that could be established by local
citizens. While establishment ofthe councils was voluntary, the legislation required that if such councils were established ,

they had to
include consumers as well as health care providers. (Johns , 1870-71)
The current system of health planning was established by Congress
C.
300k
et seq.
(1976 &
Supp. IV 1980); Johns, (91) 1871) This legislation set up a series
in 1974 when it enacted NHPRDA. (42

mandatory Health Systems Agencies (HSAs) which cover every area
in the country.
(ld.
190. An HSA is responsible for health planning within each area.
(Johns , 1872) HSAs are private , rather than governmental , organizations. Most are set up as independent , nonprofit corporations. (Johns
1904) Congress required that the HSAs be made up of both providers
and consumers, with consumers being the majority. (Johns , 1904) No
government offcial or agency chooses the particular individuals who
sit on the board , other than to make a determination that the consumer members are representative of the local population. (Johns , 1905)
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In the NHPRDA , Congress required HSAs to perform certain specific
functions. (42 U. C. 300k- , 300l-4(c)(1)(A) (1976 & Supp. IV 1980))
These functions are to produce health systems plans; to conduct

project reviews , including certificate-of-need reviews; to do " Proposed

Uses of Federal Funds "

reviews; and to conduct other reviews as

requested by other agencies. (Johns, 1872)

191. A health systems plan is a document prepared by the HSA
which discusses the health care needs and goals of the health system
area.

(See

Bernhardt , 1265) The document is prepared by HSA staff

and presented in draft form at public hearings. (Johns ,

1873) The

document is revised in response to comments received and then is
approved by the HSA. (Johns , 1873) It is approved at the state level
and then by federal offcials who review it for " scope , quality, and
consistency with federal planning policies. " (Johns , 1873) Health system plans often make general recommendations concerning how cer(See
Johns , 1913- 15) The HSA
however , has no power to enforce these recommendations. (Johns
1913) Furthermore , plans do not make recommendations about specific institutions. (Johns , 1913- 14) In fact, with regard to recommendations concerning how excess capacity should be reduced , the plans do
not mention specific hospitals by name. (Johns, 1914)
192. HSAs are also required to produce documents called Annual
Implementation Plans (" AlPs ). (Johns , 1915) The AlPs are supposed
tain goals should be achieved.

to take the recommendations contained in the health systems plan

and discuss when and how they should be implemented. " These
recommendations (in the AlP) usually take the form of committees
should be formed, meetings should be held , studies should be undertaken and so forth. " (Johns , 1915) Like the health system plans , AlPs

do not specify which hospitals should undertake any of the steps
specified in the plans. (Johns , 1915)

193. The other major function HSAs have is making recommendations on certificates-of-need ("CON" ) applications. (92) Each state is
required to have a CON program; before a provider can undertake
certain projects , it must first receive a CON. (Johns , 1876-78; F. 84)

The granting of a CON represents a judgment by the state that a
proposed project is consistent with local needs and state policies.
(Johns , 1876) Projects requiring CONs (except in exceptional circumstances) include new hospitals , expansions of bed capacity at existing
hospitals (except for small increases by hospitals with high occupancy
rates), transfer of beds from one license classification to another , and
other major capital expenditures for a hospital.

(SeeF.

84) Federal law

does not compel states to require a CON for a change of ownership not
also involving changes in services or bed capacity. (42 U.
A. 300m(':n(1)

(Ul.c,,:,

llnn

1QR')))

liff)rnl:;

lRW p-xnrp.sslv exemDts acauisi-

,'-."

--_v.".

, U'v. .c.! r1u.
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tions of hospitals from CON review of capital expenditures.
Health

Safety Code

Section 437. 10

(Deering Supp. 1983J;

(Cal.
see alsoRX

5821Z5; Johns , 1915)

194. Although Congress allowed the planning authorities veto

power over the addition of unneeded new health care facilities
through the CON process ,

reductions in unneeded existing facilities
and services were to be implemented through the voluntary efforts of
providers:
(Tlhe apparently modest initial means of implementing health plans, seeking the assistance of individuals and entities in the health service area to do HO , is in fact the most
important method available. . . (TJhe agency must be willing to seek the cooperation
of established health entities in the community including physicians , hospitals. and
HMOs.

(H. R. Rep. 1382 , 93d Cong. ,
Cong. , 2d Sess. 69 , 73 (1974),
News 7971 (at 7979 , 7983))

2d Sess. 60.
reprinted in

See

Conf. Rep. No. 1640 , 93d

1974 U.s. Code Congo & Ad.

195. In California the state planning agency, required by the
NHPRDA , is the Offce of Statewide Health Planning and Development (" OSHPD" ). This offce passes on certificate-of-need applications and produces a statewide health plan which makes policy
recommendations concerning health care needs of the state. (Johns
1875 , 1881) This offce has no power to enforce its recommendations.

(Johns , 1913) California also has an Advisory Health Council which
performs the functions which the NHPRDA specifies are to be perMembers of the Council are not appointed in the manner prescribed in the
federal legislation. (Johns , 1906) California has fourteen HSAs. (CX
533B) HSA 8 , (93J the Mid- Coast HSA , includes the counties of San

formed by a Statewide Health Coordinating Council (SHCC).

Luis Obispo , Monterey, San Benito and Santa Cruz. (RX 5466F-

Z7)

196. The CON process is initiated when a provider submits to the
HSA and OSHPD a letter of intent which describes the contemplated
project and the magnitude ofthe expenditure involved. After 60 days

the application for the project may be fied with the HSA and the
OSHPD. (RX 5821Z10-Z14; Johns , 1880) The HSA has 45 days to
review the application. Usually, the HSA wil set up a review panel
which will hold public meetings at which the applicant and the agency may make presentations. (Johns , 1880) This panel makes findings

with respect to whether the application fulfils the 16 criteria for a
CON specified in legislation. (Johns , 1820) The panel' s recommenda-

tion is reviewed by the HSA which ultimately recommends approval
disapproval , or approval with modification of the application. The
HSA' s recommendation is then reviewed by the state. (Johns , 1880-
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81) The state has several levels of review. A hearing offcer reviews
the application and takes into account the HSA' s recommendation.
(Johns , 1881) That decision is then reviewed by the Director of
OSHPD who makes the final decision. Ifhe makes a decision different
from the HSA' , he must issue a written decision explaining the
reason. His decision is appealable , by either the HSA or the applicant
to the state Advisory Health Council. The Council' s decision may be
appealed in court. (Johns , 1881; RX 5821P , Z25- Z26)
197. The OSHPD and other organizations have consistently noted

that extensive excess capacity exists throughout the state. According
to one estimate , there are about 10, 000 excess beds in the state.
(Johns, 1912) In addition , it was also determined that there were
excesses in H nearly

every conceivable type of service in the state.

(Johns , 1912- 13) Nearly every HSA notes the existence of excess
capacity in its health systems plan and makes some general recommendations concerning its elimination. (Johns, 1915) Excess capacity
can be reduced in a number of ways; through conversion of facilities
consolidation offacilities , or closure offaciliies. (Johns , 1910) Health
systems plans almost never recommend any specific action which

institutions should take. (Johns , 1913- 15) In most instances where
capacity has been reduced, however , it has resulted from the unilateral action of a facility. (Johns, 1926-27)
198. AMI did not consult the Mid- Coast Health Systems Agency
(MCHSA) or the HSA which oversees San Luis Obispo County, concerning AMI's plans for French Hospital. Although MCHSA did not
have to approve AMI's acquisition of French (Bernhardt , 1275; Johns

1891), providers often confer informally with HSAs concerning their
plans for their institutions. (Johns , 1917) Such consultation is especially common when a hospital is contemplating action which requires a CON. (Johns , 1917- 18) (94) While AMI's purchase of French

did not require a CON , a consolidation of French and Sierra Vista
would. (Mittelstaedt , 1097; see Johns , 1916) No one from AMI ever
discussed its plans for French at any HSA meeting.

(See

Bernhardt

1296-97)

199. Prior to the acquisition of French , the MCHSA had determined

in the 1978-1983 Health Systems Plan and the 1979- 1984 Health
Systems Plan that excess beds existed and would exist in the future.
The 1978-1983 Plan ,

for example , noted that by 1983 , San Luis Obispo

County would have an excess of 169 medical-surgical beds (RX
5466Z178); 12 perinatal beds (RX 5466Z275); and 19 intensive carel

coronary care beds. (RX 5466Z260) The 1979- 1984 Health Plan also
found an excess in medical/surgical beds (RX 5467Z190);

beds (RX 5467Z225);
AI;77

Rm,

pediatric

intensive care/coronary care beds (RX

Hncl nerinatal beds. (RX 5467Z295) MCHSA has long con-

,"'

- -
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sidered consolidation of services as a solution to the problem of excess
(See, e. RX 5460Z39 , Z42 , Z47 , RX 5461Z1- , Zll- ZI4
capacity.
Z30; RX 5462Z11 , Z12, Z15, Z17; RX 5466P , Z57 , Z181 , Z209- Z211
Z265- Z266 , Z283- Z285 , Z290-Z291) Two MCHSA plans particularly

emphasize the point. (RX 5466, the " Health

Systems Plan 1978-

1983; " and RX 5461 , the " Annual Implementation Plan 1979-80"

200. The HSA had no policy concerning how the excess capacity
which it identified should be reduced. The primary response of the
MCHSA to its finding of excess capacity was to set up a task force to
study the problem. (RX 5466Z181) Among the duties of the task force
according to the 1978 plan , were:
Prepare recommendations for action to reduce excess hospital capacity to include , but
not be limited to, consolidation of services and/or delicensure of beds.
(RX5466Z182) The 1979 Plan again

points to the task force in re-

sponse to the problem of excess capacity. (RX 5467Z193- Z194) Dr.
Bernhardt , the one member of the Mid- Coast HSA who testified in
this proceeding could not remember the task force ever making any
report. (Bernhardt , 1296) Another recommendation was directed at

preventing future increases in excess capacity. The 1979 Plan stated:
All inpatient health facilities will be encouraged to consider , before expansions of
services or beds the conversion of existing excess resources to fill shortages.
(RX 5467Z181) The 1979- 1980 Annual Implementation Plan ,

which

describes how the above recommendation was to be implemented, (95)
notes that low occupancy at area hospitals wil improve " through the
Agency s stated policy to encourage conversion of excess beds to ser-

vices with shortages, as well as mergers. " (RX 5461Z63) Dr. Bernhardt , a member of the MCHSA , could not recall any specific
discussions of what was meant by this section. (Bernhardt, 1293-94)
merger ' wasn t used much at all that
According to Dr. Bernhardt

I can recall. Consolidation was a term that was predominantly used.
(Bernhardt , 1294)
201. Finally, the MCHSA itself did not contemplate consolidation
of particular facilities in writing its plans. The annual implementation plans and health system plans never focused on particular hospitals or facilities. (Bernhardt 1273-74) " There were broad discussions
about these (bed) excesses. It never got down to specifics in any way
see also
Bernhardt , 1268)
at all. " (Bernhardt , 1271202. One of the charges of the task force which was set up was to
prepare recommendations concerning delicensure of beds. (RX
5466Z182) Since acquiring French Hospital , AMI has not closed any
beds. (Boyd , 426) The consolidation of French and Sierra Vista set out

g.,
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in the study prepared by Mr. Mittelstaedt for this proceeding (RX
5614; see,

e.

F. 208) also would not result in any reduction in

beds.

There are currently 138 beds at French and 172 at Sierra Vista. After
the proposed consolidation , there wil stil be the same total number
RX 5614M) Further , no individual ser(See
of beds at each hospital.
vice wil experience a net reduction in beds; the excess beds wil be
moved from one hospital to another. For example , in 1985 San Luis
Obispo County is anticipated to have an excess of 116 medical/surgical beds. (RX 5469Z21) The proposed consolidation of French and
Sierra Vista contemplates reducing the number of medical/surgical

beds at French by 18 and increasing them by the same amount at
Sierra Vista. (RX 5614L- M) In 1985 there is anticipated an excess of
nine perinatal or obstetric beds. ! (RX5469Z21) AMI proposes to move
the 12 existing obstetric beds at Sierra Vista to French. (RX 5614LBernhardt , 1305) In 1985 there is anticipated an excess of 10 pediatric
beds (RX 5469Z21); AMI plans to supplement the 10 beds at French
with 6 additional beds now at Sierra Vista. (RX 6514L-M) Finally, in
ICCU

1985 there is anticipated an excess of 15 ICU
AMI plans no change in the 8

ICU/CCU

beds. (RX5469Z21)

beds which exist at each

hospital. (RX 5614L- M) (96)
N.

Efficiencies or Benefits from the Acquisition

203. Respondents offered evidence that the acquisition of French
has created the potential for far-reaching cost savings which could be

effected by implementation of recommendations set forth in a study
entitled " Cost Savings Expected From Consolidation of French and
Sierra Vista Hospitals. " (RX 5614A- S) The study indicates that this
consolidation could result in annual operating cost savings of at least
$12 200,000. 32 In addition to these monetary savings , an enhancement

in the quality of care is expected. The study was

prepared by em-

ployees of AMI and its wholly-owned subsidiary, Friesen, under the

direction ofMr. Mittelstaedt , a Vice President of Friesen. (Mittelstaedt , 997- , 1042-43 , 1158) The study was prepared in connection
with this proceeding, and AMI's counsel helped formulate the questions to be addressed by the study. (Mittelstaedt , 1042 , 1126-27)
204. The study estimated the operating cost savings of consolidation

by comparing the unit costs of particular ancillary and support services provided at both hospitals , then assuming that the services could
be provided at one location for both hospitals at the lower unit cost.
(Mittelstaedt , 1044-45) The study also estimated the costs of personnel whose positions would be eliminated upon consolidation. (Mittel31 The Phm indicates that ob tetric and perioat.al bl!d arc the same. (RX 5469Q)
31 The figures cited for cost savings were derived by taking the fie,'ures
listed
in KX
5614

($1 242 000 for annual
uperating cost savings and $)2 739 955 for capitfll cost savings) and subtracting certain amounts discussed by Mr
Mittelstaedt in his testimony. (Mittelstaedt , 1059 , 1123-24)

g.,
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staedt , 1048-9 , 1051- 52) The largest portion of savings would result
because of capital expenditure savings made possible by consolida-

tion. This figure was arrived at by comparing the cost of the capital
improvements needed to maintain Sierra Vista as a " first-rate hospital " should there be no consolidation , with the capital costs of consolidating French and Sierra Vista. (RX 5614D-F , R) The anticipated
annual operating cost savings of $1 238 000 per year represents a
total operating expense reduction of approximately 5 percent , a reduction " completely consistent" with past experience , and " an under-

estimate " of the savings which could be achieved in this case.
(Mittelstaedt , 1052- , 1123-24; RX 5614K) Further , respondents
contend the $1.238 milion per year operating cost savings does not
include savings which likely wil be achieved from increased patient
volumes (97) arising out of consolidation (Loftin, 1529-31; Weisman
1744-5; Schramm, 2401-02), and that future cost savings will inevitably occur because there wil be no need in the future for two departments to purchase the same equipment where the consolidated
patient volume only justifies one.
(See, e. Stahl , 1406-7)
205. According to respondents , implementation of Friesen s recommendations would result in higher volumes in each ofthe consolidated specialty areas , which would enhance the quality of care. Higher
volumes make it more feasible for a hospital to upgrade its equipment
and to recruit and train expert support personnel. Higher

volumes

also allow physicians and support staff to specialize in a particular
area and to sharpen their skils. (Bernhardt , 1279-80; Carlson , 134143; Stahl , 1405-06; Loftin , 1529; Harvey, 1674- 75; Derzon, 2071- 74)
The operating rooms at Sierra Vista and French suffer from overutilization and underutilzation , respectively. Consolidation would allow
the patient load at the two hospitals to be smoothed out , thus solving
the utiization problems now experienced at both facilities. This
would reduce the space-constrained conditions at Sierra Vista and
would allow support staff at French to sharpen their skils through
increased experience. (Carlson ,

1338-39; Stahl , 1409- 11) Consolidation of French and Sierra Vista would result in merger of the two
medical staffs , which would allow greater sharing among staff physicians of information regarding the quality of care provided by physi-

cians. (Stahl , 1411- 13)

206. The record indicates that consolidation of services between
hospitals is unlikely to be achieved without common ownership. As a
practical matter hospitals simply are not wiling to give up services

to other independently-owned

hospitals. (Johns , 1899-902; Derzon

2075-76) Mr. Weisman , AMI's President , and Mr. Loftin , AMI's Vice
President , are not aware of any instance in which services at two
hospitals not under common ownership have been realigned in a
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fashion similar to that proposed by Friesen for Sierra Vista and
French. In Mr. Weisman s judgment , it is not realistic to assume that
such a realigment could take place in the absence of common owner-

ship because the owner of each facility would be concerned about
giving up a valuable service. (Loftin , 1532-33; Weisman , 1758-59) Mr.
Derzon knows of no instance in which the type of wide-ranging con-

solidation proposed by Friesen has taken place between two independently-owned hospitals. The fact that hospitals attempt to preserve
their revenue flows and physician loyalties precludes consolidation of

important services between noncommonly-owned hospitals. (Derzon
2075-76) Dr. Bernhardt , a former member of MCHSA , is not aware
of two independently- (98Jowned hospitals anywhere which have consolidated services to the extent described in the Friesen report. (Bern-

hardt, 1277-78)
207. In approximately June , 1980 , Mr. Mittelstaedt was informed
that AMI had requested Friesen to study AMI's three hospitals in San
Luis Obispo County. Mr. Mittelstaedt was given full responsibilty for
the project. (Mittelstaedt , 1004-5) RX 5435 , RX 5436 , and RX 5437
are Friesen s Strategic Plans for the three AMI hospitals in San Luis

Obispo County. (Mittelstaedt , 1024)
208. With respect to Sierra Vista and French , Friesen recommended " consolidation of the two facilities under common management
while retaining the operation of the two separate physical facilities.
(Mittelstaedt , 1027; see also Mittelstaedt , 1037- 38; RX 5435Z60 , Z61
Z66 , Z67; RX 5436Z63 , Z64 , Z70 , Z71) Under this strategy, the opera-

tions of French and Sierra Vista would be merged under a single
administrator and a single hospital name, the medical staffs of the
two facilities would be unified into a joint medical staff and services
would be divided " to the extent possible " between the two facilities.
Among the services which would be located exclusively at French are

pediatrics, obstetrics , clinical laboratory, ophthamology, cardiology,
and pathology. Among the services which would be located exclusively at Sierra Vista are trauma , orthopedics , neurosurgery and oncology. Both facilities would continue to provide medical/surgical services
as well as intensive care and coronary care services. (Mittelstaedt
1028; RX 5435Z50 , RX 5436Z63)
209. Consolidation of French and Sierra Vista as recommended by

Friesen would require the preparation of detailed implementation
plans and formal approval of the Executive Committee of AMI's
Board of Directors , as well as the Boards of Directors of French and
1534- 36; Weisman, 1746) According to AMI , this
matter of consolidation has not been put to the Executive Committee
Sierra Vista. (Loftin ,

because of the present litigation. Disentangling the two hospitals in
the event they were consolidated and AMI subsequently ordered to
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divest French would be costly to AMI. Further , it would disrupt the
community. In particular , it would disrupt the physicians who would

have oriented their practices in accord with the distribution of services recommended by Friesen, and would then have to readjust in the
event of divestiture. (Mittelstaedt , 1021 , 1027-28; Carlson , 1343-44;
Loftin , 1528-29 , 1534-35; Weisman , 1745-46; RX 5378A , B)
210. Complaint counsel contend that consolidation of French and
Sierra Vista might not occur ,

assuming AMI is permitted to keep

French Hospital. First , there is no showing that those individuals who
would have to authorize the over $8 milion for (99) the consolidation
would act to do SO. 33

There is no way of knowing what the view of the
Committee or local boards would be as to how the company s money
should be spent.
(See
Loftin , 1534-35)
econd , AMI management does
not always agree with the conclusions of Friesen (Loftin , 2497), nor
does it necessarily foIlow Friesen s recommendations. (Loftin , 2492)
Third , a number of practical barriers stand in the way ofa consolida-

tion ofthe scope Friesen recommends. No consolidation on this scale
has even been done before. (Derzon , 2075) A number of doctors told

Friesen that it was their belief that AMI did not have the "guts " to
tackle some ofthe tough issues associated with a consolidation. 34 (RX
5435Z68; Mittelstaedt , 1100-1) Doctors who currently practice at one
hospital will fight the idea oftheir specialty being moved to the other.
(Bernhardt , 1306) Finally, should AMI decide to consolidate French
and Sierra Vista , AMI would have to obtain approval from the local

HSA and the state before making most of the capital expenditures
required to consolidate the hospitals. (Mittelstaedt ,

1097) Govern-

ment approval is subject to a number of contingencies beyond AMI's

control , including how much delay there might be before governmental approval is granted or denied. (Mittelstaedt ,

1089- 99; see F. 85
196) Since consolidation is one of MCHSA' s goals, it can be expected
that MCHSA wil work with AMI at some plan of consolidation , but
not necessarily that proposed by Friesen.

(See

F. 202)

211. RX 5614 states that if consolidation occurs , approximately $1.2

milion in operating expenses wiIl be saved. It is questionable whether
economies of scale , such as are envisioned by RX 5614 , can actuaIly
be gained through consolidation. Dr. Schramm , respondents ' economic expert, has noted that there is inconsistent evidence concerning
whether (100) economies of scale exist for hospitals. He has noted that

( w )hen combined , existing research suggests that the economies of

33 Testimony elicited in this proceeding from AMI' s top oficials , Mr. Weisman and Mr. Loftin
, W(lS to the effect
that they would recommend implementation of the FricfIn consolidation plan. (Weisman , 1746; Loflin , 1534) Mr
Weisman testified that he would " unequivocally and enthusiasticalJy " support the proposal. (Weisman , 1747)
At the August , 1981 presentation ofr' reisen s findings and recommendations to the French avd Sierra Vist
medic!!1 stalfs , some support was expres.ed by local physicians for the concept that French and Sierra Vista r
conslidated. (Mittelstaedt , 1020; see Mittc!ataedt , 1028; Bernhardt , 1279-0; StaW , 1405; Loflin , 1531- 32; Harve
'''''C7!') Drs. Stahl and Harvey a specialtics would benefit from the prop03€d consolidation
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scale attached to hospital size and, presumably, to the size of any
hospital entity however formed , may be illusive. " (eX 1048P) Dr.
Schramm also has written:
(C)onsolidations undertaken to achieve effciency, economic security, operating surpluses and improved capabilities for meeting future demands may be ill-advised. The
consolidation process itself is complicated , costly and uncertain. Those contemplating

a merger should recall that the return-to-scale effciencies expected in many mergers
are never realized.
(CX 1048T)35 AMI did not take any

significant steps toward consolida-

tion of French and Sierra Vista services during the 17 months between AMI's acquisition of French and the time it learned of the
FTC' s investigation of the acquisition. (Mittelstaedt , 1005-06 , 1014;
CX 1010) After the acquisition was completed , Friesen reported to
AMI that consolidation would produce " somewhat , not enormously,
potential lower costs, " and " modest" increased profitability. (RX
5435C Z61; Mittelstaedt , 1109) The administrator of Sierra Vista , in
an August 1981 (101) memorandum , also indicated that he did not
expect major cost savings to be achieved through consolidation:
It was my hope that our long range plans would permit consolidation of some services
with the eventual objective of at least a slight decrease in the rate at which expenses
are increasing. Even though such cooperative efforts would not necessarily be of major

dollar savings , they would have been at least symbolic of our united efforts to hold down
costs.

(CX 1063A)

212. Mr. Mittelstaedt made a number of questionable assumptions
in his study which affect his results. To calculate the operating cost
savings resulting from consolidation , Mr. Mittelstaedt compared the
unit costs of particular services provided at each hospital , then assumed that the service could be provided at one location for both
hospitals at the lower unit cost. (Mittelstaedt , 1044) In some instances
the service would be moved from the lower cost hospital to the higher
cost hospital.

(See

F. 215) There is no explanation why the formerly

high-cost hospital will suddenly be able to deliver the service at a new
ower cost. Also , Mr. Mittelstaedt looked only at the unit cost for one
'ear even though information for the preceding year and the subseJ. Dr. Schramm also cautioned that. consumers may see Jess of the benefits of consolidation than of its costs.
(Tlhe merger movementlin the hospital industryJ must be seen in the light of consumer satisfaction. Clearly,
absQlute consumer choices auffer as consolidations advance. Th.is is traditionally rationalized by citing reduc.
tions in unit prices that follow consolidation. Interestingly, however , prices do not always reflect the slIvings
of consolidation and artificial price aettings must be controlled through reguation. The apparent risk in
consolidat.ion from the consumer perspective is that prices may not reflect true savings- The costs of consolida.

tion are ('xpregsd as both higher market prices and Jost flexibility in the market. Moreover , consumers
enerany are deprived of product choice even though, as is often argued, the quality of products and services
rlay improve

, =. ..
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quent year was available. (Mittelstaedt, 1126) In addition , a portion
of the savings are due to more effective purchasing arrangements.

(Mittelstaedt , 1049- 50) Consolidation is not necessary to achieve
these savings; joint purchasing involving separately-owned hospitals
is fairly common in California. (Johns, 1920) Furthermore , Mr. Mittelstaedt has not taken into account any difference in quality at either
hospital.

(SeeF.

218) Although one service may now be delivered more

cheaply than it was before , it may previously have been more expensive because the service was of higher quality. In terms of consumer
satisfaction , there may be a net loss. Food service would be one exam.
pie.

(See

F. 218)

213. RX 5614 ignores the cost of capital for the expenditures re.
quired to consolidate French and Sierra Vista. Approximately $8.

milion in renovations and new construction (in 1982 doIlars) is re.
quired to effect the consolidation set forth in RX 5614. If AMI fi.
nanced the consolidation project (102) at 10%, the average cost of

capital to AMI (Mittelstaedt, 1214), the annual cost of capital for the
000. Mr. Loftin acknowledged
that capital costs would affect the feasibilty ofthe project. He stated
that he could not prepare a financial projection for this project be.

consolidation would be at least $870

cause he did not yet know what the cost of money would be. (Loftin

1535) RX 5614 also does not consider the cost of depreciation on
newly-constructed facilities and renovations built in the course of
consolidation. Depreciation is usuaIly treated as an expense.

(See

38H , J. K) Depreciation on the $2, 103 400 of new construction 37 over
40 years would be approximately $52 585 per year.
(See
38J. ) If the
renovations were also depreciated on the same basis , there would be

000. The capital expense and
depreciation expense wil reduce the potential savings from $1.2 mil.
lion to about $160 thousand.
214. RX 5614 assumes that consolidation of the emergency rooms
at French and Sierra Vista would eliminate the need for French'
contract with a physician group to provide medical coverage at its
emergency room , and thereby save $204 000. (RX 5614H; Mittelstaedt, 1048-9) This savings assUmes that the physician group covering
an additional expense of almost $165

Sierra Vista s emergency room , which is also under contract (Mittel-

staedt , 1048), could handle an increase in the number of emergency
room visits of more than 50%. It also assumes that the Sierra Vista
physician group would handle the increase in emergency room visit,

at Sierra Vista without insisting on greater compensation for its ser
3C RX 5614 cstimates the capital expenditures required to perform the consolidation to be $8 160, 045. (15614D E) In fact, the consolidation wil cost morc since AMI did not include approximately $540 000 required

expand centra! service space for a consolidated storage facility. (Mittelstaedt , 1059)
37 This includes the new construction shown on RX 5614(see RX

the new consolidated storage facility- (Mittelstaedt , 1059)

5614N , Pi, and also the $540 000

required
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vices. RX 5614 also states that consolidation would make it unnecessary to have certain supervisory personnel at both Sierra Vista and

French (for example , two administrators or two directors of nursing),

and so permit the elimination ofl2 supervisory positions ,

with annual
savings of approximately $419 000. (RX 5614C-D , J) This estimate
assumes that a single supervisor could perform the function previously performed by two supervisors. It also assumes that each supervisor
in charge (103) of activities at both hospitals (for example , the director
of nursing or the x-ray chief) wil have an assistant who can routinely
exercise responsibilty for on- the-spot decisions when the supervisor
is not present. (Mittelstaedt , 1132- 34) This cost savings projected by .

RX 5614 would be diminished to the extent that the supervisors and

assistants whose responsibilities are increased as a result ofthe elimination of supervisory positions ask for , and receive, increased compensation for their efforts-a

possibilty acknowledged by Mr.
Additionally, the annual cost

Mittelstaedt. (Mittelstaedt , 1129- 31)

savings through elimination of supervisory positions would be less
than the projected $419

000 in the first three years following consoli-

dation , since RX 5614 assumes it would take at least three years to
implement the personnel reductions. (RX 5614J; Mittelstaedt , 1108)

215. The projected operating cost savings for laboratory tests ignore
the need to maintain two laboratories even after consolidation. RX
5614 projects annual cost savings of $160 000 on the assumption that

all laboratory tests performed at French and Sierra Vista could be
performed at one laboratory facility located at French. (RX 5614A , H;
Mittelstaedt , 1047-48) Mr. Mittelstaedt predicted that switching Sierra Vista s lab work to French wil achieve those savings even though
French' s per unit cost for lab work is much higher than Sierra Vista
5614H) Also ,

(SeeRX

as Mr. Mittelstaedt acknowledged in his testimo-

ny, it would stil be necessary to have a " stat"

laboratory at Sierra

Vista to perform tests where results are needed immediately. (Mittelstaedt, 1057) Mr. Mittelstaedt' s testimony about the economies of

increased volume at a centralized facility (Mittelstaedt, 1048) suggests that " stat" tests performed at Sierra Vista wil be more expendve after consolidation than before. This added expense offsets some

r all of whatever savings might occur by having the remainder of
ierra Vista s laboratory tests performed along with French' s tests at
rench.
216. RX 5614 does not account for the administrative expenses of

rrying out the consolidation of French and Sierra Vista, for exam" processing a CON application. There would be a great number of
isions AMI would have to make to perform the variety of tasks
uired by consolidation. (Mittelstaedt ,

1134; RX 5435Z68) Mr. Mittaedt asserted that there would be no costs to AMI involved

,,
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caving its employees spend their time making those decisions. (Mitelstaedt , 1134-35)
217. RX 5614 concludes that consolidation of French and Sierra

Vista will permit AMI to save $38 000 per year by consolidating the
contracts of the hospitals with outside laundry firms. RX 5614 assumes , without explanation , that the (104) same volume of laundry
would cost less under one contract for both French and Sierra Vista
than under two separate contracts with the same laundry. There is
nothing in RX 5614, or elsewhere in the record, explaining why it is
necessary for both French and Sierra Vista to be owned by AMI to
gain whatever advantages there may be to joint purchasing of laundry services , nor is there any explanation why this savings already
has not been realized by AMI since institution of joint purchasing of
laundry services would be simple to commence and to terminate
necessary.
218. RX 5614 concluded that , through consolidation , $89 000 could

be saved through purchasing food supplies for French at the price
paid by Sierra Vista. (RX 5614H) This conclusion does not take into
account the possibility that French uses food supplies of higher qual-

ity than those Sierra Vista uses , or offers a menu requiring more
expensive food than Sierra Vista uses. (Mittelstaedt , 1113-114)
219. French and Sierra Vista are two miles apart. (CX 736C)

5614 does not take into account the costs of transporting personnel
and goods between French and Sierra Vista after consolidation. The
supervisors listed on RX 5614 , some of whom would be in charge of
activities at both French and Sierra Vista after consolidation might

have to periodically shuttle back and forth between the facilities. It
would also be necessary to transport specimens back and forth between Sierra Vista and the consolidated clinical laboratory and pathology department at French (RX 5614), and to deliver supplies from
the central inventory facilty at one hospital to the other hospital

after consolidation. (Mittelstaedt , 1050)
220. In at least one instance , an item of operating cost savings was
double-counted in the computation of the

total estimated operating

savings. The cost savings projected for emergency services at RX
5614H included savings on emergency room supplies-a $4 000 item
listed again as a separate operating cost saving at RX 56141. (Mittelstaedt , 1121-23) Mr. Mittelstaedt conceded that this item was countec

twice. (Mittelstaedt, 1123-24)
221. Most of the savings projected in RX 5614 are from capital CUI
savings , which it suggests , wil be in excess of $12. 7 milion. (R
5614E-F) This figure represents the difference between the $2(
milion in capital improvements required to maintain Sierra Vista
a first-rate independent hospital if consolidation does not occur
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1 miIion required to consolidate services at both facilties. (RX

5614E-F) As noted above ,

there are obstacles to any consolidation

which may prevent its being completed. Further , if AMI were not
(105) to spend $20. 9 miIion to renovate Sierra Vista, then no savings
would be achieved by consolidating with French instead. There are a

number of reasons why AMI may not spend $20 millon plus to renovate Sierra Vista. First , there is no proof that such expenditures are
necessary. Of the $20. 9 miIion in capital expenditures, over $17 mil-

lion are expenditures which AMI claims are needed at once. (RX
5614E) However , these expenditures would remedy problems which
AMI has left unsolved for some period of time. (Mittelstaedt , 1139-42)
All of these problems existed before AMI acquired French , but AMI
has not found it necessary to make such expenditures up to this time.
Sierra Vista is already a first-rate hospital (Mittelstaedt , 1142), and
the changes suggested in RX 5614 supposedly are necessary to maintain it as a " first-rate hospitaL" (RX 5614R) Mr. Mittelstaedt admitted

that more modest changes could be instituted which would maintain
the status quo at Sierra Vista. (Mittelstaedt, 1105 , 1152) The suggested changes might improve the facility, 38 but one may reasonably
question how dire the need for such changes really is. Secondly, assuming
arguendo
that such changes are needed, AMI may not be

willng to spend almost $21 millon to make them. This expenditure
presumably would have to be approved by the corporation s Executive
Committee (Weisman , 1746), and this committee may be reluctant to

recommend an investment of this size for a hospital which is in an
not present an ideal situation in terms of market
growth and development " and where " (gJrowth in the community is
not expected to be high enough to justify major capital expenditures
across the board of AMI hospitals. " (RX 5435Z66) In fact , AMI could
probably build a new hospital for less than $20. 9 milion. In April
area that " does

1981, AMI Executive Vice President R. Bruce Andrews told a group
f security analysts:
e are stil building hospitals at costs averaging $50

000-$60 000

per bed ,

fully

'lipped , particularly in rural or semi-rural areas.

(430Q) Using Mr. Andrews ' figures , AMI could build a new Sierra
, from the ground up-with the 50 bed addition contemplated by

5614-for

approximately $13 milIion, or $7 miIion less than the
losed renovation of Sierra Vista.

2. AMI would need a certificate-of-need to make the changes
ioned by RX 5614. (Mittelstaedt , 1145) AMI may (106) not res study dOBS not weigh the possiblc benefits to the public from a "renovawd" Sierra Visw versus a
lted" Sierra Vista.
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ceive approval for such action. California s health planning authori-

ties strive to prevent unnecessary investment in hospital facilties.
Johns , 1883) They wil closely scrutinize such a large proposed
(See
capital expenditure (Johns, 1879- 1883), both as to whether the improvements are really necessary and whether more modest improvements
(see
Mittelstaedt , 1152) would be suffcient. In addition , more
than $3. 1

milion of the proposed capital expenditures, for addition of

50 beds in the late 1980' s,

may not be approved.

San Luis Obispo

County is overbedded and is likely to remain so for some time in the
future. California s health planning authorities are thus unlikely to
approve additional beds in the area. The original Friesen reports for
San Luis Obispo noted that the HSA " did not see a need for additional
beds in the San Luis Obispo County planning area. . . . Any program
involving the addition of beds wil be diffcult. " (RX5435U) It can be
expected that the HSA would follow the policy which it had previously announced (CX 1064 at V- 22), and withhold approval for additional
beds until utilzation of existing beds in other area hospitals im-

proved. It is undoubtfuI whether Sierra Vista s utilization wil grow
enough , absent consolidation , to require additional beds. Sierra Vista
had only a 70% occupancy rate in calendar year 1981 , and no consistent trend of increased occupancy during the preceding years. (RX

5835) It therefore has room to grow without having to increase its bed
capacity. Also , RX 5614 concludes that the 50 beds are required on the

assumptions that utilization of hospital inpatient services wil increase as the population grows and that Sierra Vista

s share of the

area s patients wil remain the same. (Mittelstaedt, 1063) The first
assumption is suspect given testimony by respondents ' witnesses that
there is a trend toward decreasing length of stay for inpatients. (Mittelstaedt , 1179) Furthermore , growth in utilization of inpatient services is questionable given the decreasing rate of hospitalization per
000 population in San Luis Obispo County (RX 5775), and a slow(See
CX 38Z9-

down in the rate of population growth in the County.

Z16)

223. To the extent that AMI spends less than $21 milion to renovate Sierra Vista , the alleged savings realized by (107) consolidating
are correspondingly reduced. It is in AMI's interest to make these
capital costs appear as high as possible to accentuate the supposed
savings to be realized from consolidating with French. This coule

explain some of the inconsistencies between the $20. 9 milion figur'

and other evidence in the record. For example, AMI has alread
applied for a certificate-of need for a more spacious emergency roo'
3. The cost of those 50 beds exceeds the $3 100 000 estimaled at RX 56148 because there wouJd be expendih
during an earlier stage of renovation to " stress " a building to permt addition of the floor housing the 50 b

(Mittelstaedt, 1063) Should those 50 beds be deleted from AMI's construction plans , it WQu1d be unece9Sa!
n" the building to accommodate those beds.
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at Sierra Vista. (Carlson , 1344-5) This project may obviate the need
for part ofthe construction program outlned at RX 5614R-S, particu-

larly the $900 000 temporary relocation of the emergency room and
500, 000 for new construction. Secondly, most of the $20.
miIion would go for new construction which would cost $160 (in 1982

the $11

doIlars) per square foot. (RX 5614N)40

The Friesen reports ,

which

were also overseen by Mr. Mittelstaedt , projected the cost of new
construction at $120 per square foot (in 1981 doIlars). (RX 5435Z65)
It seems unlikely that the $40. 00 per square foot difference is due
entirely to one year of inflation.
224. AMI states that since the French acquisition , it has implement-

ed a number of shared services among its hospitals in San Luis Obispo
County which have resulted in cost savings. (Carlson , 1330 , 1347;
Loftin, 1521-22) At the time of the acquisition, French had neither
echocardiography equipment nor ultrasound equipment. Sierra Vista

had relatively new echocardiography equipment but no ultrasound
equipment. Arroyo Grande had ultrasound equipment of limited capability but no echocardiography equipment. (Loftin , 1522; RX
5642A) In February, 1980 , AMI instituted a mobile echocardiography
and ultrasound service for its three San Luis Obispo county hospitals.
(CX 454B; CX 455B; RX 5364A; Loftin , 1523- 24) AMI purchased a van
and ultrasound equipment and moved Sierra Vista s echocardiography equipment from the hospital to the van. (Loftin , 1522- 23) The

mobile van service was for the most part limited to the three AMI
hospitals. From time to time, however, at a physician s request , the
mobile van serviced SLO General and Twin Cities. (Loftin , 1524-25;
Harvey, 1671- 72; CX 456B) The mobile echocardiography and ultrasound services operated over a period of approximately two years.
(Loftin , 1526; Harvey, 1669- 70, 1673- 74; RX 5364A; RX 5613) The
service was terminated approximately September 1 , 1982 because
each (108) hospital had developed a demonstrated need for its own
Iltrasound and echocardiography equipment. (Carlson , 1336-37; Lof, 1525; Harvey, 1672- 73)
225. This mobile van service is not a benefit resulting from the
quisition. In fact , the service may have been impractical. The fact
e service lasted only two years before each hospital went back to its
(BeeCX

'n equipment indicates it was of doubtful utility.

1011A-C)

Jre importantly, an acquisition was not necessary for the hospitals
;hare this service. AMI has a subsidiary whose business is providmobile diagnostic services, such as were provided in San Luis
,po County, to hospitals. (RX 5823 at 52;

see

Harvey, 1694)

6. In August , 1980, French , Sierra Vista and Arroyo Grande
s is the price for lJew construction needIJd as part ofthe cOrlsolidation with French. (RX 5614N) It is ass\led
cost is the same for new construction required under the pJan to renovate Sierra Vista.
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implemented a joint system for maintenance of biomedical equipment. The new program involved the joint hiring ofskiIled biomedical
technicians to service the over 1 000 pieces of biomedical equipment
at the three hospitals. (CX 460A; Carlson , 1330-31) Before implementing this servce, the hospitals caIled . for a service representative who
oftentimes had to travel from Los Angeles or San Francisco. This
would lengthen the time that the equipment would be unavailable.
Such " downtime " was not only expensive but disruptive and poten-

tiaIly dangerous to patients who needed the equipment. (Carlson
1330-31 , 1337- 38) The availability of local biomedical technicians
aiiows the hospitals to operate safely with fewer pieces of redundant
backup equipment. (CX 228B) Hospitals in many communities not
under common ownership share biomedical equipment repair services , either by jointly operating such a service or (more frequently)
by jointly contracting with another fi m to obtain the service. (Mittelstaedt, 1102-05) Such an arrangement could have been possible had
French not been acquired by AMI.

227. A joint reference laboratory for physicians was established by
AMI at French. A reference laboratory is a facility to which physicians send various patient samples from their offces for analysis.
(Carlson , 1333- 34; Stahl ,

1400-1) Couriers are sent to physicians

offces to coIlect samples and to bring them to the central offce
French for processing. They are then transported to the appropriate
AMI hospital laboratory, the laboratory which has the capabilty
to perform the needed test- for analysis. (Carlson ,

1333- 34; Stahl

1402) The reference laboratory provides services primarily to outpa-

tients, rather than to hospitalized patients. (Stahl , 1401) It is question-

able whether the reference lab is a benefit resulting from the
acquisition of French Hospital. The reference lab benefits those patients who have tests in their doctors ' offces.
(Bee
Stahl , 1401) Second

reference labs existed in San Luis Obispo prior to the acquisition.
Sierra (109) Vista had a reference lab prior to the acquisition. (Carlson , 1333) The acquisition may actuaIly have had a detrimental effect
on reference lab services since prior to the acquisition French operat-

ed a competing reference lab which had lower prices than Sierra
Vista. (CX 319B)
228. Common ownership of French and Sierra Vista has enabled th,

hospitals to avoid some duplication of services. An example concern
cardiac rehabilitation programs at each hospital. When French estaJ
Iished a cardiac rehabilitation program in late 1981 in connecti(
with its developing cardiovascular specialty, Sierra Vista already h
such a program. The directors of the French and Sierra Vista p
grams agreed to minimize unnecessary duplication. It was agreed t1
French' s cardiac rehabilitation program would offer service
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French' s inpatients and to all outpatients in the area. Sierra Vista
cardiac rehabilitation program would , by contrast , service only inpatients at Sierra Vista. (CX 331A , B; CX 333C) No estimate of doIlar

savings is available. The French Hospital administrator

merely noted

that this type of approach wil enable the hospitals to " present a
united front when dealing with the lay and medical communities.
(CX 331B)

229. French , Sierra Vista, Arroyo Grande, and AMI's hospital in
Visalia , California , share computer services. A computer is centraIly
located at Sierra Vista with terminals at the other three hospitals.
Each hospital inputs its financial and patient data and prints its bils

from the same computer. This eliminates the need for a separate
computer at each hospital. (Carlson, 1332-33 , 1353) Respondents do

not indicate the amount of savings through having one computer
serve four hospitals; nor is it demonstrated why shared data-processing services ofthe kind offered by AMI subsidiary Professional Hospital Services (RX 5823 at 53) could not achieve much or all ofthose

cost

savings without common ownership of French and the other three
hospitals. Moreover , the 140-miIe distance between San Luis Obispo
and one ofthe AMI hospitals sharing the computer (Carlson , 1332- 33)
suggests that French could have shared computer services with many
multihospital systems that operated hospitals in California.
230. Common ownership of three hospitals in San Luis Obispo

County has also enabled AMI to engage in joint hiring. An example
is the hiring of a cardiovascular anesthesiologist for French and Arroyo Grande. The anesthesiologist previously associated with
French' s cardiac surgery team resigned in October , 1981. At that
time, Arroyo Grande was looking for additional anesthesiology support. The two hospitals joined efforts and successfuIly recruited a
cardiovascular anesthesiologist. (RX 5377 A) Also , AMI has recently
expanded (110) its purchasing agreement so that savings related to
ioint purchasing are already being realized (Mittelstaedt , 1051 , 1119),
md additional savings in this area are expected. (RX 5614)
O.

Evidence Relevant to the Remedy Being Requested.

231. The Notice of Contemplated Relief served with the complaint
Iuded , but is not limited to (1) a requirement that AMI divest the
Jets acquired in the French Hospital acquisition , and (2) a requirent that for a period often years , AMI obtain Commission approval

)r to making any future acquisition of any general acute care
Jital located within the marketing area of a hospital owned or
ated by AMI or one of its subsidiaries.
2. In complaint counsel's post- trial brief; the relief which comt counsel seeks has been made somewhat more specific.
pp. 105-09) Complaint counsel now requests all

(SeeCB,

.,

, ;
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complete divestiture of all assets that AMI acquired from Central
Coast Hospital Company, French Hospital Corporation of San Luis
Obispo, and French Medical Clinic, Inc. , together with any subsequent

improvements. The divestiture shall be subject to the prior approval
of the Federal Trade Commission. Pending divestiture , AMI shall

take all measures necessary to maintain French Hospital in its
present condition and to prevent any deterioration , except for normal
wear and tear , of any of the assets to be divested so as not to impair
French Hospital's present operating abilities or market value.
233. The requirement for prior Commission approval of future acquisitions of general acute care hospitals by AMI also has been made
more specific by complaint counsel. Complaint counsel now seek an
order that , for a period of ten (10) years, AMI shall not , without the
prior approval ofthe Federal Trade Commission, directly or indirectly
acquire any hospital located in the states of Oregon , California, Texas
Oklahoma , Missouri , Arkansas , Louisiana , Mississippi , Alabama,
Georgia , Florida, South Carolina, or North Carolina, if:

(1 The hospital to be acquired is within a Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area C'SMSA" ) in which AMI already operates a hospital
and in which AMI , immediately after the acquisition , would operate
hospitals that combined have a twenty (20) percent or more share of

the licensed general acute care hospital beds; or (1l1)
(2) The hospital to be acquired is not within an SMSA but is in a
county in which AMI already operates a hospital and in which AMI
immediately after the acquisition , would operate hospitals that combined have a twenty (20) percent or more share ofthe licensed hospital

beds; or

(3) The hospital to be acquired is (a) not within an SMSA but is
within thirty (30) miles of a hospital which AMI already operates in
another county, and (b) the hospital to be acquired and any hospital(s)

that AMI operates combined have a twenty (20) percent or more share
ofthe licensed hospital beds in the area within thirty (30) miles of the
midpoint between the hospital to be acquired and any hospital operated by AMI.
Provided, however That no acquisition shall be subject to this prohi-

bition if the consideration to be paid for the hospital, including assumption by AMI of liabilities of its present owners, does not exceed
one milion dollars.
234. In 1980 there were 5 830 community hospitals in the United
States with a total of 988 000 beds. Seventy percent of these beds an
owned by private , non- profit entities. Another 21 percent are ownec
by state or local governmental bodies. Only 8. 8 percent are owned b
"rnfi entities. That 8. 8
C'

percent includes all hospitals owned b

"och as doctor or other investor groups

" ..
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"'.pitals owned by for- profit multi- hospital systems such as

AMI. (RX 5718; RX 5719) In 1972 , 6. 5 percent of the beds in community hospitals were controlled by for- profit entities. In 1980, that had
grown to 8.8 percent. (RX 5719)
235. The five largest proprietary hospital chains , Hospital Corpora-

tion of America , Humana , AMI, National Medical Enterprises , and
Lifemark acquired a total of 192 general acute care hospitals in the
years 1975- 1981. (CX 608; Silvia , 794-95) During their fiscal year
1975 , these firms acquired a total of three hospitals; in their fiscal
year 1981 ,

they acquired a total of 80 hospitals. (CX 608) Other firms

are also engaged in acquiring hospitals. These firms include about a

dozen smaller proprietary hospital chains and a number of large
non- profit hospital chains. In addition, some large hospitals seek to
acquire other hospitals in their local areas. (Weisman , 1720-21; Reilly, 1796-97) Hospital acquisitions are most frequent in the " Sunbelt"
area of the United States. The large proprietary hospital chains, including AMI , operate predominately in the " Sunbelt" (Derzon , 218486), an area notable for its rapid population growth and its relatively
unrestrictive regulation of hospitals. (CX 430J-K: Derzon , 2185; Weisman, 1747-48) (112)

236. AMI currently owns , operates or has under construction 75
hospitals in the United States. (Weisman , 1747-48; but
see
F. 1) Nearly all of these hospitals were obtained through acquisition. (Reily,
771 1845; Weisman , 1748; CX 613) AMI has acquired 19 general acute
care hospitals since 1980. (CX 613A- D; Reily, 1845) Furthermore
AMI wil continue to grow by acquiring hospitals. In 1980 , AMI's
president stated that the objective of the company was to acquire
between four and six hospitals a year , but that it might make acquisi.
tions at a more rapid rate if the right opportunities presented themselves. (eX 430A, C, L, W) All of the hospitals AMI currently owns
operates , or has under construction are located in the states of Oregon , California , Texas , Oklahoma , Louisiana , Missouri , Arkansas,
Mississippi , Alabama , Florida , Georgia , South Carolina , and North
Carolina. (RX 5823 at 50-51) AMI has only acquired one hospital not
located in these 12 states, and it was subsequently sold. (CX 613A-

rhese states are almost all in the " Sunbelt."
237. A hospital typically is owned by one of three groups: a govern-

religious or charitable organization , or a
investor group. (RX 5718; Reily, 753-54) Because of adllces in hospital technology and increases in construction costs reired for renovating or replacing an aging facility, establishing and
erating a hospital of state-of-the-art quality is quite expensive.

lent entity, a non- profit

'r- profit

,al governmental agencies ,

religious groups or small investor
ups sometimes cannot obtain the capital necessary to provide
ded health care services and therefore decide tA 0-
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(Reily, 755- , 1797-99; Schramm , 2351- 53; Weisman , 1719-20; RX
see also
S. Rep. No. 96 , 96th Cong. , 1st Sess. 87 reprinted

5627F , G;

1979 U. S. Code Congo & Ad. News at 1392)
238. Charles P. Reily, AMI's Senior Vice President responsible for
supervising activities directed toward development of new hospitals
in

and the acquisition of hospitals (Reilly, 1793), testified that he began

his position at AMI by submitting a report which indicated AMI WaB
not keeping up with other investor-owned firms in the industry in
terms of growth through the acquisition or development of domestic
hospitals, and that there were substantial opportunities that AMI was
ignoring. (Reily, 1794-95) He further testified that because of health
planning legislation which seeks to limit the expansion of bed capaci-

ty and physical plant investment and equipment investment, there
are substantially more opportunities to buy hospitals than there are

to initiate and charter new ones. (Reily, 1795)

Multi- hospital

systems

compete to purchase hospitals by offering financial terms and commitments to provide health services and management expertise

which meet (113) the community s needs. (Reily, 1806-8) This competition among multi-hospital systems for acquiring hospitals is intense. (Reily, 1796; Schramm, 2351; RX 5621; RX 5627)
239. AMI contends that the order sought by complaint counsel is

likely to substantially lessen competition among multi- hospital systems for acquisition of hospitals. The bidding and negotiation involved in hospital acquisitions proceed at a rapid pace and effective
participation in that process requires the ability to make a firm commitment in a relatively short period. Mr. Reily, AMI's Vice President , testified that lack of abilty to make such a commitment would
place AMI at a disadvantage. (Reily, 1848) Mr. Weisman , AMI's Chief
Executive Offcer , testified:
These are circumstances where time is almost invariably of the essence. We have
situations with frequency where we wil receive what the sellers have a tendency to
of seven
to ten days, two weeks , three weeks , that kind ofthing, with an insistence upon the part
characterize as an RFP. a request for proposal. literally with time dimensions

of the seller that, having made their decision , they want to expedite and arrive at
fruition in the shortest possible time.

(Weisman , 1726-27) A pre-approval requirement would undermine
AMI's abilty to put forth a firm offer in a timely fashion. AMI's offer
would necessarily be conditioned on FTC pre-approval. This would be

fundamentally different from the Hart-Scott- Rodino fiing requirement or a requirement under state law to obtain CON approval be-

cause such requirements are equally applicable to all purchasers. Mr.
Weisman testified that hospital sellers " don t view Hart- Scott generallYaB a condition any more than they view , for example , a prepara-- Afe definitive agreement as a condition. " (Weisman , 1727) The

g.,
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pre-approval remedy, in contrast , would apply only to AMI and would
place a unique condition upon AMI's offer. (Weisman , 1727-28) Mr.

ReiIly also testified that a perception by hospital seIlers that AMI is
subject to special conditions may cause them not to contact AMI
initiaIly, even where the order does not by its terms apply, and thus
AMI would not have the opportunity to compete. (Reily, 1851)

240. In contrast to the testimony of AMI offcials in this proceeding,
AMI stated in its 1981 Form 10- , fied with the Securities and Exchange Commission , as foIlows: (114)
In the opinion of the company s management , divestiture of French Hospital and a

reasonable preacquisition screening mechanism would not have a material adverse
effect on the Company s business or financial condition.

(CX 18M) The lO- K is signed by AMI's Chairman of the Board of
Directors and Chief Operating Offcer , as weIl as other AMI offcials.
(CX 18223- 27)

241. Nearly all hospital acquisitions today would faIl within the
pre-notification requirements of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act. (Weisman , 1728) Furthermore , in some states , acquisitions of hospitals are
subject to the CON laws. In those states hospital acquisitions have to

be approved by the local HSA and the state health departments.

Extensive evidentiary hearings are required to obtain a CON. (Reily,
1849 , 1861; Johns , 1916; F. 85 , 196)
242. The order proposed by complaint counsel would also apply to
hospitals leased or managed by AMI , or where AMI attempts to acquire a lease of a hospital or of management control ofa hospital. (CB
App. , pp. 105- 109) AMI currently operates hospitals under long- term
leases. (CX 18C-E; RX 5823 at 50- 51; see also Silvia , 796) A management contract can give the management firm responsibility for running the hospital's day- to- day operations , including decisions as to

staffng levels and other personnel policies , and supply and equipment purchases. In at least some cases, key hospital employees (such
as the administrator ,

controIler , and director of nursing) are employed by the management firm rather than by the hospital's owners.
Even in areas for which the hospital' s owners retain responsibility
such as pricing), the management firm may be responsible for makng recommendations to the owners , and therefore has some influence
ver those decisions.
(See, e. CX 436G-X; CX 439A- N) During the
scal year ending August 31 , 1978 , AMI operated five domestic hospi,Is under management contracts. (CX 1128-29) Following AMI's
,quisition of Hyatt Medical Enterprises and Brookwood Health Seroes , AMI operated 26 domestic hospitals (including 4 under develop-
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ment) under management contracts. (RX 5824 at 18) AMI sold Hyatt'
hospital management subsidiary in July 1982. (115)
II. CONCLUSIONS
A.

Summary of the Issues

The complaint in this matter issued July 30 , 1981 , charging respondents American Medical International , Inc. and AMISUB
(French Hospital) (collectively " AMI" ), Beverly Hils, California, with
violations of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended , and Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended. The complaint

challenges the acquisition of the assets and related facilities of the
proprietary French Hospital ("French") located in the city of San Luis
Obispo , California.

AMI is engaged primarily in the owning, operation and manage-

ment of general acute care hospitals in the United States and in
foreign countries; more than 85 percent of its revenues are derived
from its operation of such institutions. AMI also provides health care
services through subsidiaries to hospitals and physicians , which inelude medical- technical support services, financial and management
services , and health care development services. In AMI's fiscal year
1982 ,

it had total operating revenues of approximately $1.4

billon

and net income of $78.8 milion. It owns , operates , or has under construction 72 hospitals in the United States and 24 hospitals ahroad.
AMI is the nation s third largest proprietary hospital chain in terms
of domestic hospitals owned. AMI currently owns and operates three

hospitals in San Luis Obispo County, California; they are Sierra Vista
Hospital (" Sierra Vista ) and French located in the city of San Luis
Ohispo , and Arroyo Grande Community Hospital (" Arroyo Grande
located in Arroyo Grande , California.
AMISUB (French Hospital) is a wholly-owned subsidiary corporation of AMI , and was established by AMI in connection with the
acquisition and operation of French.
On July 18 , 1979 , AMI acquired from Central Coast Hospital Company all of the common stock of French Hospital Corporation. Central

Coast Hospital Company at the time of the acquisition was a limited
partnership consisting of both general and limited partners , all but
two of whom were physicians. The partnership owned the land , build-

ings, and other improvements relating to French Hospital. Central
Coast Hospital Company s wholly-owned subsidiary, French Hospital
Corporation, operated French Hospital , owned or leased the hospital'
equipment , and held the license necessary to operate the hospital

prior to the acquisition. Central Coast Hospital Company leased te
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French Hospital Corporation on a long-term basis the property on
which (116) French Hospital is located and the improvements on that
property, including the buildings housing the hospital's facilities. In
the year ending June 30, 1978 ,

Central Coast Hospital Company and
its subsidiary, French Hospital Corporation , had total revenues of
171,482 and a combined net income of $745, 160.
In tbe same transaction AMI also acquired from Central Coast

Hospital Company certain other assets , including the Company
ownership interest in the French Hospital premises leased to French
Hospital Corporation. AMI also purchased from French Medical Clin, Inc.! a CAT scanner and other x-ray and laboratory equipment. (CX

70D-F , W , X-Z; CX 78) While the purchase contract designated AMISUB (French Clinic) as the purchaser , AMI paid the entire consideration for the purchase from its own funds. AMISUB (French Clinic)
also that day subleased from French Medical Clinic , Inc. space for use
as a CAT scanning and x-ray facility and a clinical laboratory. (CX
71A, F)

The total cost to AMI of the transactions described above was
$10 970 000. AMI issued to Central Coast Hospital Company 220 225
shares of stock , with a fair market value of approximately $6. 5 mil-

lion , and assumed approximately $3. 9 milion in long- term debt of
Central Coast Hospital Company. Finally, AMI paid $570 000 in cash
for the CAT scanner , x-ray, and laboratory equipment (CX 70E , G)
purchased from French Medical Clinic , Inc.

At the time of the acquisition there were five general acute care
hospitals in San Luis Obispo County: Sierra Vista, French , and San
Luis Obispo General Hospital CSLO General" ), all located in the city
of San Luis Obispo near the center of the county; Arroyo Grande
Community Hospital (" Arroyo Grande ) located in Arroyo Grande in
the south area of the county; and Twin Cities Community Hospital
Twin Cities ) located in Templeton in the north area ofthe county.

Sierra Vista, purchased by AMI in 1968, was the largest hospital in
the county with 172 acute care hospital beds. Arroyo Grande , which
had 79 acute care hospital beds, was (117) acquired by AMI in 1972.

SLO General , owned by the county, had 78 acute care hospital

Jeds. 2 Twin Cities, owned by National Medical Enterprises, had 84
lcute care hospital beds. French , acquired by AMI in July 1979 from

partnership composed primarily of physicians practicing in the city
was the second largest hospital in the county with
38 acute care hospital beds. With the acquisition of French , AMI

fSan Luis Obispo ,

Frctlch Medical Clinic, Inc was a professional corporation which owned or leased the equipment used at French
lie"j Clinic. It was a who!ly- owned subsidiary ofCeotral Coast Clinic Company, a partership composed of many
Iw partners in Central Coast Hospital Company which owned Frev.:h Hospital.
'iLO General also had 14 p);ychi;tric beds. which are separately licensed and differ from acute care huspital
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controIled 310 hospital beds in the city of San Luis Obispo out of a
total of 388 acute care hospital beds (over 79%), and 389 acute care
hospital beds out of a county total of 551 beds (over 70%). In terms
of 1979 inpatient hospital days , AMI hospitals in the city of San Luis
Obispo had a market share of 87. 2%, and a county market share of
75. 5%. In terms of 1980 gross hospital revenues , AMI hospitals had

a market share in the city of San Luis Obispo of82.4%, and a county
market share of 71.3%.

(See

Appendix D)

The complaint aIleges , and complaint counsel contends , that the
effects of the acquisition of French may be to lessen competition
substantially or tend to create a monopoly in the general acute care
hospital market in San Luis Obispo County, California, and/or parts

thereof in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended, and

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended. It is
further aIleged that AMI , through its whoIly-owned subsidiaries , has
with specific intent to exclude competitors and maintain the power to
control delivery of hospital services , attempted to monopolize and has
otherwise engaged in unfair methods of competition in the market for
general acute care hospital services in San Luis Obispo County, or
parts thereof. This course of conduct and effects are aIleged to violate
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.
Complaint counsel requests an order requiring complete divestiture
of all assets , tangible and intangible , that AMI acquired from Central

Coast Hospital Company, French Hospital Corporation of San Luis
Obispo , and French Medical Clinic, Inc. , together with any subsequent
improvements. The divestiture shall be subject to the prior approval
of the Federal Trade Commission; pending divestiture , AMI must

take all measures necessary to maintain French Hospital in its
present condition and to prevent any deterioration , except for normal

wear and tear , of any of the assets to be divested. (118)
Complaint counsel also seeks an order that , for a period of ten (10)
years , AMI shaii not , without the prior approval ofthe Federal Trade
Commission , directly or indirectly acquire any general acute care
hospital located in the states of Oregon , California , Texas , Oklahoma
Missouri , Arkansas, Louisiana , Mississippi , Alabama , Georgia , Flori-

, South Carolina, or North Carolina , if AMI already operates such
a hospital within the same SMSA , or within the same county, or

(See
, App. 105-109)
Respondents ' principal contentions are that the National Health
Planning and Resources Development Act , 42
C. 300k- 300s (1976
& Supp. IV 1980), depends for its effectiveness on voluntary actions
by providers to reduce excess hospital capacity. The local implementing agency, the Mid- Coast Health Systems Agency, had advocated
within a specified area of such a hospital.

mergers of hospitals to aIleviate over-capacity and duplicative hospi-
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tal services in San Luis Obispo. AMI's acquisition of French and its

plans to merge that facility with Sierra Vista were intended and
reasonably calculated to advance that goal. Thus , an antitrust exemp-

tion in this case is necessary to make the Planning Act work.
Respondents also contend that the antitrust laws , if applied , have
not been violated. Because nearly aU hospital biUs are covered by
insurance, neither patients nor physicians are price-sensitive and , as

a result , there is not price competition in the hospital industry. This
is particularly true in San Luis Obispo where French and Sierra Vista
have never competed on price. Moreover , because of physician politics
and animosities in San Luis Obispo there was scant non- price competition between the hospitals. Hence, competition could not be substantiaUy lessened, nor market power enhanced by the acquisition. One
future effect of the acquisition , according to respondents, is the increased effciency leading to cost savings and quality enhancement
which would result from the merger of French and Sierra Vista , a
benefit that Congress sought to promote in the Planning Act.
FinaUy, respondents submit that the divestiture relief requested by

complaint counsel is inappropriate because separate ownership of
French and Sierra Vista is not likely to enhance competition in view

of the unique economics of the hospital industry. The ten-year prior
approval provision is also inappropriate since the record reflects no

likelihood that AMI , without such restraint , wil engage in ilegal
conduct. The prior approval provision wiU dramaticaUy reduce, if not
eliminate , AMI's ability to participate effectively in the competitive
market for the purchase of hospitals , to the substantial detriment of
the communities involved. (119)

Jurisdiction
1. Section 7 of the Clayton Act
B.

In 1979 , when AMI acquired French Hospital , Section 7 of the
Clayton Act applied only to the direct or indirect acquisition by a

corporation of the stock of another corporation , or the direct or in-

direct acquisition by a corporation of the assets of another corporation.
On July 18 , 1979 , AMI acquired the assets of Central Coast Hospital
company, a partnership, which included aU the common stock of
3 Section 7 of thc Clayton Ad reads , in pertinent part. , as fol!ows:
orporatjon engaged in camln"'rce slm!! ""quire , directly or indirectly, the whole or any part of t.he
stock or other share capital and no corporation subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission
shaJJ acquire the whole or aDY part of the assets (If another corporation engaged also in comnwrce, where in

That no

flDY line of commerce in any section ofthe country, the effect of such acq\lisition may be substantiaHy to Jessen

competition , or to tend to create a monopoly- 15 C.

C. 18 (1976)

J80 , the CJ"yton Act was amended to cover noncorporale acquisitions. Antitrust Procedurallmprovcment Act
180 , Pub L No. 96--349 , Section 6(..), 94 Stat 1154 , 1157-- 58 (1980).
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French Hospital Corporation. Through acquisition of this corporate
stock , AMI acquired the corporation operating French Hospital , the
state license necessary to operate the hospital , a long- term lease ofthe
hospital building, a substantial amount of equipment , and the corpo-

ration s receivables. French Hospital Corporation held a lease from
Central Coast Hospital Company under which the corporation had
the right to occupy the French Hospital premises until 1991 , with an

option to renew unti 2006. The only assets that AMI purchased from
Central Coast Hospital Company, aside from the common stock of
French Hospital Corporation , were the French Hospital building, and
a vacant lot.' Acquisition of the (120) French Hospital Corporation
stock gave AMI control of the hospitaJ. The fact that AMI acquired
the corporation s stock from a partnership, and not from a corpora-

tion does not affect the result." Section 7 does not require that " stock
or other share capital" be acquired from a corporation; it prohibits the
direct or indirect acquisition by a corporation (AMI) of the stock of
another corporation (stock of French Hospital Corporation) where the

effect of such acquisition may be substantially to lessen competition
or tend to create a monopoly. Thus , AMI's acquisition of the common
stock of French Hospital Corporation from the Central Coast Hospital
Company, a partnership, satisfies the terms of Section 7 of the Clay-

ton Act in effect in 1979 since it was a " direct or indirect" acquisition
of the stock of a corporation.

The critical point in the above analysis is not who had the ultimate
control over all the assets , but the fact that French Hospital Corporation at the time of the acquisition owned or had under lease all the
principal assets necessary to the operation of the hospital , and also
operated the hospital. AMI acquired the stock of that corporation.
Other arrangements could have been worked out to avoid Section 7's

proscriptions, such as having the partnership dissolve the corporation
and take over the operation of the hospital sometime prior to its
acquisition. However , these measures were not undertaken , corporate
stock was acquired by another corporation, and Section 7 applies to
the acquisition. (121)

AMI's acquisition of French Hospital also included the purchase
from French Medical Clinic , Inc. of some equipment , including a CAT

scanner and other x-ray and laboratory equipment , used in the opera. ThtJ record is not de lT as to equipment owned by thc partner!ohip and equipment owned by thc corporation
Res!'. Rf1ply Brief. p. 190 n. ; ex 535; ex 70; ex 60; ex 498-- 1; ex 35Z5) However , a precise determination

(See

of the equjpmeI1t owned--r Icased- by each entity is not necessary to a resolution of the jurisdictional issue.
S Complaint counsel p!aces emphasis on the long- term lease which French Hospiwl Corporation held on the
hospital building. (CB , p. 4; Complaint counsel Reply Brief, p. 61) As respondents point out , jft,he partnership had
desired to amend or change the lease (CX 534Z1), or nlDcel the lease for that DJatter , it could have done so at win
since the partnership (lessor) wholly- owned and contro1!ed the corporation (Jessee). (Resp. Reply Brief, p. 191)
6 Numerous acquisitions are accomplished through tender offers where the stock is acquired from individua!s.
No one has suggested , to my knowledge , that such acquisitions are not subject to Sedion 7 of the Clayton Act.

..
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tions of French Hospital. This acquisition of corporate assets was an
integral part of the transaction which gave AMI control of French
Hospital. Section 7 reaches this direct purchase of the corporate assets of French Medical Clinic , Inc. , which completed AMI's acquisition
of the French Hospital operation.
2. Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act provides that
(uJnfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce. . . are
45 (1976). The Commission has
applied Section 5 to reach transactions which violate the standards of
C.

hereby declared unlawful." 15

the Clayton Act, though technically not subject to the Act. For example, in

Beatrice Foods Co.

67 F.

C. 473 (1965), the Commission held

that Section 5 could be used to challenge noncorporate acquisitions
even though the Clayton Act is inapplicable to such transactions. As
Beatrice:

the Commission stated in

It is well established that Section 5 reaches transactions which violate the standards
of the Claytn Act though for technical reasons are not subject to that Act , unless such
application of Section 5 would be an attempt to " supply what Congress has studiously
omitted" . . . or to " circumvent the essential criteria of ilegality prescribed by the
Applying Section 5 to noncorporate
express prohibitions of the Clayton Act"
' policy
acquisitions effectuates , rather than circumvents or conflicts with , Congress
with respect to the prevention of anticompetitive acquisitions.
Id.

at 726;

see also, Grand Union

Co.

v. FT 300 F. 2d 92 , 98-99 (1962).

Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act applies to the entire
acquisition transaction which gave AMI control of French Hospital.
Because the acquisition of partnership as well as corporate assets can
be challenged under Section 5 , it is not necessary to predicate Section
5 liability on satisfaction of the technical requirements of Section 7

ofthe Clayton Act. " (TJhe Commission s power to challenge noncorporate acquisitions under Section 5 is well-settled. Ash Grove Cement
Co. 85 F.

C. 1123 , 1167 n. 61 (1975). (122J

3. Interstate Commerce
a.

Section

of the Clayton Act

At the time ofthe French acquisition , Section 7 of the Clayton Act
applied to mergers only if both the acquiring and the acquired firms
is engaged u in commerce
were
engaged in commerce. 7 A firm
within the meaning of Section 7 of the Clayton Act if it is " directly
engaged in the production , distribution , or acquisition of goods or
services in interstate commerce. United States v. American Building
715 UB. C. 18 (1976). The Clayton Act was amended in 1980 to cxtendjuri6dctiOD to firms " afecting commerce.
Antitrust Procedura.l Improvernellts Act of 1980 , Pub. L. No. 96-49 , SectiOtl 6(a), 94 Stat. 1154, 1157--8 (1980).
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Maintenance Industries 422 U. S. 271, 283 (1975) Participation in the
flow of interstate commerce need not be substantial, it need only be
de minimis. Goldfarb v. Virginia State Bar 421 U. S. 773
more than
785 (1975);
United States v. MPM. , Inc. 397 F. Supp. 78 , 84-6 (D.
Colo. 1975).

AMI has admitted doing business in a number of states. For example , at the time of the French acquisition , AMI owned or leased 44
general acute care hospitals that were located in nine states. It coor-

dinated their activities from its Beverly Hils , California, headquarters. In the year before the acquisition , AMI acquired four domestic

hospitals, a design and architectural firm , and a prepaid health care
firm , all of which were located in states other than California. AMI
also provided cardiopulmonary, diagnostic , and therapeutic services
under contracts with hospitals in 40 states. These interstate transactions place AMI in the flow of interstate commerce. Furthermore
AMI was engaged in interstate commerce by virtue of its ownership
of Sierra Vista and many other hospitals that purchase substantial
amounts of goods from sources in other states, and receive substantial

revenues from out-of-state sources, including payments from MediSee United States
care and private third- party payor insurance plans.
v. Hospital Affiliates International, Inc. 1980-1 Trade Cas. (CCH)
721 at 77 853 (E.D. La. 1980).

At the time of the acquisition , French Hospital Corporation was
making payments of over $200 000 per year on equipment leases
which payments were sent to locations outside the State (123) of
California. (F. 8 , n. 4) French Hospital Corporation received millons
of dollars in payments that originated outside of the State of Calif ornia from Medicare and private third-party payors. French Hospital

Corporation made substantial purchases of supplies and equipment
from out-of-state sources. Finally, French Hospital Corporation occasionally treated patients that did not reside in the State of California.

The payment offunds to locations outside the State of California , the

receipt of funds from interstate sources, and treatment of patients
from other states placed French Hospital Corporation in the flow of
Goldfarb v. Virginia State Bar 421 U. S. at 783444 U. S. 232 , 245 (1980);
United States v. Hospital Affiliates International, Inc. , supra. See also
425 U. S. 738 , 744
Co.
v. Trustees of Rex Hospital,
Hospital Building
(1976); Crane v. Intermountain Health Care, Inc. 637 F. 2d 715 , 725
interstate commerce.

84; McLain v. Real Estate Bd. of New Orleans,

(10th Cir. 1981) (en banc).

French Medical Clinic , Inc. leased substantial medical equipment
from an out-of-state concern, and made payments therefor approximating $200, 000 per year. (F. 6) Most of the payments for rental
this equipment were made in interstate commerce. The CAT scanner

,"
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owned by French Medical Clinic , Inc. was used both in the Clinic and
for inpatients at French Hospital. (F. 167 , n. 18) It is inferred that the
Clinic purchased supplies and equipment in interstate commerce , and
received substantial funds in interstate

commerce as payment for

health care services. Thus , French Medical Clinic , Inc. was substan-

tially involved in the flow of interstate commerce at the time of the
French acquisition. As the court in
McLain
explained , its earlier

Goldfarb
that the activities of the attorneys were within
the stream of interstate commerce " in no way restricted it to those
holding in

challenged activities that have an integral relationship to an activity
in interstate commerce. McLain u. Real Estate Bd. of New Orleans
444 U.s. at 244.

Respondents , French Medical Clinic , Inc. , and French Hospital Corporation , prior to the acquisition , could not have furnished hospital
services to patients without the purchasing of supplies from interstate
sources, leasing of equipment from interstate sources , and receiving
substantial funds in payment for services from interstate sources. The
actual furnishing of the hospital services to patients
(e.
anesthesiology), which respondents seek to isolate as being a local activity (RB
pp. 151- 52; Resp. Reply Brief, p. 186), is " an integral part" of the total

hospital operation which is substantially involved in interstate commerce.
See Goldfarb u. Virginia State Bar 421 U. S. at 784-85. Thus
for jurisdictional purposes , all necessary parties to the French acquisition were " directly engaged in the production , distribution , or acquisition of goods (124) or services in interstate commerce. United
States u. American Building Maintenance Industries 422 U. S. at 283.
b.

Section

of the FTC Act

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act declares unfair
methods of competition " in or affecting commerce " to be unlawful. 15
C. 45 (1976). The activities which place AMI , French Hospital
Corporation , and French Medical Clinic , Inc. in interstate commerce
for purposes of Section 7 of the Clayton Act are also activities which
meet the " in commerce " requirements of Section 5. This showing is

suffcient to establish jurisdiction under Section 5.
The " affecting commerce " requirement of Section 5 is satisfied if
some nexus exists between the acts or practices at issue and interstate
commerce. Purely intrastate activities are deemed to " affect commerce " if the activity, local in nature , n has an effect on some other
appreciable activity demonstrably in interstate commerce. McLain
u. Real Estate Bd. of New Orleans, Inc. 444 U. S. at 242 (1980);
see also
u. Trustees of Rex Hospital, supra. To establish
;he jurisdictional element of a Section 5 violation it would be suff:ient (for complaint counsel) to demonstrate a substantial eftect on

Hospital Building Co.
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interstate commerce " generated by AMI's and French Hospital Corporation s total hospital operation; a more particularized showing is
not required.

444 U. S.

McLain u. Real Estate Ed. of New Orleans,

at

242.

The record in this proceeding demonstrates that AMI's acquisition
of French Hospital and AMI's attempt to monopolize " affect" interstate commerce in a variety of ways , including the following:

(1) French Hospital receives substantial interstate payments from

private third-party payors. Many of these private third- party payors
reimburse on the basis of charges rather than

costs. The French

acquisition may tend to impair price competition which wil necessarily mean that interstate payments from such charge-based payors
will be affected. AMI is in the process of standardizing the charges of

its three hospitals in San Luis Obispo County. Any standardization of
charges wil affect these interstate payments. In addition , AMI will
seek a return on its investment in French Hospital, which investment
substantially exceeds the investment of French' s

previous owners.

This wil affect charges.
(2) French Hospital also receives payments from Medi- CaI , a por(i. the federal share). AMI's

tion of which is interstate in nature

acquisition of French Hospital will (125) substantially affect these
revenues to the extent that AMI's conduct eliminates price competi-

tion for Medi- CaI business.

(3) Medicare payments , which are interstate in nature, are also
affected by AMI's acquisition of French Hospital. Medicare paid
AMI's San Luis Obispo County hospitals on the basis of costs , and
AMI's acquisition of French Hospital affected the cost basis upon
which its Medicare revenues were predicated. A substantial portion
of the almost $11 milion purchase price for French Hospital was

amortized by AMI and passed on to Medicare each year , and also
passed on to Medi- Cal in essentially the same way. Since the costbased reimbursement formulas used by Medicare and Medi- Cal included a reasonable return on equity (profit), AMI's return on equity
on this stepped-up investment basis resulted in higher reimburse-

ment to AMI than to the previous owners of French. These changes
in French Hospital's cost basis affected interstate payments to the
hospital.
(4) French Hospital purchased a substantial amount of drugs, medical devices ,

and other supplies from sources outside of California.
AMI's acquisition of French affects these interstate purchases to the
extent that reduced competition among hospitals resulting from the

acquisition wil affect the nature and quantity of supplies that AMI
purchases.
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These links with interstate commerce are suffcient to satisfy the
See Hospital Buildaffecting commerce " requirement of Section 5.
ing Co. u. Trustees of Rex Hospital, supra; Indiana Federation of
American Medical Ass , 94
Dentists Dkt. 9118 , 101 F. C. 57 (1983);
638 F. 2d 443 (2d Cir. 1980);
C. 701, 993-996, aff'd as modified,
aff'd per curiam by an equally divided court 455 U. S. 676 (1982) Nor
is it necessary to show a " direct" connection between the chaIlenged
act or practice and an effect on interstate commerce Hospital Building Co. 425 U. S. at 744-5; nor the magnitude ofthe effect; or even
GoldMcLain 444 U. S. at 243;
that an effect has already occurred.
farb 421 U. S. at 785. This is particularly true for violations of the
Clayton and Federal Trade Commission Acts , which can be based on

probabilities of anticompetitive effects and not necessarily actualiFTC v. Motion Picture Adv. Service Co. 344 U. S. 392 , 394-395
(1953). Further , it is not necessary to show that there wil be a reduction, rather than an increase, in the flow of commerce through interHarald Friedman Inc. u. Thorafare Markets Inc. , 587
state channels.
2d 127 , 132 , 137 (3d Cir. 1978)
The record establishes that the Federal Trade Commission has ju-

ties.

risdiction over the acquisition of French Hospital both under Section
7 of the Clayton Act and Section 5 of the FTC Act. (126)
Cardia- Medical Associates
FinaIly, respondents place reliance upon
u. Crazer- Chester Medical Center 552 F. Supp. 1170 (E.D. Pa. 1982), as

establishing that the provision of health services is essentiaIly local
in nature , and that the interstate transfer of funds , the interstate
purchase of drugs and supplies , and the treatment of some out-of-state
in
commerce " or " afJecting commerce " jurispatients do not satisfy
diction. That proceeding involved aIlegations of denial of certain specialized privileges in cardiology at a medical center to four local
physicians. The court stressed that the plaintiffs ' case related " only
to a limited number of cardiology procedures. . . .

Id.

at 1203. There

was no aIlegation that plaintiffs had been foreclosed from practicing
cardiology at the defendant medical center , or from pursuing their
The court pointed out
Ibid.
practices in their offces , or anywhere else.
that the interstate commerce involved , if any, was " miniscule, Ibid.
that " (i)f antitrust jurisdiction can be invoked on the basis of these
plaintiffs ' aIlegations, virtuaIly all activities , even if purely local , and
including our hypothetical house painter , would be subject to federal
antitrust scrutiny.

Id.

at 1205.

In this present proceeding the antitrust challenge is directed to the
acquisition of an entire hospital operation , not some limited aspect of
Tbus, even
Cardia- Medical.
patient services such as was involved in
is correct on its facts , it is inapplicaif the holding in
Cardio- Medical
ble to this proceeding.
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C.

The Relevant Markets

Section 7 of the Clayton Act prohibits acquisitions where the effect
thereof may be " substantially to lessen competition , or to tend to
create a monopoly " in any clline of commerce " in any It section of the
country. " 15 U. C. 18 (1976). Therefore , determination of the rele-

vant product market and the relevant geographic market is a necessary predicate to the examination of the legality of a merger under
the Clayton Act

United States u. Marine Bancorporation,

418 U.

602 618 (1974), because measurement of the substantiality of impact
may be made only in terms of the market affected.
United States v.
E.I du Pont de Nemours
Co.,
353 U. S. 586 , 593 (1957);
Brown Shoe
Co. u. United States 370 U. S. 294 , 324 (1962), " (TJhe problem of defining a market turns on discovering (127) patterns of trade which are

followed in practice. United States u. United Shoe Machinery Co. , 110
FBupp. 295 ,

303 (D. Mass. 1953),

affd per curiam 347 U. S. 521

(1954).

1. The Relevant Product Market
The relevant product market alleged in the complaint for the purpose of evaluating the anticompetitive effect of AMI's acquisition of
French Hospital is " general acute care hospitals. " It is clear , however
that it is the patient servces furnished by general acute care hospitals
that is the product market intended by the complaint. (Complaint , n
The outer boundaries of a market are set by the " reasonable interof demand" between the
product and proposed potential substitutes.
Brown Shoe 370 U. S. at
325. However , the relevant market cannot include the infinite range
changeability of use " or " cross-elasticity

of possibilties that may in some aspects be interchangeable , and yet

stil retain any meaning as a concept and provide any guidance in
fashioning a rule. The circle must be drawn narrowly to exclude any
other product to which , within reasonable variations in price , only a
limited number of buyers wil turn; in technical terms , products
whose cross-elasticities of demand are smal1. (See, Times- Picayune
Publishing Co. v. United States,
345 U. S. 594 , 612 , n. 31 (1953)) It is
S Market definition is also at element of an attempt to monopolize claim. The process of market definition in
mODopoli'ltion cases is simiJar to that usd in Setion 7 cases. United States v. Grinnell Corp. 384 D.S- 563 , 573
(1966).

9 The CommiS.ion, in its statement concernng horizonta mergers, stated: " The purpo of product market
analysis is to ascertin what grouping ofpro(hH:ts or services should be j1JcJuded in a singJe reJev!.t market. Where

the cToBSasticity of demand for separate products or services is high , they nonnally wil be within the sae
prodllct market. Similarly, a high cro lasticity of Bupp1y tends to suggest the existence of a common product
mnrket. Therefore , the issue of whether related products or services place a signficat constraint on the ability
of mergig firms to raise prices, limit supply or lower qualty is central to evaJuating the competitive effects of
a horizontal merger. " Statement of Federal Trade Commissioll Concerning Horizonta Mergera, June 14, 1982, at
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now established that within a broad product market well- defined

submarkets may exist which constitute product markets for antitrust
purposes.

outlines the (128) criteria by which such

Brown Shoe

product markets are to be established. These are:
(I)ndustry or public recognition of the submarket as a separate economic identity, the
product' s peculiar characteristics and uses , unique production facilities , distinct customers , distinct prices , sensitivity to price changes , and specialized vendors.

370 U. S.

at 325.

In establishing these guidelines, the Court noted that absolute
precision in definition of the market is not what is required; the
definition of the relevant market must merely reflect the market
realities. 370 U. S. at 336 , 342 , n. 69. In addition , it is not necessary
that the market chosen fulfill

all

of the criteria.

Aluminum Co. of America
Metals

Co.

United States u.

377 U.s. 271 , 276-77 (1964);
309 F. 2d 223 , 227 (D. C. Cir. 1962).

u. FTC,

Reynolds

Courts have held in a variety of different industries that when firms
offer a group of services that are, as a matter of trade reality, consid-

ered economically distinctive when viewed collectively, the " cluster

of products or services can and should be treated as a product market

United States u. Phillipsburg Na399 U.s. 350 , 360-361 (1970) (commercial
United States u. Philadelphia National Bank, 374

for purposes of antitrust analysis.
tional Bank

Trust

banking services);

S. 321 ,

United States u.

356 (1963) (commercial banking services);

Grinnell Corp.,
services);

Co. ,

384 U. S. 563 ,

571 (1966) (central station protective

Crown Zellerbach Corp. u. FTC,

296 F. 2d 800, 811 (9th Cir.

1961), ccrt denied 370 U. S. 937 (1962) (paper products);
American
Medicorp u. Humana, Inc. 445 F. Supp. 589 , 605 (E.D. Pa. 1977) (short-

term acute care hospital services). This principle of a " cluster of
services " provided by general acute care hospitals is the most appro-

priate product market for purposes of analyzing the effects of the
French Hospital acquisition. to (129)

General acute care hospitals offer a cluster of services not available
from any other type of health facility. General acute care hospitals in
California are required to offer the following services on a 24-hour
basis: medical , nursing, surgical , anesthesia , laboratory, radiology,
pharmacy, and dietary services.
Cal. Health
Safety Code
Section
1250(a) (Deering 1982). There are no reasonable substitutes

in con-

sumption or supply for this cluster of services. The cluster of services
10 Complaint counsel proposc that the product market call be characterized in two ways: general acute cllre
hospital services (hospital services) or general acute care hospital inpatient services (inpatient services). The

narrower market of inpatient services is incollsistent with the " duster of services" product market since it
lIttempts to carve out aJJ outpatient services rendered by general aCllte care hospitals. In addition the record
supports a conclusion that substantially all outpatient services rendered by general acute care hospitals simply
were not practicallyavajJable

to consumers from other sources.

(See, e.

F. 45-6)
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offered by general acute care hospitals provides for the complete

treatment of patients with a broad range of conditions. Thus , the
hospital offers a variety of facilities to help diagnose disease; it offers
facilities for surgery; it provides round-the-clock nursing services.
Most importantly, hospitals provide the equipment and personnel to
deal with unexpected , but potentially life- threatening, situations.
While a particular service may be available at some other institution
general acute care hospitals are unique in that they alone offer this
whole cluster of services in a single setting. (F. 35)

It is critically important for doctors to have access to general acute
care hospitals. Surgeons , for example , require hospitals not only for
the surgery itself, but also for the other support staff. and services
necessary to care for the patient before and after the surgery. Only
hospitals have the necessary equipment to perform major surgery.
Likewise , hospitals are often the only facilities able to perform certain
sophisticated tests which doctors require.
A number of physical ailments can be treated safely only by admit-

ting a patient to the hospital. These situations include, among others
patients in need of certain kinds of surgery, patients requiring certain
diagnostic procedures, and patients in need of observation or aroundthe- clock monitoring. Almost any patient with acute cardiovascular

disease must be admitted to the hospital for treatment. Patients in
need of intravenous medication , and those in need of intensive care
services, must be admitted to the hospital. Also, patients having
procedures which require general anesthesia usually wil be admitted
to the hospital. (130)

There are some other situations where it is possible

to treat a

patient without admission to a hospital , but a number off actors make

this option unattractive. In those instances where nursing care is
required , a patient could be treated at home only if private duty
nurses were employed at great expense. Even if nurses were hired, it
stil might be necessary to admit a patient if complications arose.
(Boyd , 335) Unexpected complications , or patients with certain " predisposing conditions " creating the risk of complications , makes treating many conditions in a non hospital setting extremely risky.
Some ancilary services, such as x-rays and laboratory tests , which
are rendered to inpatients also are available in doctors ' offces and
clinics and private labs. However , these nonhospitaI facilities are not
used to treat individuals in need ofinpatient care. When people needing inpatient care require such services, they use the facilities present
in the hospital.

The most important outpatient service provided by a hospital is the
hospital' s emergency room. All hospitals in San Luis Obispo County
offered full- time emergency room services. In some case , emergency
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rooms may treat relatively minor problems that probably could be
s offce or a clinic. But patients often come to
emergency rooms unaware of what is wrong with them , but aware
treated in a doctor

that the fuII gamut of care is available to them at an emergency room.
Doctors ' offces, which are not open 24 hours a day and cannot provide
as broad a range of services as emergency rooms , are therefore not a

substitute for a patient who believes he needs emergency care. A

patient seeking emergency care may use the emergency room because
he does not have a regular doctor or is not readily knowledgeable

about an available doctor.

The cluster of services offered by general acute care hospitals is
distinct from that available from other sources in at least two ways.
First, hospitals offer a coIIection of complementary services that are
most effciently supplied together. These servces are needed by patients and doctors alike; indeed , the services are essential to seriously
il patients needing

sophisticated back-up services, and patients

whose general health status or medical condition poses a risk of com-

plications. Second , the cluster of hospital services are not available

outside the hospital. Patients needing fuII- time nursing care or observation , emergency support servces , many kinds of surgery, intensive

care , or certain sophisticated equipment , have no reasonable alternative to hospital care. Other types of health care facilities and servces
such as doctors ' offces, outpatient laboratories , long-term care (131)
facilties and home health services , simply are not reasonably inter-

changeable with hospital services, for they do not and cannot offer the
range and combination of services found in hospitals.
Moreover , cross-elasticity of supply for hospital services is also low.
Legal requirements and other considerations indicate that other

firms cannot easily begin to offer hospital services if existing hospitals
raise prices , restrict output, or lower quality. While AMI asserts that
nationwide , more medical and surgical procedures are being performed in doctors ' offces or in freestanding surgical centers and more

diagostic tests are being performed on an outpatient basis, the evidence adduced at trial showed that these factors are not likely to have
any significant effect on San Luis Obispo County hospitals in the
foreseeable future.

In addition to the lack of reasonable substitutes for hospital services , other factors reinforce the conclusion that general acute care

hospital services constitute a distinct product market. General acute
care hospitals are recognized by government agencies and industry

participants as a distinct class of health care provider. There is a
weII-accepted definition of acute care hospitals used by groups such

as health planning organizations, hospital associations, accrediting

bodies , and government agencies that does not include long-term care
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facilties , psychiatric hospitals, or doctors ' offces or clinics. In addition , California law treats general acute care hospitals separately
from other types of facilities that offer inpatient care, such as psychiatric and specialty hospitals and skiled nursing and intermediate care
facilities.
Cal. Health
Safety Code
Section 1250 (Deering 1982). AMI

documents introduced into evidence listed only other general acute
care hospitals as competitors of its hospitals in San Luis Obispo Coun-

ty. Hospital administrators , when asked about their competitors
mentioned only other general acute care hospitals and not outpatient
facilties.
In sum , general acute care hospital services are clusters of services
for which patients have no reasonable substitutes outside hospitals.
Nor do other facilities exist that could be expected to offer interchangeable services if existing hospitals exercise market power to the
detriment of consumers. Thus , there are no alternatives that can
significantly constrain pricing and other behavior of general acute
care hospitals. As a consequence, general acute care hospital services
is the appropriate product market in which to evaluate the competi-

tive effects of AMI's acquisition of French Hospital. (132)
2. The Relevant Geographic Markets
a.

Legal Criteria

The complaint alleges that the relevant geographic market is San
Luis Obispo County and/or parts thereof. (Complaint , n 7) Complaint

counsel asserts that the city of San Luis Obispo is a relevant geograph-

ic market , in addition to San Luis Obispo County. More than one
United States u. Ma-

relevant market may exist in an antitrust case.

rine Bancorporation

418 U. S. 602 ,

Brewing Co. 384 U. S. 546 ,

621 (1974);

United States u. Pabst

551- 552 (1966).

The purpose of defining a geographic marketll is to delineate the
geographic area within which market power could be successfuIIy
exercised. Thus , the relevant geographic market is the territory within which a firm could exercise market power because sellers outside
this area lack the ability to compete on substantial parity with those
in the market.1

In determining the relevant geographic market , the courts seek to
identify the market area where the effect of the merger wil be direct
and immediate. The " area of effective competition in the known line
11 The term

!Iction of the county, " as used in Section 7 of the Clayton Act, and " n:1cvant geographic market"
States u. Marine Bancotporation 418 US. 602, 620-21 (1974)
12 Aa the Commission haB Doted in djscussiDg geographic market definition, " (t)he issut! js whether producers
of the merged firm s product in other geographic area!! pJacf! a !ligf)jficant cooBtraint on the ability of the merged
firm to raise price or restrict output. As a general proposition, an area is a separate geographic market if Ii change
in the price of the product in the area does not , within a relevant period of time , jnduce substantial changes in
are equivalent. United

the quantity of the pruduct sold in other areas.

));
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of commerce " is determined by delineating " the market area in which

the seller operates, and to which the purchaser can practicably turn
for supplies. United States v. Philadelphia National Bank 374 U.
321 , 359 (1963) (quoting
S. 320 , 327 (1961)).

Tampa Elec.

Co.

Co. ,

v. Nashville Coal

365

One commentator has defined the relevant market as follows:
The area of effective competition may be any commercially significant geographic area

which can (133) reasonably be said to confine the relevant commercial activities. If
sellers within the area are making price and output decisions protected from t.he need

to take account of sellers outside the area, there is a distinct market. If sellers within
the market must take account of sellers outside it , either because these sellers are
mobile and can easily come into the area to sell , or because buyers are mobile and can
easily go outside ofthe area to buy, the market is being defined too narrowly.

L. Sullvan

68 (1977).

Handbook of the Law of Antitrust

British Oxygen

The exact size ofthe market need not be established.

rev d sub nom. on other grounds,

Co.
Ltd. 86 F. C. 1241
BOC International Limited v. FTC 557 F. 2d 24 (2d Cir. 1977);
, 1371 (1975),

craft Corp.

78 F.

C. 1352 ,

1405-6 (1971),

aff'd,

Paper-

472 F. 2d 927 (7th Cir.

1973). " (PJrecision of detail is less important than the accuracy of the
370 U.
broad picture presented. Brown Shoe Co. v. United States,
,
like
the
product
mar294 , 342 , n. 69 (1962). The geographic market

ket , must correspond to commercial realities and be economically
at 336-37. The physical dimensions ofthe geographic
Id.

significant.

market need not be set out in metes and bounds,

Pabst Brewing Co.

but must constitute a rough approximation of the
Philadelphia National Bank the Supreme Court
relevant market. In
stated that the relevant geographic markets in service industries are
generally local , because " convenience of location is essential to effective competition. " 374 U. S. at 358.
384 U. S.

at 549 ,

In defining the geographic market for hospital services , the Commission and the Justice Department have stated that the factfinder
should use " the ' traditional' method of economic analysis " to identify
the area of effective competition that the (hospital) encounters when

it offers the designated product for sale. " Brief for United States as
Amicus Curiae at 13Hyde, ccrt. granted 51

Jefferson Par .h Hospital District No. 2 v.
W. 3649 (U. S. Mar. 7 , 1983) (No. 82-

U.

1031).13 In a case involving hospital services

, patient flow (134) statis.

13 Courts have found local geographic markets or varying sizes in antitrust cases involving hospitals, depending
See,
on the particular product market at issue and the economic facwrs afecting the local area.
cert.
Magouern 521 F. Supp. 842, 885-6 (w. n. Pa. 1981),orrd mem. 68B 2d 824 (3d Cir. 1982),

e. , Robinson v.
denied 103 S.

302 (t982) (market for adult open heart surgery was 16-eounty area surrounding Pit\.burgh , Pennsyjvanj,,) United
States v. Hospita/AffiliateslnternatirJTol lnc. 1980--1 Trade Cas- (CCH) 163 721 at 77 853 (E.D. La. 1980) (market
for inpatient psychiatric care was NCJw Orleans and surrounding area constituting thelocal health systems Hreil
RSA" American Medicorp II. Humana , Inc. 445 FSupp. 589 , 604 , 605 (E. D. Pa. 1977) (market for development
of new hospitals was the HSA; market for delivery ofshort term acute care community hospital servic€s was town

ofBJuefield , Wesl Virginia)

